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Hon. Editor’s Notes
Once more members chronicle their wanderings
in this Journal. Some range far and wide - to
St. Kilda - to Spain - to Greece. Others v.iSitand
explore the coas~;s of this island or seek the sun
and wine of nearby France. Still another group
have devoted their energies to Ocean Racing in a
tough Fastnet and Admiral’s Cup year. Together
they relate the story of a lively club and wiU, I
hope, provide the best of reading.
The Journal is somewhat slimmer than usual this
year. Whether this is due to the shortcomings
of its editor, the vagaries of our climate or the
commendable brevity of its contributors I must
leave you to judge for yourselves.
As an extrJemely inexperienced editor I would like
to appeal to members for any suggestions for
improvement to the Journal. This year estimates
for printing were obtained, but the figure was so
high that it was felt that a small club like our’s
could not afford it without increasing our subscription and reducing the number and length of
contributions. The editor would indeed be loth
to buy a blue pencil and feels that the quality of
our Journal depends on the freedom of members
to say what they like in whatever way they like.
In conclusion the editor must thank members for
their logs and apologise for any errors which
may creep in. He must also thank the hard working Hon. Secretary, Aidan Dunn, for doing allthe
real work. Without his help, the Journal would
never have appeared.

BOB BERRIDGE.

HONORARY

SECRETARY’S

REPORT

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would like to commence my report by paying a tribute to my predecessor, Dr. Morck, for his trojan efforts in promoting the interests of
our Club. He has set a very high standard for me to emulate.
What an appalling season it has been’. However, despite the almost
Arctic conditions, very few races had to be abandoned on account of heavy
weather, and our Cruisers went on to disturb fresh waters, even as far
afield as Terry Roche’s visit to the Island of Kitnos.
The year commenced with the Annual Meeting at which we were presented with a complete re-draft of the Club rules by the sub-committee
comprising Messrs. Morck and Morrison, which had been set up for the
purpose. After some discussion these were accepted as presented and are
in the process of being printed.
The Annual Dinner at Cork attracted a record attendance, and our
thanks for it’s superb:organisation are due in no small measure to Cashel
Riordan and his team. Those of us who adjourned to the ’Doyle Party’
afterwards wish we could remember some more of its details.
The I. C. C. joined with the C. C.C. for a Joint Meet at Cultra in
June. Weather conditions were rather heavy, and only Helen of Howth and
Segura ventured North from the South. Together with the Northern members
they met the ’Scots Clan’ and our thanks for it’s organisation go to the
Commodore and Committee of the R o N° I. Y o C0
The Whit race from Howth to Port St. Mary was well supported, and
despite the thick fog, the entire fleet navigated their way safely to fraternise with the Northern fleet, the C. C. C., and the N. W. Oo A. The race
was won on corrected time by Stephen O’Mara’s new Excalibur, Oisin.
The venue for the local Rally had been fixed for Arklow, hut this was
subsequently altered in order to avoid a clash with the B. Y. C. Regatta, with
whom we co-operated in a race, followed by a dance in the local Golf Club.
History was made this year by the first Irish entry for the Admirals
Cup under the burgee of the I. C.C. The three members of the Team were
the two magnificent newcomers to the fleet, Denis Doyle’s Moondusterand
Ken Wilby’s Shelmalier of Anglesey, together with the old and triedDavid
Livingston’s Myth of Malham. Whilst the team secured nothing spectacular
in the way of results, I feel that as newcomers we did exceptionally well,
i °

and have paved the way by our experience for even greater success in the
future.
2nd in "A" Division crowned the success of Perry Goodbody’s Sonata,
who had for company in the Fastnet the not unsuccessful challengers in
Moonduster, Myth of Malham, Oisin, Shelmalier and Tjaldur.
The end of season Carlingford Rally, which is reported on elsewhere
in the Journal, was once again, despite the inimitable heavy weather, an
unqualified success. Our sincere thanks for the hours of toil, ingenuity
and element of surprise introduced once more by our Commodore and his
crew of Helen. Thanks boys - please God we will have a chance of judging
your efforts some day.
During the year the Club produced an entirely new edition of the E.
& N. Coasts Sailing Directions. The publication is practically entirely the
work of Paul Campbell, and is presented in a form of which this Club, aye
indeed any Club could justly feel proud. On behalf of the Club I thank Paul
for all he does, his work is continuous. It is much appreciated. He, for
his part, has acknowledged elsewhere in the Journal the generous assistance
given to him by various members.
The Commodore organised a very interesting winter programme, which
included films on the Americas Cup and the Single Handed Translantic Race,
which were shown at Belfast, Cork and Dublin.
The Committee held seven meetings during the year, together with
numerous sub-committee meetings. The latter included meetings with the
Commodore and other representatives of the Io Y.A. on the possibility of
setting up a Joint National Authority for the benefit of water sport in all it’s
facets in Ireland.
Nineteen new members were admitted during the year, and we extend
to them a sincere "Cead Mile Failte".
Darty (a Committee member) and Lilian Glover will be flying the burgee
in Australia for the next twelve months, and Tom Hanan (a former Hon. Sec.)
in Nigeria. May I on your behalf send them our warmest greetings.
Finally, let us throw just one more bouquet, this time in the direction
of ’John’ Masser who has carried the burden of Hon. Editorship of the Journal
for the past three years. He has handed over this onerous task to Lt. Col.
Bob Berridge, and 1 have no doubt that Bob will uphold the fine standard that
has been set for him.
AIDAN DUNN
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One of our members received the
following letter from an Honorary
member - Hunphrey Barton:"Rose Rambler",
St. Lucia,
Windward Is., B. W. I.
To-day.
Dear ..........
My portable computer has just produced the following information
which, to the best of my knowledge and belief, is accurate.
Miles sailed and motored in last 5½ years
Mice caught on board
Trans-Atlantic voyages in yachts, to date
Yachts met in mid-Atlantic
Miles sailed and motored in "Rose Rambler"
Goats killed and eaten
Rats killed but not eaten
Trans-Atlantic voyages in "Rose Rambler"
Icebergs met and evaded
Divorcees ......
Gybes all standing
Gales encountered in N. Atlantic in last 5½ years
Camels sighted and ridden
Camels sighted but not ridden
West Indian Islands visited
Tons of ice brought aboard, melted and pumped out
Places for night in "Rose Rambler" in 2½ years
Mutinies aboard
TOTAL

50,173.7
2
10
2
27,434.3
1
i
5
3
4
5
2
1
3
51
4.37
242
0.63
77,945

When I asked the computer to tell me how many empty bottles
had been thrown overboard it worked on the problem all night and
then exploded and disappeared in a small cloud of purple smoke.
Sincerely,
Humphrey.

,

Howth Representative’s Report, 1965

This is a very short note this year, there is nothing out of
the ordinary to report.
The season opened with the usual Whit Visit by Cordailys, then
the usual crop of boats on passage up and down channel, the latest of
these being Zomba, 4 tons, on passage from Christchurch to the
Clyde in November.
The export of converted fishing boats from the Malahide yard
through Howth continues. There is no further talk of the Fishing
Station development, in fact, until money becomes more plentiful
there does not appear to be much likelyhood of anything happening.

D° M.

6

CLUB

SAILING

DIRECTIONS

EAST AND NORTH COASTS
The 4th edition of this book appeared in June and has been selling well
since. The format is crown quarto, like the South and West book, and it is
covered in a new orange splash-proof cloth. The larger size has made it
possible to improve several of the plans, e.g. of Carlingford Lough, andto
include new plans of such parts as Carnsore Point to Greenore Point, Dalkey
Sound, Garvan Sound and the entrance to Mulroy Lough. The revision has
been very thorough. The list of harbours is now very complete, bearing
in mind that our book may be used aboard motorboats, catamarans and even
dinghies as well as in convential sailing cruisers.
Billy Mooney was of course the author of the East Coast part of this
book, to which Wallace Clark added the North coast in 1956. The task of
revising this edition and getting it printed was undertaken by Paul Campbell,
who relies for information on the willing co-operation of well-wishers in the
Irish Lights Office, the Board of Works, Harbour Officials and enthusiasts
in different ports; of most especial help to him are investigations and
reports by local members, of whom he has asked us to mention the following:
All Chapter IV and the Copeland Islands
Wallace Clark
Liam McCormick, Vice-Commodore
Greencastle
Dunsmuir Mitchell
Donaghadee and CopelandJ
Douglas Mclllwaine
Long Hole, Bangor.
Denis Faulkner
Strangford Lough and Dundrum
Terence Mallagl~
Dundalk
Dick Watson
Malahide
Perry Greer, Commodore, Howth and area
Jack Tyrrell
Arklow
Cecil Miiler and Ray O’Keefe Wex_ford and Rosslare
Cormac O’Ceallaigh
Notes on a number of places
Our gratitude is due to all who helped in the building and launching
of this book, not forgetting Jack Kelly-Rogers who organised the financial
support which enabled us to sell it at the very modest price of 25/-, and
our Hon. Treasurer who performs the chore of despatching orders and
collecting accounts.
CORRECTIONS
Correction sheets will be printed annually in March for insertion
of unsold stock of books and can be obtained from the Hon. Treasurer.
o

Meanwhile members may like to note the following changes which have occurred
since puDlication.
p. 13

Arklow facilities now include a 25 ton mobile crane,

p. 15

Kish L.V. has been withdrawn. Kish lighthouse,
situated 123° 5.5 miles from Baily lighthouse, is
101 ft. high, white with red band, light, fog signals
etc. as for L oV°

p. 28

Tayleur Rock. The perch has been restored and the
buoy withdrawn.

p. 69

There is a wreck, mast visible at L. W., 207° 2.85
miles from Blackhead lighthouse and a green buoy,
G. Gp. F1. (3) ev. 10 secs. 120° 1½ cables from the
wreck°

p. 71

The remains of the north pile beacon and the wreck
buoy marking them have been removed and replaced
bya red buoy"No. 1" R. F1. ev. 3 sees.

SOUTH AND WEST COASTS
This book was first available at the Cork Boat Show 1962o The demand for
it has exceeded expectations and stocks are rapidly dwindling. The Committee
has decided that a new edition should be made available in 1966 and this winter
many members have been busy checking changes and producing new information about the parts well known to them. Any member who can suggest
improvements or amendments should communicate with the Hono Editor,
R.P° Campbell, The Cotswolds, Foxrock, Coo Dublin~
CORRECTIONS
Three lists of Corrections were published in 1963, 1964 and 1965. None will
be printed in 1966. Members are advised to note the following if intending
to make use of their old books during the 1966 season.
p. 8

p. 63

Dunmore East. Harbour works will be in progress during
1966~ including an extension in a No W.ly direction
from the lighthouse. During 1965 this was difficult
to see in the dark and the light temporarily marking
the end of it was once reported missing° Therefore
approach with great caution at night.
_Bereha_v_en Lights: Instead of the beacon on Ardnakinna Point
there is now a white lighthouse 66 l’c. high showingW
Gp. FI~ (2)ev. 16 secs; R. from 3t9° ~o348°,i~t.

thence to 066°, R. thence over the land and Castletown
harbour till obscured by Bere Island.
From the rear leading mark E. of Castletown there is
a Directional light, Ro W.G. Occ. ev. 5 secs., the
white sector of which, from 024° to 024½°, leads through
Piper Sound. It shows R. from 024½° to 027½° and G.
from 020½p to 024° From the same point there is a
W. FI. light visible about 050° which is of no significance
to Mariners°
page 129 Galway Harbour has been reopened. The gates open for 2
hours before H.W. Yachts after entering should keep
turning to port and moor in the S. arm of the dock,
The port-hand buoy at the outer end of the approach
cut is frequently missing and it is planned to replace it
by a dolphin°
page 160 Achillbeg light is shown from a 28 ft. white tower near the S.
point of Achillbeg island (035° 2.24 miles from Clare
Island lighthouse, which has been discontinued). It
shows RoWoF1. ev, 5 secs. vis, 15 miles as follows:
R. from 262° to 281° over the dangers N. of Inishgort
lighthouse.
W. from 281° to 342° from Inishgort Lt. to Roonagh
Head,
R. from 342° to 060° over Clare Island and the dangers
s, andW. of it.
W. from 060° to 092° leading clear to seaward.
R. from 092° to 099° over the Bills
W, from 099° to 118° leading clear between the Bills and
Achill Head°
o

Note that the light is obscured bearing from 118 to 262°
is invisible from Achii1 Island or the Curraun peninsula.
by the Bills and Clare Island.

and therefore
It is obscured

page 182 Blackrock lighthouse now shows W° F1. ev. 5 secs. The
auxiliary light is unaltered.
Lower Rosses now shows W. R.G.Gp. FI.(2) ev. 5 sees. R.
andG. have been reversed. G. over BungarBank to
10.

066o, W. 066° to 070°, R. from 070° over Drumcliffe spit.
p. 184

Coney Island is G. F1. ev 5 secs., vis. from 165° to 225°. The
rear light has been discontinued.
Metal Man and Oyster Island are both W. Occ. ev. 5 secs.
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CARLINGFORD

RALLY

-

1965

The Irish Cruising Club Rally took place at Carlingfo~zd Lough on
Saturday, 28th August, when twenty yachts were entered for the competition which is intended to test the efficiency of crew and yacht as a
Cruising ensemble. Unfortunately, due to strong southerly winds it
would have been very difficult for the Northern Ireland contingent to make
the ’rendezvous’ on time, so this section were non-starters. This was
indeed unfortunate for the event is intended, amongst other things, to
bring the Yachts from Belfast Lough vicinity together with the Dublin Bay
vessels.
The competition as in previous years included an exercise at
Carlingford Harbour where yachts manoeuvred alongside and left again
under sail. The very variable winds during this part of the competition
made matters very difficult for some of the competitors.
Samphire of Osyth gained highest marks in this part of the competition with 78~0, whilst Brynoth and Sharavogue tied for second place
with 74%, Verve being fourth with 72%.
As a further part of the competition, each yacht submitted the log
of their trip to the Lough for assessment by the Judges. Here Sharavogue scored with a mark of 100%; Samphire of Osyth was second with
64%; Tjaldur was third with 60% and Verve fourth with 58%.
The next exercise consisted of simple signalling tests and dinghy
work carried out at the Rostrevor Anchorage. Several yachts - Maid
of Malin, Shortwave, Verve, Twayblade and Samphire lost no marks
in the former, whilst Emmanuel and Maid of Malin tied for first place
in the dinghy work with 92%, Tjaldur being third with 88%, and Twayblade and Sharavogue tied for fourth place, each with 80%.
A test was then carried out of the speed and accuracy of rope
work - one of the crew of each yacht having to carry out an eye splice
and back splice - the work was timed and assessed. Here again there
was a tie for the first place - this time between Sharavogue and Main of
Malin each with 79.56%; Samphire being third with 77.2~o and Tir-naNog fourth with 72.8%.
Finally, the navigational equipment of each Yacht was judged
Sharavogue gaining first place with 91.4%; Tjaldur second with
90.2%; Verve third with 90.1% and Samphire of Osyth fourth with
90.1%
12.

The final overall results were as follows:- Ist.

Sharavogue

m

John and Jennifer Guinness - 86.4%

Tjaldur

--

Dr. Barbara O’Hanlon

Samphire

D

Dr. & Mrs. Peter Morck

- 79.2~o

Verve

--

Paul Campbell

- 75.0% - 4th.

79.5% - 2nd.
- 3rd.

Sharavogue is therefore winner of the ROCKABILL TROPHY.
The high marks and close results achieved in the competition indicate
a very high and consistent standard and the owners and crews are to be
congratulated as are the Judges who clearly had a difficult job.
It may be argued that there is a high degree of arbitrariness regarding the judgment of results, but each section of the competition is
dealt" with separately by judges who don’t know the results in the other
parts of the competition, the results, therefore, can be relied on as a
very good indication of quality and performance of yacht and crew.
By the close of the competition the weather had deteriorated to the
extent that the Rostrevor anchorage had become very uncomfortable and
perhaps unsafe, so the prescribed Verey Light Signal was fired from the
Flagship "Helen of Howth’v and the fleet moved to the alternative anchorage on the south west side of the Lough.
Thanks to a good Radio Communication system and excellent work
by the Vice-Commodore, Liam McCormick, Mr. Tinnel!y and his launch
who had served us so well last year were diverted to our new anchorage
and taxis, Customs, etc. were laid on for Warrenpoint, where Mr.
Tinnelly landed the crews, thus the full social evening’s programme was
still possible, commencing with dilmer at the Great Northern Hotel, when
the guests of honour were Mr. C. McGuinness, Commodore of the
Carlingford Lough Yacht Club, and Dr. O’Tierney, Rear-Commodore,
together with B.R. Bramwell of the Ulster Dinghy Racing Association,
who was present for the sailing events organised by the U. D. R.A. and
C.L.Y.C.
The Carlingford Lough Yacht Club and U. D. R.A. had in conjunction with their own event of the day, organised a Dance to follow
the Dinner, so that the whole event went off with a swing.
The usual race back to Howth started at I I. 30 on Sunday morning
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from the anchorage at Greers’ Quay on the South West of Carlingford Lough.
Denis Faulkner having anchored his very fine Motor Cruiser in the Bay at
Rostrevor to form a mark. Having rounded this the Yachts sailed direct
to Howth in a very strong breeze with quite hectic conditions in some parts
of the run down the Lough. The results were as follows:Start 11.30
CARLINGFORD - HOWTH

Yacht

Start

Finish

T.C.~F

IElapsed Corrected
Time
Time

Helen of Howth

11.30

5 -03 -05

.8971

333.1

293.0

Brynoth

11.30

5-34 -44

.820

364.7

299. 054

Maid of Malin

11.30

6-38-45

.7709 428.8

332.0

Lintie

11.30

6-05 -03

.805

395.05

318.015

Twayblade

11.30

6 -29 -58

.7535

420.0

316.47

Emanuel

11.30

7-35-00

.7037

485.0

342.0

Tjaldur

11.30

5-47 -58

.7872 378.

297. 561

Place
.

3.

2

An interesting comment on the race is that on comparing
the times with last year, it was noted that the time for the run from
the Anchorage to Howth were extraordinarily close to those last year,
though the new starting place meant crossing the Lough. Helen’s
time, for example, was within just under two minutes of that of last
year.

14.

FAULKNER, FORTNIGHT and ROUND IRELAND CUPS

by
The Vice Commodore

There were distressingly few entries for any of the Cups in the
1965 season.
FAULKNER CUP
and
ROUND IRELAND CUP
Rainbows cruise round Ireland, like Lance McMullen’s account was
both brisk and competent. His track chart, enlargement and factual information will be of immense assistance to others planning a like trip. I saw
Rainbow in Lough Foyle and considering her spartan qualities and absence
of an inboard engine, I consider her the season’s most notable cruise. I
have no hesitation in awarding to Rainbow both the Faulkner and the Round
Ireland Cup.

FORTNIGHT CUP
I have found it difficult to decide between "Ain Mara’s" cruise to the
Western Isles and "Auretta’s" cruise to Brittany. Both sailed just under
700 miles, of these "Auretta’s" passage to and from her cruising ground
accounted for 400 miles. While both accounts may be more racily written,
neither is as factually useful to the yachtsman planning his summer cruise
as is Rainbow’s account. Both crews had their moment of "shame",
’~uretta" experienced the better weather, both in their accounts provide good
track charts and passage analysis. Taking all these points into consideration,
I award the Fortnight Cup to "Ain Mara".

Liam McCormick.
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THE 1965 SEASON’S PRIZEWINNERS
Wybrants Cup

Howth/Port St. Mary
(Lloyds Reg. )

Wright Salver

C ork/Fastnet/Schull

Ist Oisin
2nd Tjaldur
3rd Twayblade
ist Moonduster
2nd Sonata
3rd Elsa

Donegan Memorial
Cup
Morecambe Bay Race 1st
Overall Cu-na-Mara
2nd
Overall Tjaldur
(Confined to
Club members)
1st
Class I & 2 Tyrena

Waterford Harbour S.C. Cup
Islands Race

Rockabill TrophY Carlingford
Rally’

S. O’Mara
R.H. O’Hanlon
E.S. Tweedy
D.N. Doyle
H.P. Goodbody
T.F. Doyle

D. Barnes
R.H. O’Hanlon
Dr.& Mrs. W. E.
Glover

1st Moonduster
2rid Wye
3rd Sonata

D. N. Doyle
S. F. Thompson
H.P. Goodbody

1st Sharavoge
2nd Tjaldur
3rd Samphire of
Osyth

J. Guinness
R. H. O’Hanlon
P.B. Morck

Round Ireland Cup

Rainbow

L. McMullen

Faulkner Cup

Rainbow

L. McMullen

Fortnight Cup

Ain Mara

W.M. Nixon

1st Helen of Howth
2rid Tjaldur
3rd Brynoth

Carlingford/Howth
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P.H. Greer
R.H. O’Hanlon
R. Courtney

GREYLAG IN BRITTANY
by
TOM SHEPPARD
T. Sheppard
Judy Sheppard
Dermot Hegarty
Colin McMullen
Robin Hennessy

CREW:

ARRIVAL

DEPARTURE

PLACE
Dun Laoghaire

MILES MADE GOOD

June 19th

Newlyn

"

25th

212

" 26th

Camaret

"

27th

120

" 27th

Benodet

"

28th

68

" 28th

Quimper

"

29th

14

" 29th

Benodet

"

30th

14

" 30th

Concarneau

July

1st

17

Loctudy

"

3rd

17

Camaret

"

4th

68

" 5th

Helford Passage

"

7th

122

" 7th

Newlyn

"

8th

41

" 10th

Dun Laoghaire

June 21st

July 1st
" 3rd
..

212
905

Greylag having had a pretty wet and cold season in Scotland in 1964, we decided
this year to go South to search for the sun; however, we had some trouble in getting
to the sun as the above itinerary demonstrates.
SATURDAY, JUNE 19th
We sailed from Dun Laoghaire at 07.15 with a westerly force 6 blowing. We had
No. 1. jib on her and fairly shot down the coast to Bray Head as we breakfasted.
By noon the wind had backed and eased and we had a slow old boat under full sail all
through the evening and night.
17.

SUNDAY, JUNE 20th
Still beating into a loppy sea with little wind and some rain.
In the dog watches the wind increased somewhat and we changed down to No. 1.
jib and took in a few rolls.
We had a dirty sail through the night in low visibility" - using our DF set to
check position.
MONDAY, JUNE 21st
We decided that Newlyn would be quicker to reach than the Scillies so we picked
up Pendeen Light House and went through the Longships Channel, arriving at Newlyn
at 14.15. We anchored outside the harbour for Customs Clearance and then motored
in, little realising that we should be there for four days on account of bad weather.
TUESDAY, JUNE 22nd to FRIDAY, JUNE 25th
Gale after gale rolled in, we amused ourselves as best we could in Penzance and
Newlyn, and visiting St. Michaei’s Mount and Mousehole, swimming and walking.
On Friday the forecast gave us a veering wind - N. to N.W. force 6 and moderating, so we decided to move. We madea fast passage and at 06.00 had Le Four
Light House abeam. We carried the tide through in light airs with engine going and
moved in to Camaret where we anchored at 09.00 on Saturday morning. Met "Samphire" heading for Benodet.
SATURDAY, JUNE 26th
Spent the day shopping and walking and enjoying the sun.
France for a good meal.

Ashore to HoteI La

SUNDAY, JUNE 27th
We set sail at 09.45 with a light Northeasterly and passing through the Toulunguet
Channel set the spinnaker. At 14.15 we were through the Raz de Sein very peacefully.
We had a splendid sail by Penmarch, the wind having increased to 5 to 6, and finally got
to Benodet at twilight where we picked a mooring close to ’~Samphire".
Mackerel and artichokes for supper. Splendide’.
MONDAY, JUNE 28th
After shopping ashore, and lunching well we motored up the river with the tide to
Quimper. We decided to dry out and spend the night there. We made fast alongside a
wharf on the port bank and then ashore to see the wonderful cathedral and the pottery.
Unfortunately "Greylag" settled by the head, her forefoot being in soft mud, and we
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were unable to get aboard until 01.30. However, Quimper was well worth the
trouble, and the trip up the river was quite beautiful.
TUESDAY, JUNE 29th
We motored down in the early morning and picked up our moorings at Benodet
at 07.00.
Had a rewarding morning cleaning ship inside and out. A kind yachtsman,
Michael du Pr~, owner of Le Bale Dor~e and a cottage in Benodet gave us the run
of his bathroom so we felt fairly civilised. Elder members had dinner at Hotel
de L’Ocean, younger set A1 Fresco on the Plage.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30th
09.45 set off on a good sail to Concarneau where we lay alongside "Samphire"
whilst we laid out an anchor.
Had genoa repaired by Monsieur Le Rose and explored the town.
Had dinner in Restaurant Armande.
THURSDAY, JULY 1st
Skipper very ill with "dog" so we delayed departure until after lunch.
winds to Loctudy where we anchored at 16.30. Supper aboard.

Fair

FRIDAY, JULY 2nd
Skipper recovered. Working on engine and odd jobs on boat.
After lunch ashore for swims.
SATURDAY, JULY 3rd
06.15 weighed and proceeded. A good sail to Penmarch but we were unable
to get through the Raz owing to strong overfalls, and decided to go outside the
Saints. Had a most unpleasant time getting clear and did not arrive in Camaret
until 23.45, where we enjoyed a splendid meal aboard.
SUNDAY, JULY 4th
A lovely day so we decided to enjoy it. Colin somewhat unwell with "dog".
We weighed at 19.00 and had a fast sail to Channel du Tour where we had tomotor
owing to falling wind. However, we carried the tide and then had a frustrating night
with little wind and no engine.
MONDAY, JULY 5th
We decided that as we could lay the Lizard on the Port Tack we would make
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for Helford River where we anchored at dusk.
TUESDAY, JULY 6th
Cleaned ship. Lunch at Shipwright Arms. Skippers went for row in
dinghy up Frenchman’s Creek; remainder walked.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 7th
After walks and lunch ashore we set off at 14.30 and made for Newlyn. At
the Lizard the Northwesterly wind dropped so we motored for two hours or so
before setting full sail with Northerly breeze.
Eventually got to Newlyn at 20.30 where we lay alongside.
We feel quite at home here now.
THURSDAY, JULY 8th
This was to be our last morning "foreign", so we shopped and sent last
post-cards etc.
We slipped at midday and took a long starboard tack out to the Seven Stones
before altering course to 015° at 16.35.
The wind gradually backed and eased from 4/5 to force 3 during the night,
so we fetched the Tuskar without trouble at 16.20 on the following day.
FRIDAY, JULY 9th
By 21.30 we had passed outside the Blackwater LV and had Arklow LV abeam,
but the nice westerly breeze soon died and we did not get to Wicklow Head until
04.10 on Saturday.
SATURDAY, JULY 10th
We picked up our moorings in Dun Laoghaire at 07.50.
CONC LUSION
It was somewhat ambitious to try a West Brittany cruise inside three weeks.
We were badly caught by the weather in Newlyn and this left us but eight clear
days in France. We suffered too from head winds on both the passage out and
on the return trip. However, once there we had excellent sailing in Northerly
winds, which if somewhat cold, did bring us the sun.
LOWLIGHTS OF THE CRUISE
Headwinds there and back.
"Dog".
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The Saints.
Colin’s beach shorts.
Engine stopping.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CRUISE
Breakfasts in France - peaches, du pain
Luncheons in France - pate, cheese, du pain, du vin
Dinners in France - les fruites, peaches, du vin
Food generally, and particularly on board.
Off shore winds east of Raz du Seine
Robin getting engine going.
Camaret
Benodet
Quimper River
Walled town at Concarneau
Helford River (best of the lot - Skipper).
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ONE DAMNED THING AFTER ANOTHER
Varieties of experience with "Ain Mara" in the Hebrides, June 1965
By W.M. Nixon
"Ain Mara", 9-ton yawl designed and built at Ringsend by J.B. Kearney,
goes out for her 53rd. Season in May. The usual Whit affair at the Isle of Man
falls flat wind-wise, bat the crack is good though a certain sadness is over it in
retrospect, for it is to be the last time Billy Doherty sails on his beloved ship.
Friday, June llth
Our two weeks’ charter starts a few dayslater. Crew of Russ O’Neill,
Ed Wheeler and myself, as in the last couple of years, with Mike McClenahan
as this year’s fourth hand initiate.
Run north out of Ballyholme Bay at 1930. A grey, damp southerly, butas
far as we’re concerned it can snow so long as it stays in that art, as we’renot
planning to stop until well up the West Coast of Scotland on Saturday night, and
we hate beating.
If it doesn’t snow, it does the next best thing - the old black hooker runs
into thick fog in the middle of Belfast Lough. How thick is forcefully indicated
by a rather close shave with a coaster somewhere in the vicinity of Black Head.
Fog persists, and we run completely blind through the night, up (or is it
down?) the North Channel; progress seems good.
Saturday, June 12th
With the dawn we find the masthead invisible in grey swirls, so speculation
is rife as to our position. But by 0700 it is thinning, and by 0735 we have located
ourselves about ten miles to the southeast of the south end of Islay, surprisingly
where we were meant to be after more than fifty miles of sailing blind. Becalmed
for a while after a leisurely breakfast, and motor for a couple of miles, but by
1100 are tramping through the Sound of Islay with everything up to a brisk southeasterly and a fair tide under us.
Gybing at North end to head west round Colonsay, fresh squalls off the Islay
hills provoke some rapid reefing, but clearing the land these ease, and all the
cloth is on again. The sun fails to break through and the gloom of the afternoon
is relieved by Ed dropping a saucepan overboard and spending some little time
retrieving it.
Drizzle in evening as we motorsail last few miles in failing breeze and poor
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visibility to Arirmgour on Coll. Ashore for Shouting Match, a folk custom
rapidly disappearing from the isles, followed by Aquatic Sports, in both of
which quaint entertainments we enthusiastically join, Russ particularly distinguishing himself.
Sunday June 13th
Sunshine- and most welcome to dry off results of Sports. Away somewhat fragilely by 1130, running north to Cairns of Coil in gentle southerly,
then gybing onto a westerly course for Barra.
Jibtops’l up, and it is a perfect sail, swooping over the long blue
Atlantic swell with the lee rail just clear, the wake sparkling in the sunshine.
At 1930 the vague humps of the Outer Isles are coming through the evening haze
to the west, and by 2130 we are in Castlebay, having motored through the calm
of evening the last three miles.
Monday, June 14th
Didn’t it rain, not to mention being generally unpleasant, so we wait for
lunchtime forecast before deciding anything. Is for southerlies not more than
Force 5, so we decide to get up and go to St. Kilda whilewe can, first motoring
away from Castlebay pier, then heading west through Vatersay Sound under all
plain sail. The cloud base is low over the hills, and with squalls driving rain
over the lot it is all somewhat gloomy looking. With the tide ebbing under us
at three or four knots we zoom past sundry unmarked rocks towards the West
end of the sound, where the channel is 150 yards wide between likewise unmarked rocks. Happily, the ceaseless breaking of the Atlantic swell uponthese
rocks marks their position fairly accurately, so it is simply a matter ofkeeping
"Ain Mara" on course, awkward enough at times with gusts from the hills
thrusting her on as she charges out with surf thundering on either side.
By 1530 we are on course for St. Kllda, sixty miles away across a leaden
ocean, and visibility poor with Barra fading in a matter of minutes into the gloom.
Really our luck with sunshine seems to have run out, but we have a fair wind, so
we can hardly complain.
We roll and crash our way northwest, and slowly the day fades to the dusk
of the short northern night, the wind failing light.
TUESDAY, JUNE 15th
In the small hours we think we can see the peak of Conaichair, 1400 ft., and
highest in the group, showing above a gap in the clouds. But then the murk closes
in again, and when the dawn comes through visibility is less than a mile and no sign
of St. Kilda, but then as the light strengthens at 0315 there is a communal gasp of
amazement - fantastic black cliffs come looming through the mist about three23.

quarters of a mile away; a great black wall it is, climbing straight out of the
sea and disappearing into the clouds. This is Hirta, the Norsemen’s "Island
of Gloom", and no mistaking it, quite the most awe-inspiring landfall anyone
could hope to make.
We lose the wind under the cliffs, and motor in the backwash round to
the great ampitheatre that is Village Bay. As wethrow out the hook in the
eerie early light, surrounded by hills more like the Mountains of the Moon,
we are already beginning to appreciate what the mystique of St. Kilda is all
about. To hell with mystique, we go below and sleep till afternoon.
Ashore in the rain in the afternoon, we find the C.O. of the Army detachment stationed on Village Bay (in connection with the Missile Testirig Range
in the Hebrides) to be a Queen’s Belfast graduate. He cheerfully informs us
there is a Force 10 gale warning out. So in spite of the pall of mist hanging
low o,¢er the hills we set out to have a quick look round; walking up the ruin
of the village street, with the vibrant life of the little camp emphasising the
death of the sad little row of ruined cabins, gives a great sense of the pastand
the unique life that was lived in this unusual place. We are all impressed, and
hope to be able to stay on for better viewing conditions.
Back on board the glass is down to 972. Memo to Works Department:
Calibrate glass. But, seriously, it is pretty clear some dirt is on the way, and
we are duly awarded a westerly gale at 1800, though not the Force 10 predicted
by the Army Met Officer. So long as it stays Westerly, we’ll be all right in Village
Bay, but we ready ourselves to clear out pronto should it show any sign of veering.
Ashore in evening for movies in camp, of which we get rather disjointed
version as we are constantly looking out to see what the weather is doing. It does
nothing, and if anything the day’s squally westerly has eased when we return
aboard at 2300.
Wednesday, June 16th
Awake to find wind in rigging and hard rain. Breeze freshens all through
morning with squalls roaring down the glen. Snubbing violently, so after last
year’s experience of losing bobstay in Broadhaven, we waste no time in shipping it.
Gimbals on table in use as the gusts lay her over while we do battle onbrunch
made from side of gammon that Ed keeps in condition of relative tameness in for’ard
locker. Russ refuses to have anything to do with it, expecting to see us all go down
with botulism, and so remains snug in his bunk, held in by natty new blue leeboard,
this Season’s Concession to Progress.
Blows a gale for an hour or so after midday. The view of the "full fury of the
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Atlantic" which can be obtained through the Dun Passage is most impressive, a
narrow gap with a great roaring mass of spray and spume hurtling past beyond
it, making the otherwise somewhat grim conditions of Village Bay seem positively benign by comparison. Our cheerfulness of outlook is heightened by the
apparently successful digestion of the gammon, coupled with the fact that a
ninety-five pound fisherman anchor is keeping us in situ - if "Ain Mara" moves,
she’ll be taking St. Kilda with her.
By middle of afternoon it is easing, and happily staying in west. We soon
get ashore and can look around as the eternal-seeming pall of mist has been
blown away. Up top it is still blowing a full gale, but the view eastward down
over the bay is well worth the climb, while the view to the west over the sheer
cliffs is petrifying to those with vertigo. (Pilotage Note to Mountaineers; The
cliffs on the north side of Oiseval appear to have a distressing habit of landsliding some hundreds of feet into the sea).
Down for much conviviality in the Mess. Meet Scots couple who arrived
in 17’ kayak from North Uist a week before us, using navigational methods which
make our own techniques seem the last word in science and precision. They are
waiting for a light westerly to take them back. (Apparently they eventually went
home by Army Landing Craft. Later on, in August, the redoubtable Frank Dye
arrived at St. Kilda with a lady crew aboard his Wayfarer dinghy; thus getting
there in anything over 20’ now has no credit whatever. Ordinary cruising men
can only achieve distinction nowadays by making an exhibition of themselves in
the bar - we did, but then so did all the military as well) o
Return cheerfully aboard in small hours. Village Bay calm at last, and
overhead the cloud is clearing here and there.
Thursday, June 17th
Sunshine, and away by 1030 in southerly wind bound for Sound of Harris°
Your correspondent is standing on afterdeck, contemplating glories of St o Kilda
serenely steering with foot on direct course for large and intractable navigational buoy in bay. Fortunately Russ notices, and disaster is narrowly averted.
Mortification in my soul to ntho degree, but lifted by joy of sail in freshening
breeze o’er sparkling whitecapped sea; when we reach Sound of Harris at 1630,
"Ain Mara" is thundering along in the sunshine at 8 knots, and has covered the
42 miles from St. Kilda to Shillay in 6 hours; a sail to remember for ever and
ever, in spite of the unspeakably shameful beginnings. We reckon we’re going
a bit too fast for the intricacies of the Sound of Harris’s northern passage, so
take down a few rolls, a sensible move particularly as we have to beat through
the channel at the Obb where you’re supposed to follow the line of the leading
marks, but a large scale chart allows us some latitude°
On into calm waters (relatively speaking) of Minch, and leisurely run north25.

ward to East Loch Tarbert. Running round to North Harbour on Scalpay,
are alarmed by waves breaking where no rocks ought to be, particularly as
loch is a-clutter with rocks. Are relieved to find it is a whale parked just
under the surface, and so without further ado into North Harbour at 2030.
To round off perfect day, dine in style and declare moratorium on use of
certain words. Conversation becomes stilted or nonexistent.
Friday, June 18th
Scalpay seems much more prosperous since we were last here in
1963. It appears the young men of the island have decided to stay at home
and work the immaculately maintained fishing boats and a booming quarry.
A new chain ferry across the narrow sound to Lewis means they can also
go work elsewhere if need be, which is perhaps support for Michael D’Alton’s
thesis that islands die not because of mainland contact, but because of loss of
mainland contact.
We motor away in steady drizzle and flat calm, through a very docile
Shiant Sound and on into Stornoway by 1530, and so to the fleshpots.
Saturday, June 19th
A brisk southerly coupled with the effects of Friday night is sufficient
to over-rule suggestion of mine that we should make even a few miles of
southing; anyway, the engine needs attention. Helpers are introduced through
man working on fishing boat inside us. Eventually, in spite of lmost of them
seeming to be in usual Stornoway Saturday condition the engine is brought to
life, and with our original helper at helm move down harbour to take aboard
water. Standing on quay taking photographs, I have grandstand view of him
breaking bowsprit against quay. It is all so squalid it defies description,
evoking vague thoughts that maybe Claud Worth could cruise with a committee,
but we’re beginning to stretch our luck. Stornoway Saturday night being what
it is, nothing can be done except to clear away wreckage, which reveals deck
to be damaged in way of tabernacle, so arrange with shipwright to start work
as soon as possible fixing it.
Sunday, June 20th
Shipwright will not be starting until Monday. Sunday in Stornoway is time
of deathly hush and no work - half the population are at kirk, while the other
half have hangovers. If we ourselves were to work at anything, it would mean
nobody would help us to get new bowsprit, so spend day in screaming frustration
of immobilization.
Only consolation is that wind is fresher than ever out of south, and in
evening whisks the 8 Metre C/R "Adastra X" into the harbour. Together with
her crew of youthful fellow-layabouts, we are invited aboard 80-ton Fleetwood
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trawler for conducted tour. Most interesting.
Monday, June 21st
On with the work - shipwright finally at it by 1045, and soon things are
moving, but there doesn’t seem to be a half-suitable spar about the place.
30-ton cutter "Eilfdh’’~, for my money the most handsone yacht on the Clyde
save perhaps "Mariella", is in for stores in morning, relieving gloom of
apparently fruitless search. Finally, through harbourmaster, get old fishingboat mast, top of which makes fine new spar. Got it dressed by old master
type shipwright - by now the wheels are really turning and we seem to know
everybody in the town - and by 2300 deck is fixed and has a couple of coats of
paint, and new bowsprit is rigged and waiting for first coat of varnish. I
return car to first shipwright who had generously loaned it to us to help in
search, and by midnight we are away, having taken about twelve hours actual
working time to straighten out what had looked like a sorry mess, and the
whole thing done for less than we’d have spent had we gone partying onSaturday night, for which pursuit not surprisingly we had felt disinclined.
Sence of acute shame is relieved slightly by thought that Claud Worth
did for his bowsprit on one occasion while attempting conclusions with the
quay in Newhaven, but that’s no excuse for letting the town wastrel - for such
he was "- do it for you, especially when it’s not your own boat.
Tuesday, June 22nd
Midsummer’s Night finds us chugging across a glassy calm Minch, bound
inside Skye. First light has us nearing Ru Re, and by 0730 we are well down
the coast with enough drying from sunshine to get varnish on bowsprit. By
I000 passing Portree, and all heartily sick of motoring, though the mountains
and hills are looking fine in the clear air. Out on the Inner Sound as we head
over towards Kyle Akin Light there’s still not a breath, and sun is fierce - to
prove it I get sunburn. At 1300 nip in alongside Kyleakin ferry slip for a few
minutes to pick up fuel, after 72 incredibly tedious miles from Stornoway, then
out again and down towards Kyle Rhea, with a breeze at last. It’s a southwesterly,
right on the nose, so we motor on in the narrows but at the first hint of open
water nearing the Sound of Sleat we thankfully shut off engine and start leisurely
windward work.
A dirty-white covering is spreading over the sky to the south west, and as
it has been such a crystal clear day we cannot help but think that a sudden
change is on the way, not that the weather has been in any way settled and Junelike since we started eleven days ago. But while the sunshine lasts we have a
delightfully gentle and slow sail to Mallaig, where we go alongside at 1745.
Returning to the ship at 2300, we find the fishing fleet crowding in, and as
we would have to moor off in any case we decide we might as well anchor 32

miles to the south in Tobermory while we’re at it, for there’s a good southeasterly giving a fetch down the coast, so out we go.
Wednesday, June 23rd
Outside it is a good spanking breeze, and we are soon thumping along
for Ardnamurchan under close-reefed main and staysail only, and the phosphorescence streaming out at a grand rate of knots astern; magnificent
sailing. We are nearing Ardnamurchan at 0300, and at first light the lighthouse is abeam, and a cold and unpleasant scene it is, for the sky is hard
and wind-filled, with dirty grey clouds driving raggedly over the mainland
mountains and the hills of Mull, and going very fast at it while they’re about
it. But it is only seven miles to Tobermory, say we, even if it is in our
teeth. You can say that again; as we clear Ardnamurchan there is a fierce
little sea running with the wind over the tide, and the old boat is labouring
something wild. A few more rolls in the main reduce the main to dishcloth
size, but the wind still freshens, and it wouldn’t be stretching a point to say
that she was shipping it green, pounding her heart out, in a cloud of stinging spray, and any other clich~ you care to mention,
Although 0430 is not a good time to make accurate wind strength estimations, we feel fully justified in reckoning it at Force 7, gusting at Force
8, and gusting it oftener and faster, until the sea is streaked white and grey,
with the sky looking perfectly bloody. Happily by this time we had bashed
our way in towards Calliach Point - the northwest corner of Mull - helped at
the end by sterling work from the much abused engine.
Right in under the land we go, until a few yards out from the lowcliffs
we find shelter, and with the sail taken in and the wind veering we are able
to creep along right in under the cliffs round to Tobermory, fearing all the
time that we’ll have to put back to some miserable little bay on the north
coast of Mull, for with the constant spray and now driving rain there is no
chance of putting in more fuel, and it’s running low. It’s an unorthodox
method of dealing with bad weather, cheating almost, but it’s the only way
of getting in, for it is only in the flukey air right at the cliffs that there is
any shelter - as it is at each gap we are laid over until the lee deck is awash and beyond half a cable offshore it is blowing a full gale, and "Ain Mara"
will just not get to windward in such conditions.
So with the lucky combination of the wind veering quickly and the engine
working, we get a lee the whole way round to Tobermory, and are off the
town by 0700 amongst a rather bedraggled cruising fleet which has anchor
watches posted and all manner of extra ground tackle down to ride it out. But
nowthat it’s round in the southwest the shelter here is perfect, and out goes
the hook under the trees and we find peace and sleep, blissfully unaware that
the petrol tank was down to its last drop.
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In afternoon weather is looking really wintery, and ashore we hear
that many of the island steamers have thought better of it and not gone
out. Conviviality in Mishinsh as per usual, but outside it is like a
December night with a westerly gale getting up. Bobby MacLeod tells
us we have no business not being aboard, as in the open it is steady
Force 9. We cannot see what the fuss is about, as being a westerly
our berth under the trees gives ideal shelter, and there is no forecast
of the wind veering any further, but we go aboard anyway and find the
old lady at peace, while the squalls roar overhead.
Thursday, June 24th
The morning finds it just a brisk westerly and some leaves ondeck.
Away at 1040 and spanking reach down the Sound of Mull with a few rolls
in the main. Nearing Duart these come out as it eases, and soon it is
Harry Flatters with the motor going and climbing over the swell from the
night’s gale which is still rolling up the Firth of Lorne.
Head in through Easdale Sound, the narrow entrance made even
narrower by the white Of the swell crashing on the rocks at either side.
For all that the sun is out, Easdale seems a scruffy, cramped sort of
place, not much use for anything, the only good thing being that we find
a pleasantly westerly air as we head out of the south end which sends us helped by a five knot tide - whooshing through Cuan Sound and into the
gently beauty of the sheltered waters around Torsa and through Shuna
Sound, calm sailing with just the tinkle of the bow-wave to disturb the
peace as we pass little farms and sheltered anchorages, the whole place
a marvellous antidote to the ruggedness of most of the West Coast.
So peaceful is it that it seems sacrilegeous to start the motor, and
Ed rounds off the day by taking "Ain Mara" into the sea-lock at Crinanunder
sail, pleasing to us but exasperating to the lock-keepers, for we seem to take
an age warping through into the basin.
Friday, June 25th
A southwest to west gale warning is all we need to persuade us to go
through the canal to make sure that all is as it should be at Ardrishaig anyway, we’re told it can be uncomfortable enough off the Mull of Kintyre
in an onshore gale. Our little bit of sailing into the lock has meant that we
do not know that all is not well with the gearbox, and going into the first lock
of a soporific morning the old iron horse obliging relieves the tedium by
jammpin in ahead. Some violent snubbing with a stern warp brings the bowsprit to a shuddering halt not more than three inches from the upper gate. A
close call, but the tension is relieved when it is forced into neutral, and we
have a journey through the canal which is at least as much of a strain to any
other boats in transit as it is to us. We finish the performance by warping
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the last few yards into Ardrishaig with the creature now jammed in reverse, but this too is eventually disengaged.
Old acquaintances are renewed and relief sought at the Anchor Hotel,
also serving as a sendoff for Mike, who is heading off into the deep south
of England to can peas.
It has been a grand day with no sign of the gale, and when we shoot
out of the sea-lock at 2200 with the engine once more firmly in ahead,
Loch Fyne is calm. Nearing Skipness at 2345, some black clouds are
coming in over the Kintyre hills and a first hint of a breeze has us thinking
of sailing, the watch below hauling on clothes to come on deck.
Saturday, June 26th
We approach Skipness just after 0100 with the wind filling in quickly,
and the change is dramatic - an army of whitecaps is marching up Kilbrannan Sound and "Ain Mara" is bucketing into a fresh breeze and steep
sea and we still haven’t even put a stitch of canvas on her. It continues to
freshen at an amazing speed, and the considered opinion of the watch below having finally made it on deck - is that this is the much-forecast gale. So
we turn tail and scuttle back to Tarbert. Lazily we only put out the smaller
fisherman anchor, and are snug below in the old bunks at 0230. Our sins
catch us out - a fierce squall at 0500 starts her dragging, and with the engine
still jammed in ahead to make for complications in the driving rain it is a
sporty enough business getting in the hook and going alongside a NavaI.MFV
at the quay, where we should have gone in the first place.
Returning on deck at 0930, we find the quay crowded with bedraggled
retirals from the CCC Round Bute and Ailsa Craig races. (We found later
that the RUYC Ailsa Craig race, also started on the Friday night, had become
something of a scattering match with this blow). The MFV is recording
Force 8 out of just south of west, but the gap in the hills at Tarbert always
exaggerates the wind, and we reckon that if it keeps veering we’ll soon be
away south.
1300, and things are looking much better with the wind now north of
west, so we run out of the harbour under staysail and roar away to the south
with the deep-reefed main up as well. Once round Skipness, are gratified to
find that we can comfortably lay down Kilbrannan Sound, and with the sun
breaking through between rainsqualls it is an exhilirating sail.
It is interesting to note how there is much less wind on the lee side of
the Sound under the Arran mountains - this is particularly demonstrated by a
yacht heading north right inshore being seen to change to genoa, though still
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carrying reefed main. She is identified as "Minstrel Maid", and we reckon
her to be homeward bound from the Craig. (Later we found she was leading
by several hours the only other survivor of the CCC Craig Race). We reckon
she’ll be blown out of the water once she gets clear of the cushioning effect of
the mountains at the north end of Arran. (Most of the RUYC fleet was at that
time scattered through several Scottish ports, and wasn’t to re-appear until
the following day).
Meanwhile, we go smoking down past Carradale in company with a school
of whales; off Sanda at 1830 - this is really sailing. Into the North Channel,
and the breeze easing as the sun sinks to the west. After so much mucky
weather, we are finally getting what we want, for with full sail on in a spanking
nor’wester and the flood tide with us we are romping along like a train for
Belfast Lough.
Nearing the lough at 2300, the breeze is failing as the ebb starts, somotor
and all is called in to help her the couple of miles in past Black Head, where
once more the breeze is briskly westerly, and we go tearing over the last few
miles to Ballyholme Bay, throwing out the hook a few minutes before 0100 on
Sunday morning, 15 days and ~ hours out.
In many ways on immediate reflection it seems like one damned thingafter
another, what with four gales - yachtsman’s gales, anyway - and then the Bowsprit Exhibition; and how it rained; then if there wasn’t too much wind, there
was often too little; also the engine tried to do for us altogether by jamming in
ahead, and so it goes dolefully on ....... But this splendid sail back from Tarbert,
tearing along 75 miles in less than 12 hours, has swept the gloom away, and we
remember that other sail in from St. Kilda, or swooping over the blue ocean,
bound west for Barra. and the world isn’t such a bad place after all.
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"Ain Mara" 1965.
Distance
Sailed

Ballyholme/
Arinagour

Distance
Made Good

145

145

Arinagour/
Castlebay

44

44

Castlebay/
St. Kilda

69

,.

Passage Analysis
Sailing
Time Speed
5.6

5.6

i0

4.4

4.4

69

13

5.3

5.3

St. Kilda/
North Harbour 68

66

10

68

6.6

North Harbour/
Stornoway

39

39

6½

60

6.0

Stornoway/
Kyleakin

72

72

55

5.5

Kyleakin/
Mallaig

33

23

6½

5 1

3.5

Mallaig/
Tobermory

43

32

8½

5 1

3.8

Tobermory/
C rinan

44

42

44

4.2

C rinan/
Ardrishaig

9

Ardrishaig/
Tarbert

25

Tarbert/
Ballyholme

75

26

Passage
Speed

13

i0

(Canal Passage)
12

4

6.2

3.0

75

11½

6..5

6.5

Total: 665 Total: 628 Total:109 Mean: 6.0

Total Distance Under Power:
(Excluding Canal)
Time Under Power:

163 miles

Average Speed Under Power:

5.1 knots.
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31½ hours.

Mean: 5.68

by Launce McMullen
Launce McMullen ......
Claire McMullen ......
Colin McMullen ......
Tony Purssell ......
Alan McMullen ......

All the way
All the way
To Blacksod Quay
Berehaven to Lough Foyle
From Lough Foyle

The original idea of this cruise was to make for the South West of Ireland,
probably coming back again, but equipped with charts to enable us to carry on
round if conditions were favourable; however by the time we started we had
received so much help and advice from others who had been round that we felt
we had to have a go, given not too impossible weather.
Rainbow raced on Saturday 5th June, and as usual it took two days hard
work to fit out for cruising, but we were eventually ready by the turn of the
tide on Whir Monday evening.
7th June
1843 Dropped mooring. Sailed briskly towards Harbour mouth in SE
breeze, with encouraging noises from Tjaldur and others.
1850 Left harbour; all briskness finished for day. Beat slowly
towards Dalkey.
2005 Drifting South of Dalkey Sound. Started outboard. Proceeded
slowly with occasional light breezes both sides.
2140 Moulditch Buoy abeam.
8th June
0015 Tide having turned and very little wind, abandoned intention to
enter Wicklow and anchored 1 mile North of Harbour.
0612 Anchor up, light NW wind, lumpy sea.
0649 Wicklow Head Lighthouse abeam. Wind N force 3. Poor visibility.
Good progress with
Decided to go outside all banks except Arklow.
following wind which increased to 4..
1040 Cahore Point faintly visible abeam.
1138

Blackwater LV close abeam.
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1410

Tuskar 3 cables to Starboard.

1437 South Rock Buoy close to Port.
sight of mainland.

Course for Barrels LV. No

Soon after this the wind came all over the place and was mostly very
light. Between 1700 and 1830 a long time was spent uncomfortab1~ close to
the Barrels LV, which made the afternoon hideous with its foghorn. I
several times timed the echo to last 36 secs. after the switch off, whichwould
indicate that the echoes came from up to 4 miles away.
Eventually we ran the outboard for half an hour to get away. Beat
slowly in very variable wind towards Coningbeg LV, several times checking
radio bearing of Tuskar. When fairly close to South of Coningbeg at 2230
it suddenly cleared and we were able to see the Hook Lighthouse. The wind
gradually settled to NW force 3, and we beat slowly past the Hook, intending
to make for Dunmore East. However when we headed up for it we discovered
that we had overstood very considerably, and at the same time the wind
veered Northerly, so clearly we must go on.
9th June
0315 Off Tramore; course for Ardmore Point, wind N 3 to 4. Lovely
bright morning after yesterday’s fog, perfect visibility with some mirage
effect.
0735
0855

Youghal abeam.
Ballycotton Lighthouse 1 mile to N.

1030 Roches Point abeam. Soon after this it became apparent thatthe
wind was going to die. Our intention to make Kinsale was abandoned,
and after some rather feeble tacking we started the outboard and motored
in to Crosshaven where we anchored at 1330.
We exchanged visits with Bob Berridge and eventually dined in the Royal
Munster. Many interesting yachts were seen. Horrifying thought that over
16 years have passed since I left here in Rainbow as her new owner.
lOth June
0623 Off under motor. Set sail passing forts and beat towards Daunt
in light Southerly, which gradually backed to SE and freshened.
0800

Daunt LV. Just able to lie Old Head.

1017

Old Head abeam, wind fresh and free.

1122 Seven Heads, tower abeam.
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1255 Galley Head abeam.
1325 Big sea, surprised to see a folkboat reaching the opposite way
with a crew member of indeterminate sex perched precariously on top
of the transom.
1425 Toe Head abeam, weather thickening up, and lots of rain. We
had hoped to make Schull this day, but we had now decided to be content
with Baltimore. Having found Kedge Island we set a course for the
entrance, and by then it was so thick that we were very glad to be just
able to see Lot’s wife and be sure of the entrance.
1557 In entrance to Baltimore.
1607 Anchored off village. Several other yachts at anchor. Though
we would much like to have re-visited this charming place, no one felt
like leaving our cosy cabin to row ashore in heavy rain, so we stayed
put.
1 Ith June
1000 Off. Light SW wind and in patches even thicker than yesterday.
1027 Passed Lot’s wife, and streamed log. Started off to south on
Starboard tack, after about half an hour emerged from fog into nice
sunny day, spoilt from the point of view of progress by light wind, heavy
swell and adverse tide. And with punt on deck, dodgers rigged and small
mainsail Rainbow’s performance to windward bears practically no
relation to what she can do when stripped for racing.
We tacked very slowly to Westward, passing between the Fastnet and
Cape Clear, and slowly towards Brow Head.
1345 Crossed line of Fastnet and Cape Clear.
Much later we saw another yacht to westward, but were unable to interpret its movements, as it was only visible occasionally in the swell.
This was now really big, too big by a long way to bother us.
As we approached the Mizen the wind freed, and now with a favourable
tide we made good speed, keeping a good offing as recommended.
1855

Mizen abeam 2 to 3 miles, gybed.

1935

Three Castles Head abeam.

2020
Sheep Head abeam. About this point I really began to feel that
we would get round andnot turn back.
We entered Berehaven through the Western entrance, and found a dredger
taking up a large part of the entrance to Castletown, where we chose a spot in
the middle of the harbour.
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2201 Anchored Castletown.
We rushed ashore to phone Tony Purssell who was to arrive in Cork
by air. Everyone very helpful.
12th June
Ashore shopping. Tony arrived by taxi from Cork at considerable expense owing to the bus strike. Decided to remain another night as there
was no harbour within reach from an afternoon start, but we went for a
short sail to Laurence Cove, leaving Colin and the punt behind, returning
to the same spot.
Calm evening. I was using a synthetic rope and 3 fathoms of chain for
anchoring. Subsequent events proved the adequate : strength of this arrangement, but we had a demonstration of a possible snag, when the launch came
in from the Irish Lights ship Atlanta. We saw him turn very suddenly, and
then noticed that in the calm our rope was floating Iike a dry-fly line. It is
obviously advisable to sink it with a weight.
13th June
0614 Anchor up.
Western entrance.

Very light Southerly. Motored slowly out through

0715

Sailing to Westward, light big genoa set, motor stowed.

0905

Whale (? Pilot Whale) came close to Starboard.

0927

Blackball Head.

1045

Gybed at Crow Head and made for Dursey Sound.

1137

Under wire in Dursey Sound.

- By now the wind was SE force 3 and we made good progress inside the
Skelligs.
1509

Skelligs in line. Small jib set. Course to clear Wild Bank toE.

1752
Gybed near Wild Bank, and made for Biasket Sound. Gybedagain
in Sound and came too near mainland side, getting into the race, the tide
being against us.
Forecast of Southeriy force 4 or 5 increasing to 6 to-morrow. Decided
to carry on, as by sailing all night we will be able to make Slyne Head landfall
in daylight, whereas if we stop for the night we will probably miss any sailing
to -morrow.
We continued in fair sunshine as far as Sybil Point, where the idea was to
get smooth water in the lee of the land to snug down for the night. Actually
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there was no smooth water and a series of rather fierce "williewaws" came
down off the cliffs. However we lowered the jib and decided to have a
peaceful supper, so
2010 Lowered mainsail, left boat to look after herself and had supper.
2100 Underway again, 1 mile North of Sybil Point. Double reefed
mainsail. Course to make 7 miles off Slyne Head. Wind dead aft,
force 5. Then followed a fast night’s sail rendered hectic for the
helmsman by never being far off gybing, but of course a boom guy
was rigged. Loop Head light was seen on the Starboard beam about
midnight, otherwise nothing except an occasional sight of the moon.
14th June

5

At dawn we were rushing along in a big following sea. The boat
steered very easily and with a more suitable rig (? a squaresail) it would
have been splendid sailing; much less motion was felt in the cabin than
would be expected. We gybed on to Port, expecting that we would, as
usual, have worked to windward of the course. In rather poor visibility
some land was seen to Starboard but not identified until 0925. Slyne Head,
easily recognizable by two black towers, abeam about 6 miles to Starboard.
This was very pleasing as the log had greatly under-registered; we have
done 85 miles in 12 hours 25 rains, since supper. We are now North of
Dun Laoghaire and over half-way.
It was a thoroughly nasty morning with force 6 wind and lots of rain.
We decided to work inshore North of Inishbofin where we could anchor
East of that island or go on to Killary. Several gybes were necessary to
get us to the right position East of Inishark. At one point a succession of
huge waves hurled us forward at excessive speed, but there was no tendency to broach.
We gradually got into good shelter North of Inishbofin and beat to
windward to get into Rusheen Bay, where at 1254 we anchored as indicated
on the charts, rather a long row from the pier. We walked to thevillage
for lobster supper; I was unable to convince the locals that I was right not
to run straight before a force 6 in bad visibility into the SouthernHarbour Anyone can do it, they said. We would have liked to walk much further,
but it continued to rain heavily at intervals.
15th June
Slightly finer, cold morning. Wind mostly North West.
1007 Anchor up.
for Achill Head.

2 reefs and small jib; after beating out course set
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Noon Having got so used to relying on the radio, it occurred to
someone to consult the barometer. Rather aghast on translating
to millibars to get 984, or the central pressure of the local depression; if we had consulted it earlier we might have decided to explore
Killary.
Lumpy sea, variable wind mostly ahead.
1355 Off Achill Head, progress slow against wind and tide, some
sun. Provisional decision to make for Frenchport upset at 1615
when it suddenly came down very thick and blew very hard from NW.
Course hastily set for Blacksod Quay while we can still see the land.
Extremely rapid sail with increasing beam wind. Owing to visibility
and spray it was quite difficult to find the buoy, when we reached it
the wind was every bit of 8. Under the influence of windage on the
punt, dodgers etc. Rainbow was making appreciable leeway for the
first time in my experience, but she came about like a perfect lady
for the tack into the bay.
1720 Anchored near drifters in Blacksod Quay. This was the first
severe test of our anchor on the synthetic line, so we got the fisherman and 20 fathom chain ready for instant lowering. With certain
precautions against chafe the former however held perfectly fast, and
as any drift would have been off-shore we were content to sleep on it,
as the wind was anyway moderating.
16th June
Colin was shortly due to start another cruise in Greylag and there were
problems in getting back to Dublin in the bus-strike.
I took him ashore, and left him with a very helpful local, but unfortunately
just too late for a lift to Dublin. We missed him a lot, but the reduction from
4 to 3 makes life a lot more spacious in this boat.
1112 Off rather late. Still two reefs and small jib. Beat out of bay in
force 3 to 4 Westerly passing between Keely and Gaghty and thence Northwards
inside Inishkea Islands.
Sea very lumpy as soon as we lost the lee.
1425 Eagle Island abeam. I have never been here but from slide in
Desmond Martin’s lecture on lighthouses, it seems very familiar.
Course for Aranmore.
1457 Erris Head abeam.
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So began our second fast run across a big hight in the coast.
This was more comfortable in rather less wind, and not too near a dead
run. The sea was big, but regular except for short periods about once an
hour, when we got into patches of irregularly breaking seas. Saw two
arctic skuas (or the same one twice).
Weather was now nice and clear, and identification of land as it
came up presented no difficulty.
2100 Position fixed by bearings on Rathlin O’Beirne and Aranmore.
Too late to make Burtonport by daylight, so decided to carry on.
2145 HoveZotolower jib for night.
17th June
0100 Aranmore light abeam. Course for Tory Island Lighthouse.
Several boats fishing, lights switched on as we were seen approaching;
can hardly remember when we last saw a moving boat, other than
curraghs at Inishbofin.
0345 Gybed South of Tory Island, course for Horn Head. We heard
later that Tory Lighthouse reported us to Wallace Clark.
0530 Rounded Horn Head and reached into Sheephaven. Here the skipper
could, and I fear did, say who lived in or built nearly every house in
sight.
0637 Anchored near the Caskens at NW end of Marble Hill Strand.
On going ashore the skipper so excited at being met by old friend that
he measured his length in the shallows. Subsequently Tony tried surfing and capsized Tiddler for the first time in her 20 year life.
Find that a wheel, so useful on Yacht Club slips is a terrible nuisance
on soft sand. Eventually see the advantage of pulling boat stern first.
18th June
Strong S Westerly. Remain. Though described as a temporary anchorage I would consider this much better than Downings in SW winds.
19th June
0627

Off.

2 reefs, no jib. Wind W force 4.

0730 Between Limeburner and Melmore Head.
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1005 Gybed off Malin Head, lots of tide with us.
1210 Rounded Inishowen Head and started to beat slowly up Lough
Foyle against the tide, setting a small jib.
1450 Having got a sudden slant taking us into Greencastle, rashly
shot straight in, while we ought to have gone upstream and come carefully down. Aground on rock opposite pierhead, falling tide. Got
anchor rope to pier where a small car unsuccessfully tried to pull us
off, but a lorry directed by Liam McCormick did so. Anchor rope
pulled very hard over edge of pier without chafing, so finally convinced of its safety.
Alan arrived by car from home and we dined ashore with Liam
McCormick and his wife, and explored the castle.
20th June
0650 Off, leaving Tony to drive back to DuDlin. Left Lough Foyle
Fresh SW wind, stiI1
by Southern entrance along Magilligan Strand.
2 reefs.
1000 Bengore Head, abeam 2½ miles.
1055 West Lighthouse Rathlin, abeam to Port. Rapid passage
through sound, in smooth water thanks to close attention to the
chart.
1127 East Beacon of Rathlin.
1200 Tor Point. It must be confessed that after the excitements of
the West and North, return to the East Coast, where we have slogged
up and down so much, gave a considerable sense of anti-climax, and
this was re-inforced by the change of course bringing a nasty short
sea ahead, making things thoroughly wet and uncomfortable.
1230 Jib off, to reduce speed and wetness.
1500 Approaching Maidens, tide nearly spent. Decided to enter
Larne and re-set jib for the purpose.
1640

Anchored in Larne.

21st June
0928

Off, light S wind.

1030

Passed Muck Island, course well off land on Starboard tack.

At last un-reefed, first time since Kerry. Passed Mew
1215
Island, and came near shore about 1 miIe South of Donaghadee, which
we passed at 1410. Began to lose tide near Skulmartin Light Vessel,
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and as it is usually waste O~ effort to beat against tide, sailed in to about
I mile off Ballywalter.
1610 Anchored. Saw race of 3 large model yachts. One had a
blue genoa, so we called her Rainbow, but she was last. We were
not far from Burial Island, the extreme East of Ireland; not much
"gorgeous East" about it after the glories of the West.
2105

Left, chiefly under outboard. Light Southerly and drizzle.

2235

Light SE wind, motor stopped.

2345
N.

S Rock Lt. Vessel. Course for Baily. Wind slowly round to

22nd June
0230

St. John’s Point.

0500

Carlingford entrance abeam.

0850

Rockabill 1 mile to Starboard.

I000

Lambay abeam to Starboard.

1200

Entered harbour; waited while our mooring was cleared.

1210

Mooring picked up.

Fine morning.

So ended our cruise. With a short time available there is a conflict
between getting on, which requires one to keep as far as possible to the West,
and seeing the nice places up the bays and rivers, which we were forced to
neglect.
I should also maintain, for the benefit of others, that though built as
a 6-metre, Rainbow’s hull has been greatly re-inforced by extra floors and
knees, and that the chain plates, rigging screws and standing rigging are at
least twice as strong as is usual in this type of boat.
Finally tribute must be paid to the really excellent I. C.C. sailing
directions.
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SUMMARY OF PASSAGES

Distance Time
(Miles) (t~ours)

Speed
~ots)

Dun Laoghaire

near Wicklow

20

6.5

Near Wicklow

Crosshaven

134

3 i. 3

43

Crosshaven

Baltimore

54

9.7

56

Baltimore

Castletown-Berehaven

34

12.0

28

Castletown-Berehaven

Inishbofin

146

30.7

48

Inishbofin

Blacksod Quay

37

7.2

51

Blacksod Quay

Marble Hill

118

19.4

61

Marble Hill

Greencastle (L.Foyle)

44

8.4

52

GreencastIe

Larne

55

9.8

56

Lame

Ballywalter

28

6.7

4,2

Ballywal:ter

Dun Laoghaire

80

14.9

5.3

750

156.6

4,79
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A leisurely cruise in Huff of Arklow

by
J, A o Mackeown
Huff’s cruise for 1965 was planned with four objectives.
Firstly, to visit the Scilly Isles.
Secondly, to see some of the racers rounding the Fastnet in THE race.
Thirdly, to spend a few days with my brother in Schull, and,
Fourthly, to spend as few nights as possible at sea.
The second and third objectives fitted together, the fourth called
for rapid travel to and from the Scillies and day passages from port to
port thereafter. Aided by good fortune all these objectives were achieved,
even in the wretched weather of summer 1965.
I was lucky to have as crew John Bourke and Graham Jones, both of
whom had crewed with me before, in 1964 to Bantry Bay and in 1963 to
Derrynane respectively, and Margaret Bourke who was making her first
cruise and who cooked for us to a standard we were not used to while cruising. We foregathered at the George on Friday July 30th and at 1845 slipped
moorings and in a Force 1 S. E o ly proceeded under engine to Dalkey Sound
en route for the Scillies.
Friday July 30th to Sunday August lsto Dun Laoghaire to Hughtown.
We met the first of the flood tide at the bottom of Dalkey Sound and made
steady but unspectacular progress to Greystones where, at 2215, the engine
refused to go any more. This was subsequently found to be due to the
skipper’s fixation that the oil mixture should be just twice what it ought to
be and the very proper protest of the plugs at this too rich diet. A couple
of tins of neat petrol into the tank when we reached Hughtown put matters
right. Meanwhile we had our first stroke of good luck, for a light wind
from the N. E., which went West an hour later, sprang up at the very
moment of immobility and under main and genoa we made steady progress,
down the Irish Sea all night. At 0545 on the 31st we had the Blackwater
L.V. abeam to Port at 1 mile and at 0750 we passed the Tuskar and streamed the log. The wind was W o So W. Force 3 and as our course was almost
due South we sailed relatively free at a good speed. It was a glorious bright
day with splendid visibility and the wind slowly increased until by evening
we were making very nearly full speed and in a period of 10 hours put up 70
miles on the 10g. At 1800 we had force 5 with gusts of 6 and were heeled
too much for comfort, so we put four rolls in the main, but at 2000 it was
necessary to change from the medium genoa to storm jib. Even then we
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were going so fast that it looked as if we would have to enter the Scillies
in darkness, so at 2200 we took off the jib and went under reefed main
only until dawn. There was quite a sea running, which was tough for
Margaret on her first cruise but she took it splendidly, and the only
worry was the weather forecast which spoke of gales in Fastnet and
Irish Sea and I began to wonder if we would have to run for Newlyn.
However when I came on watch at 0200 on the 1st I was greeted withthe
good news that the wind had abated a little and thereafter it slowly
dropped until at 0400 we were able to shake out the rolls in the mainand
at 0600 to set the medium genoa. From 2300 we had had a galaxy of
lights on the Port Bow, Pendeen came up first quickly followed by the
Seven Stones, Long Ships, Wolf and Bishop. We must have seen the
looms at 40 miles but were worried because we couldn’t make out the
one we were steering for, Round Island, until we realized that being
red it wouldn’t have a loom and sure enough at 0200 it had come into
view in the right place. We kept 4 or 5 miles West of the outlying
dangers and did not make our approach to the North Channel until we
had good visibility and could identify the myriad islets and pick up some
leading marks. The wind fell quite light and with the sun gainingpower
we enjoyed the approach to St. Mary’s Isle and the gradual transformation
of the view from a series of dark bleak rocks into pleasant islands with
green fields and trees, and lovely sandy beaches. At 0855 we dropped
anchor in Hughtown, just astern of a yacht which had a familiar appearance and as soon as we were stowed we recognized Cu-na-Mara and
exchanged greetings with Dermot Barnes. He had left Arklow on the
Friday evening and entered by St. Mary’s Sound at 0200, - brave man, but even he did not recommend this approach in the dark.
The very courteous Customs Officer cleared us both at 1030 and
we were able to sit in the sun and survey Hughtown. Lunch on board was
followed by a siesta during which John’s sleeping bag somehow blew overboard and was eventually retrieved from the beach, where some trippers
had at first mistaken it for a corpse and then started to carry it to their
lodging until overtaken by John. Rain and strong winds came up in the
evening and we found our anchorage rather uneasy for the night. There is
nearly always a swell in St. Mary’s Pool and yachts should anchor inside
the pier line as near the shore as their draught and the clutter of local
ferry boats and launches will allow. We found that moving even 50 yards
in made a big difference and finally we were lucky enough to be allowed to
use Group Captain Burling’s mooring after he had paid us a visit and invited
us to do so. Although the crew paid a visit ashore, the evening was so
unpleasant that we all dined on board and had an early night.
Monday 2nd to Wednesday 4th August. At Hughtown. We spent
three days of rather mixed weather at Hughtown with everything from heavy
°
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rain to hot sun. The islanders said it was the worst summer they could
remember, but at least one good point was that it could change very
quickly from rain to lovely sunny weather with blue skies a11d certainly
the islands are very attractive in good conditions. We did quite a lot
of walking over St. Mary’s and found, what many visitors have recorded,
that the views change every few yards and the sands are as white and
gleaming as you could wish. We also visited the famous gardens on
Tresco Island, going over there by one of the large fast launches which
run regularly between the islands and are convenient if you are not allergic
to travelling with hoards of trippers, as one of our crew was. The ideal
mode of progress would be a yacht’s Own dinghy with an outboard motor,
as many of the islands cannot be approached close in a yacht of any draught
except near high tide. While on Tresco we visited New Orimsby and the
pub which displays photographs of numerous wrecks and gives a faint air
of regretting ther~ have been none in the last few years’.
Finally there are some good eating places and bars in Hughtown. The
Mermaid just off the base of the pier has 3 different bars and servesgood
snacks including Cornish pasties, one of which made a meal for me’. We also
sampled and enjoyed rum shrub which it is said is only served West of
Exeter and deserves a wider market. The small Escapade Restaurant is good
by any standards and I shall (and did) long remember an excellent: lobster
thermidor. All in all I would like to return to the Scillies and spend a week
there in a real summer.
Thursday and Friday, Aug. 5th and 6th. Hughtown to Crosshaven
Lotus eating (why not lotus drinking) cannot last forever and it was time in
the uncertain weather conditions to make towards the Fastnet if we were not
to get mixed up with The Race. Thursday morning was spent by the crew
getting stores, water, paraffin etc. while the skipper, with the kind help of
Group Captain Burling and his vintage Rolls Royce, retrieved binoculars he had
foolishly left on a beach at the North of St. Mary’s the previous evening and eventually found in the police station. At 1245, the tide being high enough, we cast
anchor and under full sail went over to the channel between Tresco and Bryher
Islands, across to Tresco Flats and anchored at 1330 near Cromwell’s Fort for
lunch and a last look at perhaps the best anchorage in the islands. The 1355
weather forecast gave us a 4/5 S. Wlyveering at night N.Wly 5/6 and, as itwas
only Force 3 with us and the forecasts seemed to be giving the maximum gusts
likely to be experienced, we decided we could go. After a last dash ashore by
Graham for cigarettes we weighed anchor and at 1530 streamed the log off
Shipman Point on Bryher. We started off quitely sailing full and by, and
easily laying our course for the Fastnet, but the wind soon freshened to
Force 5 and at 1700 with 9 miles on the log we put on the storm jib and
rolled in four rolls in the main. Even so we were making practically 6
knots, but at midnight the wind started veering and freshening in gusts and
the sea got up a bit. John even had a gust of 7 for a few minutes while on
watch, but eventually the wind steadied at about 5 and we made a steady 5
knots from midnight until ll00 on the 6th, though we had been forced to a
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course almost due North. We were then let up 15 points and, with the reefs
rolled out and the small genoa re-set, we met a steady 6 knots for the next
few hours. At noon we got our first sight of Ireland and thought the blue
shapes were the Comeragh mountains well on the starboard bow. At
1400 we had to change to storm jib and put in 5 rolls again, but an hour
later we were let up another 30 points and this time could recognize the
Old Head of Kinsale and that we were about laying Flat Head. The wind
freshened more to Force 6 and would have given us a dead beat to Kinsale,
so at 1600 we decided to ease sheets for Cork Harbour and at 1730 with
141 miles on the log we had Roches’ Point abeam. The wind dropped to
Force 2, so we entered Crosshaven under motor an hour later and after
dropping anchor for a while were very honoured to be advised to pick up
Moonduster’s moorings - she not being likely to return that night’. Over
dinner in the Royal Munster we felt very pleased to have made our
passage at an average of over 5½ knots without driving Huff too hard and
when we heard from Tommy Hogan of the foul weather which had interfered with other cruising boats on the East and South Coasts of Ireland
since we left, we realized how lucky we had been in going via the Fortunate
Isles.
Saturday 7th August. Crosshaven to Kinsale
Good fortune continued. In the morning I discovered that the brother I
was to meet in Schull was due in Crosshaven that morning and I metboth
him and his wife and my son and his wife at Col Hayes’s house. In
addition I was able to arrange for Richard Hayes to join us a week later
for the return trip to Dublin, when Graham had to leave us at Kinsale.
Jacky Keating did a minor repair to a fitting on Huff’s boom and after
lunch we cast Moonduster’s moorings at 1420 and proceeded under engine
to Roche’s point. There we set the medium genoa and main and in a Force
3 S. W.ly had an uneventful beat to Kinsale. Incidentally this was the only
tacking we had to do on the whole cruise’. At 1855 we passed the Bulman
and at 1930 anchored off Scilly in Kinsale. After a splendid dinner served
by Margaret, we went ashore to visit the very crowded Spaniard and when
required to leave there found a beautiful moon shining over absolutely still
water. Much more peaceful than Hughtown had been.
Sunday, 8th August. Kinsale to Castletownsend.
After allowing time for Church and to obtain water and groceries etc., we
weighed anchor at 1215 and in calm conditions motored down to the Bulman.
There with a Force 2 S. E. ly we set sail with the medium genoa. Anhour
later we rounded the Old Head and were able to goose-wing. It turned out
a lovely sunny afternoon with the wind tending to fall away so progress was
unhurried, but we put on the engine for 15 minutes to help us round the
seven Heads against the tide. Graham then caught a 3½ Ib pollock which
upset the somnolent Sunday afternoon atmosphere, with sleeping bags on

deck. As progress at times was almost nil we had periods of sailing
slowly and then of putting the engine on and off again, until at 1940 the
crew voted to put in to Castlehaven for the night rather than for the
skipper’s alternative of making for Baltimore.
At 2030 we cast
anchor off Castletownsend and John and Graham bathed while Margaret
prepared the usual excellent dinner. This was followed by a visit to
Mary Ann’s where, it being the day of the Glandore regatta, there was
a large attendance of locaIs who were entertaining themselves by calling on the local songsters for their party pieces. This was a pleasant
very natural gathering and we all enjoyed it. I then went to see a
friend who was holidaying in the village and ended up by arranging to
take the 5 young people in his house with us to Schull next morning,
where they would be collected by my friend. The harbour looked
lovely as we rowed back again under the moon and in flat calm.
Monday, 9th August. Castletownsend to Schull
At 0800 a lovely sunny morning greeted us and tempted the Bourkes
to bathe and Graham to fresh depths of sleep. At 0900 the skipper went
ashore to shop and was relieved to find Graham awake on his return.
Our 5 guests arrived at 0930 and at 10 under main and medium genoa
we slipped down the sun-lit harbour in a very light wind. At 1030 we
passed Skiddy Island and met a force 2 S. E. ly and a nasty sloppy sea
which soon had its casualities. We sailed a mile South of the Kedges,
met a beastly tidal confused sea off Baltimore and sailed up a frightening river running down against us through the Gascanane Sound. Bynow
we had become a hospital ship with our only lady visitor attending to the
others and it was with great relief we met calmer water above the Sound
only upset by the ground swell off Calf Island. However the wind was
now Force 3 and we reached up to Schull in great style, dropping anchor
at 1400 in pouring rain. My brother and his wife were on the pier, but
we arranged a later rendezvous by loud hailer explaining that we still
packed our lunch. Margaret set to work, the invalids recovered and
by 0400 everyone had lunched wei1 and the discomforts of the voyage
were forgotten. They left protesting that they had enjoyed themselves,
to be replaced by my brother who asked us to dine at Barnett’s Hotel that
evening. So we spent a pleasant evening there and were all aboard again
by 2300 to be met by a midnight forecast of 6/8 S. Ely going 3/5 S. Wo ly
in the morning. Thinking compassionately of the Fastnet racers, and
hoping to get out to see some in the morning, we retired to our comfortable bunks.
Tuesday 10th August. Schull to Fastnet and back.
This morning was misty with a force 3/4 S/Ety, but it had not deterred
"Galcador" starting off to the Fastnet at dawn to see the big boats
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rounding. We were less ambitious and had arranged to take my brother out
at i000. However when we raised anchor the engine had no power and we
had to anchor again and clean plugs, so it was 1050 before we set off. We
met a good wind at the Amelia buoy and beat out to the Fastnet seeing many
boats at the limit of visibility, which got less the further we went. We
reached the rock at 1300 and as visibility improved we saw many Class 2
and 3 yachts approaching under spinnaker, having varying success in dowsing it smartly and coming on the wind for their long beat back. We were
specially pleased to see Stephen O’Mara’s "Oisin" from Dun Laoghaire
which rounded smartly and recognized us. Bill Masser waved a bottle at
us and we realized we were to pick it up, but as two racing yachts were
close on their stern and the sea was decidedly lumpy, we did not attempt
it. It is interesting to record that the bottle contained a letter for his
father which he got about a fortnight later, the bottle having been picked up
by a trawler in Bantry Bay’. After an hour and a half of jilling about in the
rough sea we had had enough, which was a pity as we missed seeing my
Commodore’s ’Tjaldur’ by only about half an hour, and we had a fast run
back to Schull surfing down the waves in great style. We felt we could have
shown the Fastnet boys something in those conditions’. We met Clayton
Love in a well known hostlery before an excellent dinner on Huff and the log
then records "Crew ashore for more roystering. Skipper thinks and rests".
Wednesday llth and Thursday 12th August. At Schull.
These days were meant for lazing in the sun with gentle sailing between
the islands to suit my brother, but in sorry truth we did not see the sun
at all and a great fat cloud covered Mount Gabriel all the time. Still on the
Wednesday we did sail up to the top of Roaring Water Bay and anchored as
far as we could get, for our lunch. After a visit to Keown point, compulsory for brothers named as we are, and Ballydehob Bay we sailed back by
Castle Island Sound passing and hailing Mungo Park who had just picked up
his moorings in Kitugani. He kindly asked us to visit him next day, but
thick mist until the evening kept us anchored all day. My brother took me
for a drive when it cleared up, to Crookhaven, the magnificent cliffs of Brow
Head and Barley Cove. We all found plenty to do and I was fortunate in
meeting tv~o childhood friends whom I had not seen for over 50 years, as well
as visiting the Somerville Larges.
Friday 13th August. Schull to Kinsale
At 1025 in cloudy but clear conditions with a light S. W. ly farewells had to be
said and the anchor raised. By 1230 we were off Baltimore and able to sail
under-main and goose-winged genoa for 3½ hours. We then had a frustrating
time all the way to Kinsale with the engine on and off and odd bits of sailing.
We finally reached the Bulman at 2145 and motored up the Harbour entertained
by fireworks shooting above the hill on our port side from the still invisible
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Kinsale, where it was display night.
Saturday 14th August

Kinsale to Dunmore East

After breakfast we had to bid a sad farewell to Graham who does so
much to liven every party he is in as well as being invaluable as crew
member.
We exchanged him for Richard Hayes, whom his father
had brought over from Crosshaven and with whom Graham departed for
Cork and an alien shore. It was a nasty misty, drizzly morning and
when we left under engine at 0945 we wondered what the open sea had
in store. However off the Sovereigns at 1100 the sun came out and the
wind backed to S.W. Force 3 and we were able to goose wing the big
genoa to such effect that we made a steady 6 knots and by 1745, with
Mine Head abeam, I was contemplating making for Helvick. However
the crew were anxious to reach the fleshpots of Dunmore and set the
spinnaker almost before I knew what was happening. So in a good
Force 4 and glorious sunny conditions we had almost the best sail of
the whole cruise, covering the 24 miles till we dowsed the spinnaker
off Dunmore, in-3½ hours. By 2145 we were tied up alongside a trawler and able to enjoy another of Margaret’s excellent dinners.
Sunday 15th to Tuesday 17th August. Dunmore-ArklowDun- Laoghaire
Dunmore nowadays is nearly home waters for Dublin cruising men
so there is not much more of interest to record. Suffice it to say
that having made such good progress from Schull we felt we could
afford to spend all Sunday in Dunmore. The Bourkes kindly gave us
an enjoyable lunch at the Haven after which we all enjoyed ourselves
in various ways, until we met again for dinner on board followed by a
visit to the Ocean Bar with friends. An early start on Monday inlight
conditions and calm seas, led to a day of 10½ hours under engine and 7
hours sailing, through the Saltee Sound and up from the Carrick perch
near Rosslare inside Holden’s Bed and through the Rusk chann e!, to
Arklow. It is perhaps worth recording how tiring it is to steer on the
Arklow light coming from the South after dark, with the numerous bright
lights behind which it seems to disappear. Certainly after doing this
for two hours or so and bringing Huff safely up the river I nearly ranher
into the port side entrance to the basin, which I just could not make out.
There is a very bright standard light there and i had made the mistake of
looking at it after the hours of darkness and must have been dazzled. An
agonized shout from John saved the situation as I made him take the helm
quickly. I have since heard of another yachtsman who actually rammed
the wall in similar circumstances. The light ought to be dimmed. By
0100 we were tied up to "Rockabill" and our old friend "Cu-na-Mara"
now unoccupied. The next morning Margaret left us early to catch the
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train back to Dun Laoghaire so as to open up the house etc. and she saw us
again from near Wicklow. We cast our lines at 0745 and in a fiat calm
motored till we were 3 miles past Wicklow Head at 1100. Then a nice Southerly Force 3, which rose to 4 off Bray, enabled us to goose-wing or reach all
the way back to Dun Laoghaire at a good speed. Another good sail and it was
with regret, on my part at any rate, that we entered the Harbour at 1415, being
moored 10 minutes later. Lunch, a tidy up and at 1600 the Club launch
brought us ashore to everyday life again.
Conclusion
We had visited ’the Fortunate Isles’ and had had a fortunate cruise. We had
achieved our first three objectives in toto and I think we also achieved our fourth.
We had been away for 19 nights, of which only 3 were spent at sea, though we
covered some 675 miles and spent four days each at Hughtown and Schull, and
one at Dunmore. That is 9 days in all were not spent in moving on. This I
think justifies the title of these notes. We had never had to alter our sailing
times because of the weather. This must have been a very unusual experience
for cruising boats this summer. We were a small crew and, as Margaret was
reserved for keeping up our strength by excellent cooking, effectively three of
us looked after the sailing side, in itself a good reason for the maximum
number of nights in port. John was always bang on with his navigation and we
never had any doubt where we were. Graham and Richard, for the few days he
was with us, worked like Trojans. How can a skipper express his gratitude to
such an efficient and pleasant crew?
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RUNNING IN. PLEASE PASS
by
Michael and Christopher Green

Crew

Christopher Green

Whiterock-Whiterock
vT

Ronald Green
Margaret Green
Michael Green

Whiterock -L. B ois edale

John Russell

E. Loch Tarbert (Harris)-Whiterock
~y

Johnny McCrea

Helen

10 tons TM, Aux Bm Sloop 47’ OA 30’ WL 8’ beam
6’4" draft 890 sq. ft. sail area ex International 8 metre.
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We had always admired Helen, even before she came to Ireland, and
when we heard she was for sale the penny at last dropped, and we realised
we could buy her for ourselves. After some heart searching we did so,
and sold Sarita after 30 years in our ownership. In those 30 years we had
put Sarita’s deck under five times in places as far apart as Bray Head, Kyle
Rhea, Ru Ushinish and the Strangford river (twice). Following so many
years dignified progress we found Helen a trifle tender and the sight of water
running at 8 knots along the cockpit coaming was inclined to lead to prayer
and fasting.
Due to teething troubles, including the discovery that under earlier
management the engine bearings had melted into the sump we had really no
sailing until July except for a few evening trips in rain and wind. We had
feared that in such an extreme racing boat Helen’s might be "the deck that
launched a thousand drips" as Shakespeare so nearly said and it was a great
relief to find her dry below.
The crew mustered at lunchtime on Saturday 3rd July. They were
Michael and Christopher proud owners, and Ronald and Margaret Green,
parents. It was blowing very hard from the north. Mike and Chris had
been concluding dinghy week the previous night and had had about three hours
sleep. Had we known what wedo now about Helen’s capabilities and had the
Royal St. George been less hospitable we might have been in Scotland thatnight.
However as the wind and hangover decreased we slipped down to Audleys Roads
at the mouth of Strangford Lough.
Sunday 4th July
The 0645 forecast was good but the wind was screeching. We did some
very necessary work about the boat until the tide turned in our favour again.
When we put to sea well reefed for our first trip in open water there was a
fresh Northerly and the usual tidal chop up to the South Rock. To our amazement and joy Helen, heeling alarmingly went slicing up to windward, cutting
the waves in two instead of climbing over them and getting rid of all the spray
20 feet in front of the cockpit. In no time we were in Portavogie.
Monday really gave Helen a chance to show her capabilities. We left at
dawn to catch an inconsiderate tide. In a light head wind Helen was able to
sail at 4-5 knots virtually the whole way to Larne where we had a second breakfast and waited for the afternoon tide. We beat on in a fluky wind which eventually filled in N.W. moderate. We decided to make for Sanda harbour which
allowed us to start the sheets. Helen immediately accelerated to 8 knots and
shot across the ebb. Sanda is not exactly like Cowes but offers about as much
shelter from the North. It should be safe in strong winds from any point though
perhaps lacking in comfort. The natives are friendly but run a loud charging
engine all night.
.,
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Tuesday, 6th July
We motored round the Mull of Kintyre at dawn before any tide race
might get going and then sailed in what would have been a flat calm to anything but an 8 metre to Craighouse, Jura, where we have friends who run
the Distillery,
They sailed with us in the afternoon, then showed us round
the Distillery and gave us for dinner one of the hottest curries ever to escape
India.
Next morning the tide again dragged us from our bunks at the crack of
dawn. The curry had already done the same for Michael some time previously, The rest of the family have asbestos inner linings.
We had a fine beat up to the Sound of Jura, anchoring at Dog Castle just
South of Cuan Sound, to wait for the second tide, and on to Loch Aline in the
evening. If 1 have been remiss about giving the wind each day this is because
it blew N-NW 3-5 more or less continually for ten days. If I have omitted
the weather this is ungrateful for it was remarkably fine and sometimes quite
warm. On this particular Wednesday however the after taste of curry was
the warmest thing between Kintyre and Ireland.
It was now Thursday 8th July and we had been away nearly a week without reaching a port with the shops open. Though we were not short of food we
were running low on the sort you eat for pleasure and so we motored up to
Tobermory at first light to get fresh roils for breakfast. After buying stores
we beat out to Ardnamurchan in a light breeze. We were accompanied all the
way by a school of doiphins in the best ocean voyaging tradition. The breeze
had steadily increased to force 5 N.W. by the time we reached Ardnamurchan
so we gave up Canna and eased sheets for Mallaig; Helen took off, doing just
under 9 knots from Ardnamurchan to Eigg with a favourable tide but this did
not last and the passage ended in a drift for the last few miles.
Friday morning saw us off at 6.45 under engine at first then close
hauled under jenny as the breeze filled in. As we slid on, Rhum, the Black
Coolins and finally Canna dropped behind the beam. The wind freshened so
we changed jibs and in no time at all we were beating up Loch Boisdale. Michael
unfortunately had to leave the three of us here to get the mail steamer which
left at 10 p.m.
Saturday 10th July
We left Loch Boisdale on a perfect calm morning and had to motor for
about an hour, till a light beam wind fell in. We slid gently along under genoa
until about an hour later the wind died again and was quickly followed by a fresh
head wind bringing with it an amazingly large sea. Helen fortunately is not one
to be put off by a head sea and before we reached Scaipay there were some very
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cut up waves in the Minch. We anchored in Scalpay North harbour in the
late afternoon and were very glad to be where we were. Scalpay islandis
separated from mainland Harris by a narrow sound and the islanders lead
a very rough life, everything being brought in by boats. Since our last visit
electricity had reached the island. Outside each house sat two rusting gas
cylinders, and a motor car (part worn) while from each roof rose an aerial
tuned to Commercial Television.
We stayed three days while the wind blew with maddening persistence
and energy from N.E. In such conditions Shiant Sound is no place for
enjoyment. The fishermen kept to the South Minch and advised us to do the
same. As we wanted to go North we stayed at anchor.
Wednesday, 14th July
To-day we were meant to be at Stornoway to meet reinforcements in the
form of John Russell and Johnny McCrea who were arriving on the morning
plane from Belfast. We motored to Tarbert Harris and there got a car totake
us to Stornoway. It’s not that we are getting soft, but it seemed to be slightly
easier than beating through 30 miles of Minch for the same purpose. The
driver was James Bond, or certainly the car was his sort, i.e., the doorskept
flying open going round corners. He probably had an ejector seat and a
machine gun in the headlights for chasing sheep off the road.
After a good greasy fry we left Tarbert and beat out the North sound
Scalpay (50 yds. wide) and then Helen was let off the leash after 11 days close
hauled. In about force 6 she flew unmercifully on a broad reach half way over
to Skye before we could stop her. We returned to the narrow North sound and
in the words of the old proverb "He that beateth out shall return running by the
lee".
Thursday 15th
We awoke to find a perfect morning at last with next to no wind, what there
was, was ahead. We set off under genoa in the general direction of Stornoway
and had a perfect sail. We headed first for Loch Mariveg for lunch. This is
the most sheltered anchorage imaginable with so many narrows and right angles
that you wonder if you will ever find your way out again. The Daily Mail reported last year that Prince Philip had sailed Bloodhound in so Helen’s crew demanded
the same and we made it.
After lunch we motored out by the North entrance and following closely the
C. C.C. sketches we had an argument with "a lump of rock that wasn’t marked
down on the charts". It wasn’t even undiscovered because the antifouling of
many previous victims was easily seen. Maybe someone moved the rock after
the chart was drawn. "You can’t trust these highlanders." Loch Grimshader
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was our next call and then into Loch Beg at its head. The passage into this
is about 150 yds. long and about one fat 8 metre wide. We turned and came
out then to Stornoway, where we had cold-hot baths in a Hotel then a good
evening’s sport picking drunks out of the harbour; you should try it some
time, it makesany other sort of fishing seem tame.
Friday 16th July
This was a day to dream of. We left Stornoway under Helen’s great
light weather spread, with clear blue skies and a light N.E. wind. We
sailed on all day in a perfectly calm Minch, eating, drinking and absorbing
sunshine. This is cruising’. We had thoughts of going North to Lochinver
but as time was slightly short we set a course for Badachro, Gairloch.
Evening saw us off Gairloch sailing now under a just filling spinnaker and we
at last were forced to motor the last few miles to Badachro.
Saturday 17th July
This was another perfect day, bright sun and little wind. Badachrowas
left early in the morning and we slid slowly in wind varying from force 0 to
1, past Loch Torridon then Rhona and then to Portree. Helen’s light weather
performance has never ceased to amaze us, what a pleasure it is not having
to use the engine. We had not seen a cruising yacht for over a week and
it was great to find in Portree four yachts all Irish. The crew being delirious
due to the hot weather threw themselves into the freezing ocean. In the evening
the crews of the Irish yachts came aboard, 17 bods in number. When the last
amd largest boarded it was too:much for Helen’s sink plumbing (which is
usually above the waterline) and a volcano of water shot up out of the plug hole
and if it had not been for quick action in closing the sea cock many a good
sailor would have got salt in his gin.
Sunday 18th July
We left Portree under engine, hoisted sail when the wind filled in and
sailed through Kyle Rhea to Glen Elg. Here the wind was light so we decided
to put on the genoa but hardly had the words been mentioned than the wind increased many forces and we had to reef instead, this is the good Skye weather.
It is said that the perfect rig for sailing round Skye is a powerful engine and a
good sail cover. The night was spent at Isle Ornsay.
Monday 19th July
We left the anchorage early and snored out of the bay on a reach for
Ardnamurchan. This began.as a record passage but the wind left us completely and we drifted with spinnaker up most of the day. Tobermory was
reached and the bay was crammed .with yachts from the Crinan Tobermory
race. We were pleased to see seven other genuine 8s anchored in the bay.
"
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We

also met Helen’s previous owner who now owns Clarion, the light displacement ocean racer. It was of great interest to hear Helen’s history, how
he bought her as an open racing bull in 1948 and converted her to a cruiser.
He also told of the extremely hard racing she had done in his ownership.
His proudest trophy was the mast which he had managed to keep in one piece
for fifteen years of racing, this is very unusual as there is some difficulty
with a 66 foot mast on 8 foot beam.
More parties into the night.
Tuesday 20th July
A perfect day, very sunny and about force 3 to 4. Sailing out of Tobermory we hoisted 1000 plus square feet of red white and blue spinnaker and
flew down the Sound towards Oban. This was Helen’s weather and it did us
good to look up the boats in Lloyds as we snored past them. It was on this
day of showing off Helen’s speed in light weather that someone thought up the
title of this article. At Oban we anchored beside Solitaire, Redwig and
Suvretta, more parties that night.
Wednesday 21st July
We left Oban in fog and having found Easdale we set a course for Fladda
lighthouse, which we were on top of before we saw it. We motored on and at
the Dorus Mot there was a great smell of burning boat. We found this to be
due to the hot exhaust burning the cockpit floor and much as a centrall4f heated
cockpit floor is pleasant to the crew’s comfort we felt that we should deny
ourselves the treat. It is interesting to think that in the four months we had
sailed Helen we had never run the engine for the two hours needed to set the
boat on fire. At Crinan we spent the night and were well wined, dined and
bathed at the hotel.
Thursday, 22nd July
We left at midday to go through the canal. This was pretty uneventful
except for a tyre jamming one gate and the canal diver came to clear it. It
would have been worse if there had been a car attached to it. In the evening
we sailed for Tarbert and spent a quiet night.
Friday, 23rd JuIy
Left Tarbert early and motored to Patterson Rock in a flat calm, there
we were given a load of fresh herrings by a passing fishing boat. The wind
then filled in and we sailed to Larne under spinnaker. Now off Larne the
skipper started to fidget and suggested that the spinnaker be dropped but the
crew persuaded him to hold on to this fine sail and show the locals "what a
decent ship looked like". This is all very well but Larne entrance is not very
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wide and with almost perfect timing the Caledonian Princess cast off as we
arrived. The next few seconds were murder, the spinnaker came down with
a rush and was handled with hands, feet and teeth. Navigators in a similar
situation should know that the Caledonian Pi:incess takes her departure from
the sewage outfall on the port side of the channel and unless you want to go
up the sewer you pass starboard to starboard.
Two more days of fog and light wind saw us back on moorings after a
cruise which had really opened our eyes to the charm of high performance.
A week later, a younger crew with Chris Green as skipper visited Jura.
Loch Scathvaig in Skye and the Clyde ports mainly in heavy weather during
which the strong crew drove her hard and found that she throve on it.
After a first season of l, 200 miles cruising, running in is finished and
it is we who knust learn how to get the best from our haughty capricious
beauty.

-.
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Whiterock-Audleys Roads

9

Audleys -Portavogie
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Portavogie-Larne-Sanda
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40
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L.Aline-Tobermory-Mallaig
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Mallaig-L-Boisedale
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L-Boisedale-Scalpay, Harris
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Scalpay-Tarbert

3.5

Tarbert-Scalpay

3.5

Scalpay-Mariveg-G rimshader-Stornoway

35

Stornoway- Badachro Gairloch
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Badachro-Portree
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Portree-Isle Ornsay

32

Isle Ornsay-Tobermory
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Tobermory-Oban

25

Oban-C rinan

26

C rinan- Ta rbe rt

19

Tarbert-Larne

69

Larne-Portavogie

28

Portavogie -White rock

22
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FIRST WEEKEND
by
Wallace Clark

The one chance of the year to get to Tory Island came at the beginning
o£ June. The wind had been settled in the south for several days; the sea
was calm: Jill, my sister, was at home and rarin’ to go, and even Henry
said he might join us if nothing better turned up. Wild Goose, having spent
the winter in a mud berth at Ramelton, was nearly ready. I wired to Turner’s
yard asking for a reply as to whether they could move her down channel to
Rathmullan, so that we could start at any time of the tide on Friday night. The
wire produced no reply, and to add injury to insult we found Wild Goose on
Friday hard on the ground on failing tide and still at Ramelton when Jill and I
arrived at 8 p.m. There was no news of whether they had started the engine.
The standing rigging wasn’t standing and the running rigging wasn’t running.
We had to go to Tory that night or not at all, for Jill was to catch the London
plane on Sunday evening.
I am all for finishing fitting out quickly and to a deadline, but have never
faced a less likely looking prospect of being ready for sea on time. There was
no help available so we depended entirely on ourselves and got feverishly to
work. No chance of going aloft as Wild Goose would be aground until well
after nightfall. - High water would be at 4 a.m. about the same time as first
light. We would have the choice of going down the scantily marked channel in
the dark, or at dawn on a falling tide. Only the topping lfft;:: was rove, having
been left up all winter, but we could use it to hoist the mainsail and sail her
down with that, then reeve the other halliards in the lough. The shrouds lay
in a tangle round the mast; I began to sort them out and find the rigging screws;
the last ones were set up by torchlight at midnight. Jill stowed the cabin and
made supper, we put aboard the bunk cushions and bedding. I bent on the mainsail rove the sheets, filled the petrol tank and fitted in the gas cooker which
had been at home for the winter. The connections had been changed and wouldn’t
fit, but a hardware shop by the quay opened up at eleven p.m. and found the
necessary parts.
It was incredibly warm for early June. I worked until 1 a.m. in my
shirt sleeves - the trees round the river seemed to hold balmy air round us
like a blanket. Up until midnight it still seemed impossible that we’d be ready,
then things began to go better and we began to hope.
Wild Goose stank when we came on board, now I knew why. At low water
the whole river stank; the good people of Ramelton use it for everything, and
never tidy up. What could be the prettiest river port in Ireland is made hideous
--
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by rubbish and neglect. Gradually the rising tide covered the unpleasantnesses
and we got Wild Goose clean again. At 2 a.m. just as we were thinking of
turning in, Henry arrived, and fell down the steps with a volley of oaths. It
took three quarters of an hour to get him sorted out and in bed. The alarm
was set for 4.30.
It was just light as Jill and I set the mainsail and ghosted down river in
a strong calm. - After the first quarter mile I tried the engine - it went’. We
sped down the river but it was better not to look at the echo sounder, for it
read a steady nought. Where the hell is the channel? Then we found it, and
gradually the water began to deepen; at 5.30 we were in the open lough’. The
feeling of satisfaction more than made up for a sleepless night. Henry was
extracted from his bunk, hoisted me aloft to rig the halliards, and at seven
we were under all plain sail with a fair fresh wind for Tory. The engine after
its initial virtuousity promptly stopped; it wouldn’t restart and I felt in no
mood to battle with it. The wind was steady and by 9.30 we were out of the
Swilly, by eleven we’d sighted Tory on the bow and spoken to Myles Rothwell
in Rosalind just round the Foreland on passage to Gigha. The great tors
from which the island gets its a~ame began to loom close and exciting. As
we closed the cliffs a black backed gull came and landed on Jills head but I
was too slow to get a photo. We chose the Green Port on the north side as
most likely to give shelter and after skirting along the cliffs in a dying breeze
against a foul tide anchored in 9 Fm at 1 p.m. I could hardly believe we were
there and not still sticking in the stinking creek at Ramelton at the mercy of
the yard - my first visit to Tory in four years. We rowed ashore and pulled
the dinghy over enormous round slippery boulders - there are no boats at the
Green Port now. Nothing was ever done to smooth a slipway or improve the
landing. Only a small capstan salvaged from some wreck stood there as a
reminder that the port used to be in regular use. The West enders were
worried, one of them told us, that if the port was improved the East enders
would come and use it too and spoil the fishing. It was warm and sunny and Tory
one of themost delightful places in the world as we walked across by a red sandy
track to the village. Round the path leading up from the Green Port landing
is a grassy slope from which the place gets its name; the neighbouring parts
of the island are so studded with boulders that the cows go blind looking for
grass. We walked past St. Columbas Chapel at the W. end of the village. He
landed there in the sixth century with 30 men but was not at first welcomed by
the islanders. They made him keep ’two wires from the shore’ and set a dog
to watch him but St. Columba turned the dog to stone; all it gave was one
twitch of its tail and you can see to this day the crack in the rock on the shore
where its tail split it. Then the king of the island one of the Dougan family
gave St. Columba as much land as his cloak would cover. The cloak expanded to cover an acre and there the saint built his church, He confirmed the
Dougans in their kingship and they still rule the island today, probably the
oldest dynasty in Europe.
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Micky D’Alton gave an extremely interesting comparative description
of Tory and several other islands in the Journal last year which I will not
attempt to emulate. I have known Tory for about fifteen years and in a
material way it has changed considerably - e.g. there are now five television sets, a tractor, a lorry, and a couple of cars against none of those
things in 1960. Its population, like the other more remote islands, has
kept up remarkably well and the outlook of the islanders alters little. All
the islands have a remarkable sense of peacefulness and one only has to be
there a short time to find it. The early Christians must have come there
for this as much as for physical protection.
Most Tory families are remarkablF content, strong in the protection
of the seas and the sense of belonging to an ancient close-knit community.
They look on us unfortunates who live in other parts of the world with something like pity; and they have none of the constant expectation of change and
improvement which is the mark of our age elsewhere. This makes Tory
people very restful indeed refreshing company. We were given a fine feed
of bread and tea by Grace Dixon in her house near the pier. Jimmy her
brother, aged 80, showed us his paintings and presented one to Henry. These
are now regularly to be seen in the Portal Galleries in London and have been
exhibited as ’primitives’ as far afield as Los Angeles, and Vienna. They
are mostly scenes of island life, - the rocket rescue team, the village in a
storm, fishing boats in the bay, and most have tremendous vitality. Jimmy
paints amazingly quickly with a brush made from the hairs of a donkeys tail.
At about six o-clock Johnny his brother came back ’from the country’, as
they call Ireland, in the mailboat; the cargo of oil, flour and Guirmess, was
swiftly taken off to the shops in Eamon Roger’s lorry. Among the passengers was an Italian, come to try to trace a relative whose body had been
washed up on the island after drowning.
"The Green Port will be no good for the night", said Johnny decisively
"You must move to the Doon Port." That is the one at the east end, called
after the great natural fortress which is joined to the rest of the island only
by a narrow strip of rock. We were weary and in no mood to move but who
would argue with a local man about lying in these exposed rocky anchorages.
Johnny offered to sail round with us. "Take your time now," he said as we
pulled the dinghy over the boulders into the sea. "Take your time now", as
we struggled to raise the two anchors. "Take your time now," as I tried
unsuccessfully and in any case halfheartedly to start the engine. Life afloat is so much pleasanter without one that I didn’t really mind its absence
but Johnny was concerned at my inefficiency in not having it running. "Take
your time now," he warned as we trimmed the sheets. - Its a great Tory
expression.
It was getting dark as we steered in past the sixty foot cliffs which
--
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surround the Doon Port. Here must have lain many generations of pirate
galleys from the days hundred of years B.C. when Balor, King of the
Fomorians, ruled the island, up until the 17th and 18th centuries when
the word ’Tory’ meant a cattle robber. Hence I believe the Whigs trying
to find the rudest name for their political opponents gave the title to the
present Conservative party. ]iii appeared out of the dusk as Johnny went
ashore; she had walked across the island to visit many old friends and
was laden with presents of eggs and home made bread. Henry cooked a
magnificent supper which I was almost too sleepy to eat and we turned in.
It never pays to sleep very soundly on the Doon Port for it is open to the
S. and sure enough when I poked my head up the hatch at 5 a.m. the wind
was coming straight in. It wasn’t very strong but without an engine we
felt a bit vulnerable in such a narrow place with the swell breaking on the
cliffs face two lengths astern, and the tide apparently inching us to leeward
towards a passage through the cliffs in our quarter~ . Wild Goose surged
back and forward half a length at a time on the two anchors out ahead, but
I fancied she was coming back a little further each time. It is a11 too easy
to imagine that you are dragging in such circumstances, but if we were,
there was no time for a painstaking check. One mistake in getting under
way could put us on the rocks. I pulled a sweater over my pyjamas, and
cleared away the rubber dinghy in case of trouble. Jill and Henry got up
and we prepared to get under way with unwonted care, each sheet, halliard
and sail checked for snags. Henry began to horse in the nylon and I took
bouts at the kedge between setting in turn main, jib and staysail. At this
point Wild Goose quietly took charge as much as to say what’s a11 the fuss
about, filled neatly on the starboard tack just at the right moment and shot
into the open sea. In a couple of minutes we were clear of the cliffs, on
course for Horn Head with a fair offshore wind. The reddish cliffs and
green grass of Tory looked so magnificent astern picked out by the morning
sun that neither Jill or I wanted to miss a minute of it, but Henry happily
untroubled by such considerations promptly retired to bed. When would we
be back? - one never knows with Tory - its a difficult place to get to, more
difficult to stay at. If you get there without your own boat on the other hand
you are highly likely to have to stay for longer than you had planned. There
is usually some unexpected weather. By getting away early we’d gained a
fair tide to Mulroy and the best of the wind, for by i0 o’clock it was down to
Force 2. By that time we were anchored at Ravedy ~ Island awaiting the
tide up the narrows to Fanny Bay. The water was as clear as gin and we
could see every link of the chain down to the anchor half buried in the white
sand. A pair of fishermen arrived in their curragh and landed to ’red’
their net and flake it into the stern for shooting. Fanad curraghs curiously
enough are much more primitive than those on Tory which have so many
ribs of Sawn deal that they almost touch each other and almost form a carvel
boat. The Fanad ones are far lighter and have ribs of willow and hazel
branches still in their bark, tied at the intersections with binder twine. They
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probably don’t last as long as curraghs made of sawn timbers but that they
gain in lightness and since the materials are there for the cutting, a new
set of ribs every four or five years is no great matter. Perhaps these
differences illustrate how highly functional curraghs have become. Tory
curraghs work off rocky foreshores so they have outside keel and bilge
rubbingstrakes to protect the skin. To support these they need a strong
framework inside the skin, hence their heavy construction. Fanad curraghs
like most others work off beaches and a keel would only be a nuisance, so
they save weight by using ultra light withy ribs.
By four o’clock we had sailed up the narrows, laid a mooring, left
Wild Goose on it and set out on the sixty mile drive home. Jill caught her
London plane in the evening and another weekend was over.
I wish someone else would write about their weekend cruises. Among
the hundreds of accounts of voyages every year in club journals and the
yachting press, the weekend rarely gets a mention, yet a good one has all
the best elements of cruising jam-packed together. Departure, arrival,
return and the whole Gamut of emotions - anticipation, frustration, fright,
satisfaction, discomfort, relaxation, which are no less than the components of a three or four week cruising holiday.
Picking the right objective for a weekend, difficult enough to be
interesting yet within the strength of the crew, and being able to get back
on time is a specialized art and one well worth acquiring. After all you
can practice it ten or fifteen times for every once you set off on a long
voyage. The ’Sail-Friday-Nighter’ has a range of about sixty miles.
From Portrush, which must be nearly ideal as a weekend base, you have
15 inhabited islands and 30’or 40 uninhabited ones in reach, a triangle
I haven’t visited half of them
from Ailsa Craig to Colonsay and Tory.
yet. How far do you go for a weekend?
NORTH COAST 1965
LOUGH SWILLY
A new Survey of the lough was carried out by the Royal Navy in cooperation with the Irish Naval Service. No results published yet. Perhaps this is not surprising, as the survey crew lived ashore at Portsalon
Hotel, and it must have been hard to read a sextant the morning after’.
Ramelton: Two yachts were damaged here this year. One was holed
by sitting on an unmarked wreck while drying out in the Channel; the
other had her bulwark badly damaged (while under the supervision of a
Yard) when it caught during a rising tide under a projecting stone on the
wall in the town. Ramelton cannot be looked on as a, safe or Satisfact0ry
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place to leave a boat, and I would strongly advise any member who may
consider laying up in this part of the world to get in touch with me.
Salmon Nets
A motor yacht got entangled in unlit fishing nets by night between Fanad
and Milmore Heads, and severely damaged one engine. The language is
reported to have raised blisters on the paint work of the fishing boatwhich
appeared shortly afterwards, and the yacht.
Rathlin
Repairs to the pier and dredging in the harbour were authorized in June
but so far no work has been carried out.
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EUROPE

- NoW.

TO S.E.

by
T.H. Roche

This Season saw "Neon Tetra" move from N.W. to S.E. Europe and
it was the longest journey so far in our ten-season plan to cruise the coasts
of Europe, from the Gulf of Finland to the Black Sea. The reason for making the long trip across diagonally instead of going around spain was that,
having thoroughly explored the northern coasts as far south as La Rochelle,
it was the only answer in not re-tracing any previous cruise without a long
sea haul, also going: up the Rhone and Saone is more costly than goingdown.
We can now attempt to spend the next few seasons working back westward
from the Black Sea, thus completing a figure of eight.
The time available was two months and this seemed about right having
in mind that we always attempt to visit as many ports as possible, rather
like the old adage of the two happiest days of a yachtowner’s life being the
day he buys a boat and the day he sells it, so in cruising the most exciting
part is the arrival at a strange port and the sailing again. On this season’s
cruise we tried to fit in a good number of places on the northern Mediterranean shores which would otherwise be missed as it is planned to work
back by a more southerly route.
Littlehampton, where "Neon Tetra" wintered, was left on Thursday
May 28th in the afternoon and we ran or reached all night, before a four
to six north to north-easterly, with rain and worsening visibility which came
down to about half a mile by daylight. It was very cold and the lumpy sea
got worse as we closed the French coast.
Having run our distance on the log we saw no sign of the Le Havre
Buoy; we presumed it was a buoy because usually in summer the lightship is taken off station; so we carried on until the coast was sighted and
later identified as being much further west than our ded. reckoning,
possibly due to leeway made during the early morning when the wind was
on the beam. We clawed back along the coast past Deauville having touse
the motor to cheat the stop in the sea as we were now close reaching.
Unfortunately a serious fault had been discovered in the engine cooling
system just after leaving Littlehampton. The system consists of an enclosed fresh-water circuit with keel cooling pipes and these, unknown to us, had
become badly corroded by electrolytic action. The result was that we had
to fill the header tank constantly with our fresh water and over sixty gallons
was used before we entered Le Havre in a fresh dead noser. The motor was
important at this stage as it was low water and the channel to the yacht basin,
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which is immediately to port as you go through the breakwaters, is very
narrow and also was dead into the wind.
InLe Havre we were forced to wait around during the week-end as
nobody was available to work on the pipes and so on Monday 31st May we
grounded the boat, leaning against a good clean quay wall in the yacht
basin, and worked all day on the pipes with a fitter. The boat was refloated in the evening, the pipes having been replaced just before the
tide caught us.
On Tuesday the mast was lowered ready for the journey inland and
we took advantage of the availability of a big crane on the yacht quay which
costs only seven francs, you just line up and take your turn. We had the
mast lifted out of the tabernacle and laid on the gallows which was done in
five minutes but probably saved us half a day’s hard work with our own
lowering tackle. The rest of the evening was spent covering the mast,
gear etc. and securing everything for the long haul across France.
We motored out of Le Havre on Wednesday 2nd June at 04.50 with
bad visibility, very cold but fortunately no wind. With no mast up it can
be very unpleasant in the Seine Estuary, as we had experienced previously,
but the alternative of taking the Tankreville Canal up to the Bridge is very
time consuming. However, all went and much to our relief the cooling
system was now holding water. This was very important as there would
be no possibility of getting at the pipes again until we reached the Mediterranean, three weeks away, and even there it would be costly without
tide.
Arrived Paris June 5th without undue incident, still very cold with
some rain, but we were on time to collect our new crew as I had allowed
a few days in case anything went wrong, which was fortunate as itturned
out.
John Clapham had been with us so far, that is with my wife Jo and
me, and he was a tower of strength, sometimes literally, especially acting as opposite number to the fitter in Le Havre.
Liam and Evelyn McGonagle joined us here and after a party or two
we started off southwards once more on the cold wet morning of Monday
June 9th. We had seen very little of the traditional ’Paris in Springtime’.
Three canal routes are
spoken to several friends who
undecided when leaving Paris
was discarded first and it was

possible across central France and having
had taken one or other route we were still
as to which one to take. The Marne route
still a toss up between the other two, viz:
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the ’Bourgogne’ or the ’Burbonnaise’. French canals are closed for repairs
at specifie times during the Spring and Summer and this is referred to as
the Chomage. The details of closing are available at the T. C.F. Clublhouse near the Pont Alexandre and after studying these there was still some
doubt, although I was biased in favour of the ’Bourgogne’. This route has
over 20 more locks - 190 in all- but is smaller, has less traffic and is
more picturesque.
We arrived at Montreaux the next day at lunch-time only to find that
the River Yonne would not be re-opened until Thursday, which did not agree
with our information, being two days later. This however proved a blessing in some ways as we were taken into the first lock with the first lot of
four barges, although there were over twenty or more queued up ahead of
us. Another advantage was that, as we were in the first batch to gothrough,
all the locks were in our favour, i.e. open to receive us when we arrived.
For the first few locks we had to squeeze in diagonally at the back of the
lock but this was why we were allowed to the head of the queue as we did not
displace anyone else.
The four first barges were fast and in a hurry owing to their long
wait so it meant pressing our motor more than usual to keep up and we
would arrive at a lock panting, often around a bend, just in time to show
ourselves so that the gates would not close. Perhaps this does not seem
very exciting but we were beginning to get enthusiastic about each day’s
distance made and so difficulties and delays overcome gave us a sense of
achievement.
We arrived at Sens in the afternoon in time to collect Ronnie Baskin
who came from Paris by local train. Collecting and leaving crew in outof-the-way places requires some organisation and it involves much message leaving as telephones and telegrams are not practicable. However,
during the whole trip all rendeavouz were kept, this of course being due
to good luck as well.
Friday 11th June saw us at the entrance of the Bourgogne Canal just
in time to lock into the basin before 19.30 hours, which is lock ’closing
time’ (fortunately the other kind of ~closing time’ is not much in evidence).
This was our first single-boat lock and we faced 189 more before leaving
the Canal and entering the Saone.
Saturday 12th June - off in a misty dawn so as to arrive at the next
lock at ’opening time’ i.e. 6.30 a.m. We were now behind a barge which
we caught up yesterday but after a few locks he let us pass, as did several
others; this was very kind because they thenhad to wait until our used
lock was emptied again. By now we were the first boat through the canal
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for about two weeks because of the Chomage and all the locks were in our
favour, also the lock-keepers did not resent our presence and they seemed
glad of a bit of life again. Incidentally there is no charge on a pleasure
boat using the canals in any part of France.
The system in this Canal is that the lock-keepers, all women by the
way, prepare the lock for entering, close and open the gates on one side
but we have to do our own lines, close the second gate and it’s sluices, then
go to the other end and open half and sometimes aH the other sluices, then
open the other half gate and finally hop back on. board° The locks varied
in pattern both in the placing of tile ladders and the bollards also some even
had sloping sides so all this led to excitement early on, especially in a
strong wind. At first it seemed to take all five of us to operate the boat
but soon it was brought down to a fine art being possible with only two.
1 would drive into the lock and put a man ashore, who hooked on the
bowline of the fixed-length stern line which I had to bring tight gently with.
the motor, the man ashore would by then have collected the loose bow line
from me which had been led back to the cockpit, to the inboard end of which
was attached, a powerful three-part purchase and the loose end of this I could
work without leaving the controls° With this purchase it was possible to
haul the boat in myself even. against great strain, while the man ashore worked
the gates. The fenders of course being already in position which was fixed
from. experience at the previous lock o
It was by now much hotter and the man going ashore could onlymanage
about four locks at a time, even this meant that Liam and Ronnle werehaving
quite a lot of exercise. Evelyn and Jo acting now and ~gain as relief (also
light relief).
Tuesday 1.5th June, brought u s to Pouilly-en-&laxois b>v-~.ng done fifty..
five (55) locks that day ( a record?). This was the top level i=:2~7_’0__feetabove
the sea and it was on this stretch that one meet~ the famo,:~ tunnel°
PouHly-en-Auxois Tunnel is about two miles tong, pitch dark,, damp
and cold with only about e~ght inches to spare above and eighteen inches on
either side° It is possible to get a tow through but: we elected to motor ourselves as it left departure time more flexible.
I had tacked a piece of white cardboard on the foot of our lowered mast
which was sticking out four feet over the bow" pulpit and is only about four
inches below our highest point. Upon entering Liam shone a torch on the
insulators of the electric wires running along the roof used by the tug, operating rather like a water-.borne trolly bus., I then had. to aim the white cardboard at each set of insulators as they became visiblc, hoping that they were
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all dead center.
Ronnie and Evelyn had torches at each side giving me our distance off
the wails in inches and Jo worked the gear lever as I dared not bend down too
much. All very tense but a most interesting experience and I was quite
exhausted when we reached daylight again forty minutes later.
The down-ward journey passed quickly and without much incident, we
were now old hands at the game and most of us were a good deal fitter (and
thinner’.). On the 16th June an ’orage’ overtook us near Dijon with howling
wind and torrential rain. This rain incidentally was the last we were to see
for the rest of the Season.
At Dijon we were tied up alongside a sea-going craft which I thoughtI
recognised despite her being levelled to the deck, sure enough it was the
"Sea Bear", a frequent visitor to Dunlaoghaire and the owner, Douglas
Dixon, was aboard. I joined him for a quick exchange of experiences and
apparently he had had an unfortunate grounding on a submerged training
wall in the River Saone, the level of which he said was rather low and getting
lower. The boat towing him off the submerged wall was doing so at far too
fast a speed and actually towed him on again so a lot of damage was done.
Before leaving we exchanged sea charts, river plans as well as other information. We left next day at first light passing through ten locks before
breakfast and we kept up this pace to enter the River Saone finally at 12.17.
One-hundred and ninety locks in five and a half days - some going.
The River Saone is a difficult river to navigate most of the year and
the only chart which I could get in Paris was dated 1954. Fortunately the
chart showed the old submerged training walls, although only as thin lines
which are quite easily overlooked, as in "Sea Bear’s" case. The water
level is another difficulty, it’s watershed consisting of fiat agricultural
country making it low in early summer, unlike the Rhone which it joins. The
Rhone comes almost ent.irely from melting snow and so is high at this season.
The river is shallow, wide, and meanders through the fiat country but
we managed without a pilot by careful steering and chart reading. Another
hazard is that there are many dredgers with mooring wires also their attendent hoppers which had to be avoided. Most of these outfits seemed to be
harvesting gravel and sand for building purposes and not deepening the
channel so their position did not necessarily indicate the deepest part.
All went well however until we neared Lyon and there we met a big
accumulation of boats at one of the locks where the low water level prevented laden barges crossing the sill. After about an hour we were given
the go-ahead, but getting in was exciting as the river passes quite smartly

across the lock entrance towards the barrage and the waiting moored
barges left little room to manoeuver, A second try was necessary as
we could not line up correctly at slow speed but on the second attempt
we shot in: not a happy way to go over a shallow sill. The next excitement was in the suburbs of Lyon where the river runs through a shallow
gorge with a boulder strewn bottom and, as it is much narrower, the
flow is faster so we just had to shoot-the-rapidso Unfortunately broken
water was not much guide as it sometimes indicated shallows and sometimes the deeps: all very confusing° The chart was not much helphere
either nor the echo-sounder, which was jumping about like a yo-yo, and
in any case we were being carried along at about between two and three
knots even with no way on, so stopping within the length of the boat would
have been impossible (that is unless we hit something".)
Well we bumped twice, once quite hard.~ but eventually with shattered nerves we arrived at what seems to be the only possible resting
place in the city. Three lau.nches were tied up alongside one of the stone
quays, which had wrecked piles some distance out° The launches were
moored in the only available spaces but after a bit of persuasion we
managed to get one of them, an English boat going to the Mediterranean,
to let us tie outside him for the mghto
Now we faced the Rhone and here a Pilot: .is necessarv so, having
earlier been given an address of one, Jo spent: the next couple of hours on
the telephone trying to trace him through several, changes of address°
She finally tracked him dox~ and while he could r, ot do us himself, he
brought a friend along to the boar. and aH was settlea for a departure at
10 a.mo the following morning° ’Do us’ by the way is a good way of
describing it - the standard charge is now £21 for the necessary twodays
and the reason the launches were held up was that they were trying to
negotiate a joint effort and split the cost.
The following morning we were on our way o;~ce more i~ very hot
weather, embarking our pilot and waving gotx~b)/e to Ronnie who had to
leave us here to get back home. At the pilot’s request we rigged an awning to keep the sun off and he produced out of a dispatch case, which everyone seem to carry on the Continent, some bedroom slippers and in these
he stood practically the whole day at the wheel refusing any offers of
relief even when there was no pilotage complication..
Shortly after leaving the centre of the City we iocked out of the
Saone entering the Rhone and our speed o-,mr the ground increased dramaticallyo Just south of Lyon is the most rapid part of tt-e ’:’iver now as
further down it has been tamed by the _huge hydro electric development.
Out of the proposed seven, power ,~tauons, with their canals and barrages,
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four have already been built and the most difficult parts of the river have been
by-passed. These huge canals, as wide as the mouth of Dunlaoghaire Harbour, makes negotiation of the Rhone much easier, especially going up and
they have taken a lot of the drama and risk out of going down.
After a pleasant night’s stay at La Voulte we arrived at Arles the
following afternoon where the pilot signed off and where Liam and Evelyn had
to leave as well.
Our next crew, Robert Mollard, was to join us in about a week’s time ’
somewhere on the south coast of France so we had to decide exactly the rendezvous. We wanted to come to rest for a few days in order to complete our
fitting-out, viz: painting decks, varnishing etc. and on the advice of our
pilot we settled for a new yacht Marina on the Isles-des-Embiez just west of
Toulon and so it was arranged that Liam should tell Bob to join us there.
Jo and I were now by ourselves and we still had to negotiate the rest
of the Rhone, lock out into the sea at Port St. Louis, get our mast up once
more and rig the boat for sea and then sail to Isles-des-Embiez, this we
managed after a lot of hard work and various experiences, arriving safely to
complete the fitting-out in very pleasant surroundings: all this in time to
, sail onwards when Bob arrived.
Space does not permit me to describe the rest of our voyage in detail
so here is a list of our Ports arid any Member, if thinking of cruising in or
near the places mentioned, will be welcome to whatever information, charts
etc., are in my possession.
Date:

Arrived

June 29th St. Tropez
" 30th Antibes
July 2nd Calvi
" 3rd Portoferrario
" 4th Giglio
" 7th Ischia
" 9th Naples
" 13th Messina
" 18th Crotone
" 20th Corfu

Area
Riviera
"
Corsica
Elba
off Italian
Coast
Italy
Sicily
S.E.Italy
Ionian Isles

Date

Arrived

Area

Lakka
Ionian Isles
(Paxos)
" 22nd Gayos
"
(Paxos)
" 23rd P.Vliko
"
(Levkas)
" 24th P.Vathi
"
(Ithaca)
" 25th Shrofh Bay W.Greece.
"
" 26th Glyfada
"
" 27th Galaxidhi
" 28th Corinth Canal "
" 29th Passalimani (Piraeus)

July 21st

Bob Mollard was with us for as far as Naples and Noel and Pat Speidel
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joined us at Messina to remain until we reached the Athens area.
Jo and I were alone again for the section between Naples and Messina
which we did in one hop, hour-on hour-off, for thirty hours. An anxious
time for the two of us as there are practically no harbours on this part of
the coast which anyway diverged from our course so much as to renderany
shelter useless.
The weather was kind however, all going well, and we arrived at
Messina in time to collect the Speidels to help us with the last part of our
journey which was through the Ionian Islands, a wonderful cruising ground.
We arrived near Athens at the end of July on time and after some
difficulty found a place where the boat would be safe while we went home.
We re-joined "Neon Tetra" in late September for a more lesiurely
Aegean cruise, which didn’t turn out to be so leisurely after all on account
of continuous high wind, but that’s another story.
Season 1965.

2,423 Sea Miles.
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52 Overnight Ports.

"SHELMALIER .... 1965"
by
Ken Witby
Shelmalier is a 36 ton T.M. Bermudian cutter of some 58 feet overall,
is capable of setting nearly 2000 sq. feet of sail, plus 2600 sq. feet of spinnaker. She is capable of sleeping twelve persons in varying degrees of comfort and was designed for Ocean Racing. She was built, by the Berthon boat
Co. to the designs of Laurent Giles & Partners and was launched in May of
this year.
The main target on the year’s programme was the Fastnet Race andthe
hope that we might qualify for the Irish team which was to go to lCowes for
the Admiral’s Cup series. This year eight countries had entered for the
series, and it was the first time that an Irish team had entered.
Shelmalier’s problem was to get herself into racing trim with a proper
organised crew and a yacht whose early teething troubles had been corrected
as much as possible. To do this she was entered in as many races as
possible before departing for Cowes. Therefore within twenty four hours
of arriving in Dun Laoghaire she left for Howth for the start of the Irish
Cruising Club’s whitsuntide race to Port St. Mary in the Isle of Man. Although
she was first over the line, she was not sailingup to her Rating and finished
well down on corrected time. Although the first two hours of the race promised well as we logged over 18 miles, the wind died away for the rest of the
race. It was during this calm that one realised the amount that had to be
learnt to keep the yacht sailing. It had been previously pointed out that unless the speed could be kept up to 3 knots, the yacht could not effectively sail
to her Rating.
The next item on the agenda was the Irish Admiral’s Cup trials inCork.
At a previous meeting of interested owners it had been decided to make this
a two day event consisting of a 150 mile race to the Fastnet rock and back,
followed by a short 20 mile inshore race around marks in Cork harbour. We
were looking forward to these races as this would be the first real trial of
strength that the new yacht would have. The race to the Fastnet started in a
calm. After three hours the three boats, Denis Doyle’s new "Moonduster",
Perry Goodbody’s rejuvenated "Sonata", and ourselves were still only two
miles off the starting line. However a breeze got up and "Shelmalier" got
away first. WE took a long leg out to tack around the Old Head of Kinsale,
whilst the others stayed inshore and this paid off, because we rounded the
Head with "Moonduster" only a matter of inches behind. After this it was
a fetch to the Rock, but then fog descended and visibility dropped to 500
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yards. Luckily the navigator was on target and we were soon on our way
home. However on arriving at the Old Head the wind went astern and
lightened and the race ended in a force 2 spinnaker run. Again although
we finished some 40 minutes ahead of "Moonduster", she won by 12
minutes. "Shelmalier" was not yet sailing to her Rating and the wrong
sail changes at the start showed how much had to be learnt. During the
course of the race it also came to light that all our major head sails were
in need of alteration, some being as much as 22 inchestoolong in the lull.
The following shorter race was very disheartening as we finished last due
to a number of factors. Bad tactics, bad sails and too few crew. At this
stage we were trying to sail with only eight on board. Still we were learning.
Within 48 hours the sail maker and two of the designing staff had
arrived in the country and sailing trials were again carried out in Dunmore East and the various faults noted° Two days later "Shelmalier" was
in Holyhead awaiting the start of the R. OoR. Co Morcambe Race on July
3rd. In.the meantime the sails were despatched for alteration,, and it had
been arranged for one of Laurent Giles’s staff to accompany us on the race.
It would be on the result of this race that it would be decided if we
would make the team to go to Cowes, so we were determined to try hard,
And to this effect we had a crew of 15 aboard’. The race itself was reasonably straight forward. After tacking out of Holyhead Bay, the course was
set for the Morecambe Bay Light Ship, and this was rounded some six hours
later° We then were able to lay a course for the Chicken Rock. The wind
dropped as we got closer to the Isle of Man shore but we were abeam of the
Chicken by midnight and the wind gradually increased to a good Force 5.
Then began a series of tacks to the South Rock Light Vessel which was
rounded at 7.14 the following morning. A terrific spinnaker run followed
and over 10 knots was recorded on several occasions. Two hours later the
rest of the fleet were sighted and it took them a further two hours to reach
the light vessel° At this stage we were 4 hours ahead and in the lead by
14 minutes on corrected time° However the Fates were again against us
and off Carlingford we ran into no wind° We stayed put for nearly four
hours. At 8 o’clock in the evening we rounded the last mark on the course,
the Kish, having to tack out from Lambay Island° We reached in towards
Dun Laoghaire and within 500 yards of the entrance and finishing line the
wind dropped again to nothing. It took us 1½ hours to cross the line. The
only hope we had was that the other yachts had suffered the same conditions,
but this was not so. We did not improve on our 4 hour lead and the calm
off Carlingford had cost us the race° Still we finished 2nd in class 1 & ii,
and got our piece of silver for being the first around the South Rock Light
Ship° Also we made our place on the Team, so all was not in vain.
There was only one more race before going to Cowes and this was an
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overnight Alfred race which was spoilt by the lack of wind again, although
the many and varied sail changes were a help in getting the crew to work
together. "Shelmalier" also took part in the National Yacht Club Regatta
at the start of Dun Laoghaire Week, but the length of the course and the
wind did not suit her. The following day she departed for the South of
England. We arrived there some 50 hours later and berthed at Lymington for slipping, repairs, anti-fouling and further sail alterations. On
Thursday, July the 29th we left Lymington in battle order and set off for
Gosport and the start of the Admiral’s Cup a cocktail party onboard
H. M.S. Brittannia.
The next day saw the start of the first race of the series, the
Channel Race. After a good start, being the sixth boat over the line,
the wind dropped and the fleet of some 116 yachts then drifted and kedged
for about 2 hours. We eventually got going and tacked inshore to the
Owers Light Ship. Others who had managed in the calm to keep offshore
did better and so we were about 20th around the mark. On the reach up
to the next mark, the Sovereign L.V. we did much better and made up our
lost ground, being the 4th yacht around and the 3rd Admiral Cup boat.
WE then got into spinnaker trouble. This was the first time that this
monster had been hoisted in the dark and unfortunately semi-chaos resulted. Luckily it was only blowing force 2-3 so no damage was done, but
we lost nearly an hour sorting everything out. With three sails piled on
deck, plus four sets of sheets, this is not easily done in the dark in a
matter of minutes. Another lesson had been learnt.
A 14 hour spinnaker run followed at a speed of 2-4 knots, across
the Channel to the Le Harvre Light Float. This mark was in place of
the usual Light Ship which was being repaired. And very hard it was
indeed to pick this up against the background of the shore and not too
clear visibility. Anyway our navigator managed to land us only a mile
to leeward and we were able to reach up to it. Still we had lost ground
since the last mark and were llth yacht around. On the return reach
home we again made up our loss and four hours later were lying third
only a mile behind the leading yacht which had passed the last mark 55
minutes before us. We reached the English coast 15 miles to the east
of the finishing line and had to tack west to the Solent and the finishing
line which we crossed at 0504 on the Sunday morning, the fourth yacht
to finish. On handicap we were 9th in class i out of 27, 77th overa11.
Our next race was the Brittania Cup race and the second in the
series. This was a 35 mile race around marks in the Solent. The problem
here was the fierce. 4 knot tide, and which shore to take to avoid it.
Also where to cross it. On local advice we took the Island shore and beat
up the coast of the Isle of Wight. To avoid the tide meant that it was
necessary to tack every 50 yards and work one’s way. some 10 miles up
-
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to the first mark. Winds were light and in the early stages we were having
a great port and Starboard tacking match with the American "Windrose "
and the famous French "Pen-Duick" sailed by Eric Tarbarly. No boat
giving an inch. Also involved in this private war was John lllingworth’s
new "Monk of Malham". Having eventually got clear of this trio we hit
trouble. We were tacking inside the Ournard Ledge buoy which marks’
that well known mass of rocks which stick out from the Island shore.
The first sign of trouble was when we saw our team mate "Moonduster" who was to our starboard suddenly stop and heel over slightly.
This was followed by a grinding as "Windrose" directly astern of us
climbed three feet out of the water and slewed over in a very alarming
manner. There was nothing one could do except cross our fingers and
edge our way towards deep water. A closer look at the chart showed that
by rights we should have been on dry land’. When we were level with the
buoy and only a matter of feet away from safety, we struck. "Shelmalier"
touched the bottom, bounced, then jumped into deep water. The sigh of
relief must have been heard back in Dun Laoghaire’.
The remainder of the race was uneventful, except that the advice
of the previous day did not pay off, and the yachts who had taken the mainland shore did much better o We finished 13th Admiral’s Cup boat.
Two days later was the third race, the New York Yacht Club.Cap, a
good force 5 was blowing and 6-7 was forecast. In spite of the rain this
was "Shelmalier’s" weather. On crossing the line we went straight over
to the mainland shore and began the short series of tacks down the Solent
to the first mark at Lymington 17 miles away. We were 8th boat round in
close company with "Quiver IV", "Musketeer", and the old 12 t~letre
"Vanity". Ahead was "Bloodhound" and the Americans "Caper’ anu i, igaro".
After a short run we were 7th and after another short beat back to the
Lymington mark were 6th, having got ahead of "Figaro"° During the following spinnaker run of 18 miles we overhauled a further two yachts, "Outlaw"
and "Clarion of Wight"° On rounding the next mark we had a little drama
when trying to reach with the spirmaker which promptly blew out from under
the main when we were trying to get it in o A burgee in the shape of a 2600
sq. foot spinnaker flying from the mast head was quite a sight’. Anyhow
soon everything was under control and we were able to put about and tack
for the finishing line which we crossed behind the big yawl "Stornaway", the
American "Caper", and "Bloodhound". There were over 80 boats behind so
we felt quite pleased with ourselves. Also the rest of the team did wet1.
"Shelmalier" was 8th overall on handicap, 5th Admiral’s Cup Boat, and on
that day;s sai!ing the Irish Team finished second, only eight points behind
the Australians. On reflection I think that this result proves that the team
have a hidden potentiality which in the future could reap results. It is to be

remembered that this was a first attempt. There may be changes, but
basically the material is there. I had been told in Cowes that it was expected that the Irish team would not do well this year, but should improve
in the next series. And that by 1969 there should be no reason why they
should not have a good chance of winning.
On August 7th, we now approached the last race in the series, that
Marathon and Grand National of Ocean racing, the Fastnet Race. We spent
the previous day in getting the yacht ready and concentrated in getting a
good night’s sleep to get the gin of Cowes Week out of our system. The
next day promised fair as did the forecast, and we crossed the line at 1800
hrs. Again we made for the mainland shore, though only a few joinedus.
Down the Solent we went and seemed to have the advantage until we reached
the Lymington buoy, when the wind changed and enabled the boats on the
other shore to slacken sheets. Also they got a more favourable tide and
ten of them got through the Needles Channel before us. We then hardened
sheets and set course for Portland Bill and it’s famous tide race. On this
twenty five mile leg we did well. "Shelmalier" quickly gets to her maximum hard on the wind in force 5. We overtook "Moonduster", "Outlaw",
"Quiver IV", and by the time we had gone through the tide race at Portland,
we were lying 2nd overall behind Baron de Rothschild’s"Gitana IV". If only
it had remained like that’.
On the next 40 mile leg to Start Point we seemed to hold our own, but
the wind was dropping, and when morning came we were stationary. The
lighter yachts caught us up and slowly overtook us. It was 12 hours later
when we really began to move again. A 24 hour Spinnaker run followed,
carrying us past the Lizard, Land’s End and the Scillies. Up to this stage,
the race had been undramatic with no sign of the usual Fastnet weather.
However towards the middle of the Monday afternoon there was a change in
the weather and the wind gradually got up to force 7. Around 4 o’clock our
light blue spinnaker blew out, leaving a 20 foot gap in the middle. We then
hoisted our second spinnaker but this only stayed up for 10 minutes because
it pulled the pin out of the block at the top of the mast. The heavy genoa
was then goose-winged and we still ploughed along at 10 knots. While all
this was happening other yachts had their problems. "Outlaw" lost her
mast, and the Swedish "Vagabond" broke her boom. "Figaro" lost a man
overboard and spent 20 minutes getting him back. By now the sea was
beginning to pile up, and at 1800 hrs we had to reef. Shortly after this the
wind began to drop slowly and as we approached the Irish coast the sea went
down as well.
At 0200 hrs on the Tuesday morning we were within 20 miles of the
Rock, and the light was expected to be seen. Shortly after this a light was
seen, but it was impossible to identify properly before a rain squall obscured it completely. However after discussion it was decided that this
°
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was the Fastnet light and we altered course to leeward towards it. After
a couple of hours sailing it turned out to be the light off Galley Head which
was to the east of the Fastnet. We hardened sheets and tacked away into
the shore, put about and then started tacking back towards the Fastnet
which we rounded shortly after 0700 hrs. This mistake cost us two hours
in lost time. After this it was plain sailing. We had a long leg to the
Bishop Rock in the Scillies, which we rounded at 1400 on the Wednesday.
This was followed by a short tack to the Lizard around which we tackedat
about 2000 hrs. We were very lucky here to just make the tide. Other
boats here behind us lost up to 4 hrs as the wind dropped on their side of
the headland. The course was then set for the finishing line at Plymouth,
and we crossed it shortly after 0500 hrs on the Thursday morning. We
had logged 670 miles and our elapsed time was 4 days, i0 hrs. 39 minutes
and 52 seconds. Sleep descended.
Later on that day we were able to work out our position as the other
yachts finished. There had been over 150 starters. We finished llth
boat home, and on corrected time were 16th in class 1 out of 33, andwere
69th in the overall results.
It was a nondescript Fastnet and we should have done better, if we
had not born away down to Galley Head light, if ---. Still we finished
wiser men. We hadnowlost several places, but in the future we hope to
regain them. Out of the 23 yachts in the series there were only 5 competitors that "Shelmalier" did not beat at one time or another during the
four races. So I like to think that she did not do too badly after all.
After this we returned home for one last race, the Holyhead-DunLaoghaire, and a cruise to the south of Ireland° She was laid up on
the 29th of September after a hard 4 months at sea. On adding up the
log, we discovered she had sailed 4000 miles in that time. 1800 of them
racing miles, the rest cruising or sailing to the various starring lines.
In all a most enjoyable season, with promise of a better one next year.
After the completion of the 1965 R. Oo R. C. Programme, "Shelmalier"
was finally placed 17th out of 58 in Class 1 in the points championship
for the year.
For the record here is a list of those happy band of underpaid and
unpriviledged crew, without whom most of the above would not have been
possible:
J. McConnell.
R. Courtney.

(Mates of the Watches).

Liam McGonagle.
Peter Harrison.
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J. H. McConnell.
Pat Moore.
Liam Brierty.
Bill Jones.
Emrys Jones.
John Butler.
Brian Hegarty.
Vernon Sainsbury

(Navigators).

Rodney Jackson.

(Cook)
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EMANUEL
HOWTH TO KENMARE RIVER.
by
Derek Luke
The summer of 1965 will not go down as a particularly good one as far
as weather was concerned, but from the point of view of our cruise we were
extremely lucky, as we picked a period of 3 weeks during which time there
were no gales, and we had sunshine most days, a set of circumstances perfectly suited for a leisurely cruise around the South Coast of Ireland.
The crew consisted of Peter Ryan and myself, so on Saturday, 26th
June "Emanuer’ left her moorings in Howth at 1830 hours, and with a pleasant north-westerly breeze and sunshine it took 5 hours to sail to Wicklow
Head, when the wind died, and, with the help of the motor, 3 hours later we
were tied up alongside a fishing boat in Arklow Basin.
A reasonably early start on Sunday morning, when we left Arklow in
brilliant sunshine in the company of one of Mr. Tyrell’s new motor sailers
"EILISH OF ARKLOW". Courtown Harbour was soon abeam, and on a
broad reach we were well on our way; wind Force 3 to 4. A miie past
Courtown and 2 miles offshore the watch spotted a small bird floundering
in the water. The ship was gybed and we picked it up, and it turned out to
be a young starling which had obviously lost its sense of direction. First aid
was administered, and the bird was dried and left out in the sunshine, but it
had obviously swallowed a lot of salt water, and the unfortunate patient expired an hour later.
At midday we sailed through the Sluice and shortly afterwards the Rusk
Buoys Numbers 3 and 6 were abeam to Port. The course was inside the
Wexford Banks, leaving the North Shear to Port and sailing direct to Rosslare.
At I640 the Fundale Perch was reached; the wind by this time had died completely, and we had a foul tide.
As soon as Carnsore Point was passed close to, the jib was dropped and
we motored hard against the flood. Two hours later passed between the
SaRee IsIands and reached Dunmore East at 2400 hours.
Two yachts had been observed at Carnsore Point standing out for the
Conning Beg, and these turned out to be the "Julia" and a Stella Class Sloop,
and we met them in Dunmore next morning.
Monday was spent loafing in Dunmore, where some of the charm has,
unfortunately, departed, due to the present noisy reconstruction and Masting
-
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taking place - all in the name of progress’°
On Tuesday left Dunmore with a North Westerly wind Force 3, which
gradually lightened and barely left steerage-way. There were fog patches
and visibility was about I mile. Later in the morning the wind went round
to the South West and when abeam of Minehead there was a pleasant little
Force 3 to push us along.
The next port of call was Ballycotton, and we tied up alongside the
fishing boat ’Two Brothers". Fawcetts Bar and Grill is situated at thehead
of Ballycotton Harbour, and is very suitable for yachtsmen requiring a quick
meal, and we recommend it.
The following day at 0615 departed from Ballycotton, and as we cleared
the Sound we picked up a light North Easterly wind, which freshened to Force
4. It developed into a broad reach and a short while later Powers Head was
abeam° Soon afterwards the Daunt Light Vessel was half a cable to starboard, and some photographs were taken. The crew had earlier reported
that the Daunt was under way, but this observation had subsequently been
amended, when it was discovered that the smoke discharging from the stern
of the Light Vessel was apparently due to a diesel engine, presumably used
for charging batteries°
At 1040 the Old Head of Kinsale was abeam, and a few heavy squalls
were experienced as we rounded it.. Three hours later sailed between
Dhulic and Galley Head and made for Glandore, where we anchored off the
Pier in perfect conditions - a hot sunny day and no wind. Glandore is one
of our favourite Ports of Call, and Mro O’Brien in the Marine Hotel can be
relied upon to lay on baths and meals as required°
On Thursday, 1st July, left at 0945; another sunny day, wind North
East 3o It took 2 hours to reach the Skelligs, and with the spinnaker set
we ran before a light wind° Later the wind dropped, and we drifted
pleasantly along the coast and arrived in Baltimore at 1315 hours, and
anchored off the Pier° Our stay at Baltimore was short, but we enjoyed a
pleasant walk ashore, and on return.ingaboard brought the ship alongside the
Pier and topped up the water tanks. We left in the afternoon and motor.sailed through the Gascanane Sound and then had a close haul with the motor
ticking over to Crookhaven, where we arrived at 2100 kours.
The following day we left for Castletown, and as we motored out of
Crookhaven the "IERNE" rounded up and entered, it was an overcast
morning but quite cl.ear, and the Fastnet Rock made a fine etching in the
background° As usual, off the Mizen the wind dropped and left quite a swell.
However, with a favourabie tide an hour later Castle Head was abeam 2
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miles. The sun had appeared but not a sign of any wind. As we closed
Bere Island a light breeze came up from the North West, and we eventually
tied up alongside the fishing boat "Charlotte Chambers" in Casfletown
Harbour. The Dutch were very much in evidence here. One of their
dredgers was working east of the Pier, and the Harbour we were told has
now been dredged to a depth of 18 ft. Extensive work was in progress in
an endeavour to remove the reef marked by a Perch, which is situated in the
centre of the entrance Channel.
The afternoon was spent visiting a number of Peter’s friends, and
also doing some shopping. In the evening we left the Pier and anchored off,
in company with one of the Kinsale Folk Boats, which a Scottish couple had
on Charter. They kindly presented us with a tin of Marvel Milk Granules,
which we found exceedingly good. These Granules are manufactured by a
well known Chocolate Firm, and they are an excellent substitute for fresh
milk.
The 0645 weather forecast for Saturday gave northerly winds 4 to 5,
mainly fair. An early start was made, and we had a fine sail to Dursey
Sound and then a splendid beat up the Sound. Through the Narrows Without
any difficulty and it then developed into a beat up to Sneem with bafflinglight
east to north east winds, the engine doing trojan work.
At 1630 dropped anchor off Derryquin Castle in a wonderful anchorage.
A most relaxing spot with a fine back-drop of trees and mountains and the
ruined Castle immediately ahead.
In the evening Peter and I walked to the Hotel, and explored the grounds.
We also examined Derryquin Castle, the walls of this building are in a
dangerous condition, and climbing around the ruins is not recommended.
On Sunday morning Peter was rowed ashore to attend Church, and set
out for Sneem, which was 2 miles away, but ended up 5 miles in the opposite direction at Tara. However, the morning being fine and sunny, he said
that he enjoyed the walk there and back, and he also managed to do some
shopping.
It seemed a pity to leave our picturesque anchorage, where "Emanuel"
lay mirrored in the calm water, but, variety being the spice of life, when
Peter arrived back we shifted from the Castle Berth to the Pier north of
Garnish Island - another delectable anchorage. The weather continued calm
and warm for the rest of the day, which we spent bathing and loafing around
in shorts. In the late afternoon we walked to Sneem, and admired the countryWe had tea at a local restaurant, which proved
side, which is most attractive.
quite good.
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Later in the evening the "Julia" arrived and anchored in the Bite of
Garnish Island. Next day the sky was overcast, with a light drizzle and
poor visibility. After breakfast we cleaned ship and read for an hour,
and at 1130 decided to make for liilmakilloge Harbour. However, as we
were motoring past the "Julia" we got a hail to come alongside. A
bottle of good cheer was produced, and as the company was good the two
boats remained for the rest of the day in close proximity to each other.
We were delighted to meet Joan Denvir O. C.C. and Professor and Mrs.
O’Ceallaigh’s youngest daughter, Nuala. Later in the evening the Professor and Joan came with us for a motorised tour of Sneem Harbour in
"Emanuel", and this ended a carefree day.
Next morning, due to the jollification of the previous night, we had
a late breakfast, and by mid morning were under way with a light southerly wind. The sail up Kenmare River was without incident, a free sheet all
the way; at midday Maiden Rock was abeam to starboard and an hour later
Dromore Castle. The wind by this time had shifted round to south west,
and was very light as we ghosted up the river. Shortly afterwards the engine
was switched on and a light drizzle developed. We dropped anchor at 1430
midway between Dinish Island and Dawros Point.
Peter rowed ashore to buy eggs and milk at a local farm. The farmer,
however, refused to accept payment, saying that we would always receive a
welcome at an Irish door. This was hospitality of the highest order, though
slightly disconcerting. The farmer had a large family of ten children, and
Peter spent some time passing the time of day and being brought up to date
with local affairs. His informant told him that the salmon were dying in
great numbers in the river, due to some unknown disease, which was atpresent being investigated. We had seen a number of seals and also large
numbers of gannets fishing around Dunkerron and Dinish, and they made a
wonderful sight.
In the evening we up-anchored and made for Dunkerron on the North
side of the river, where the hook was dropped off Reen Point in 3 fathoms.
A quiet anchorage with a small Quay and the invariable Seal Rock close by.
Glass falling slowly, and so to bed’.
On Wednesday, 7th July, at 0700 left Dunkerron under main and genoa
with a light east, south easterly breeze. It was a fine morning and we were
lucky to have a free sheet down Kenmare River. The punt was hauled aboard
and stowed. The weather forecast gave a variable 2 to 4 northerly breeze
with showers and good visibility. Later in the morning we were able to hoist
the spinnaker and it developed into a comfortable run down to Cod Head. Off
the Head the breeze lightened and the motor was started. As we passed
through Dursey Sound the wind freshened to Force 4, and when off Blackball
Head the genoa was lowered and the No 1 jib hoisted. Off the Head there were
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large brown discoloured patches of sea water, which were most noticeable,
and we wondered about the cause of this phenomenon. Later in Castletown
it was learned that these brown patches were due to under-water currents
scouring the bottom and bringing the red coloured sand and mud to the surface. With a freshening breeze we had a broad reach with 1 reef in the
main to the entrance to Berehaven. It was then a close fetch up to the
anchorage in the Harbour, where we arrived at 1610.
The next day the ship was brought alongside the Pier, and water was
procured from the Ice Plant. The key for the plant can be obtained from
Chris O’Shea.
At 1130, having watered ship and laid in stores, we left Castletown
for Glengarriff. A pleasant sail up the Sound between Bere Island and the
mainland with Roancarrig to starboard. One of the Folk Boats from Kinsale
was anchored in Seal Harbour as we passed. We had a pleasant beat into
the Glengarriff Anchorage and dropped the hook south of Bush Island in 15
ft. of water. "Julia" I. C.C. and "Cruiskeen" R. U. Y.C. and two English
yachts were also anchored close-by.
The next day we visited Garnish Island and spent a most profitable
morning enjoying the pleasant surroundings, and admiring the various flowers
and shrubs.
Air Vice Marshal Franks, as usual, kindly invited us up for drinks to
his house, and Ted King arrived from Rostrevor to spend the week-end with
us. During the night it rained fairly heavily. In the morning, with a southerly wind, the anchor was raised at 1030 and "Emanuel" started on the
homeward leg.
Off Roancarrig the wind headed and it was a close haul. The wind continued to lighten, and off Sheep Head the engine was started. Large flights
of gannets were seen as we rounded the Mizen, and a number of photographs
were taken of the birds in flight. With the visibility closing down Crookhaven was the obvious Port in these conditions, and, having experienced
quite an unpleasant popple off Mizen Head, we were all very glad to drop
the anchor in Crookhaven at 2200 hours.
Sunday, llth July:
It blew very fresh from the south west during the night, but we were
in a snug berth off the village, and all hands had a good night’s rest. Peter
went ashore to Church, but was unlucky. Left Crookhaven at 1130 on a
broad reach. There was a long swell left over from the night’s freshwind,
and "Emanuel" rolled and plunged on the sail to the Gascanane Sound.
The morning forecast had given South to South West 5 to 6, easinglater.
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It was a warm day and at 1345 entered the Gascanane Sound, and once
through we were in the midst of a welter of heavy sea and breaking tops.
With the help of the engine it took 20 minutes to get clear of the turmoil.
The wind had by this time gone round to the South West and eased considerably. Entered Castlehaven for a late lunch and a quick look at Castletownshend. It being full tide the hook was dropped near the fishing boats north
of Fort Point, and a most pleasant anchorage it is.
Left again at 1845 for Glandore, with a fine following wind. Sailed
inside Low Island and arrived in Glandore, where the hook was dropped off
the Pier. A quick spruce up and ashore to our friend, Michael O’Brien in
the Marine Hotel, where an excellent meal of bacon and eggs was served.
We had a few drinks with the locals and then at 2200 hours back to "Emanuer’
and motored over to Union Hall for a quiet night’s rest. Listened to Eric
Robinson’s programme on B. B.C. of gramophone records, and so to bed.
The next morning proved to be damp and misty. Motored out to the
entrance of Glandore, but did not like the look of it very much, as it was
extremely thick and visibility was down to about 100 yards. Returned to the
anchorage off the Pier, and as it started to rain we spent most of the afternoon in the Hotel. We met an English lady and her daughter in the Hotel,
and as they were suffering from the bad weather too, as soon as it cleared
in the evening, we invited them out to "Emanuer’ for a trip round Glandore
Bay under engine.
Next day, Tuesday 13th, Ted King had to leave and get back to Glengarriff and collect his car. Mr. O’Brien laid on the necessary transport
and at 0800 we said goodbye to our week-end guest, and at 0830 up-anchored
and left Union Hall. The weather forecast gave variable North West, 3 to
4, showers and good visibility.
We sailed inside Dhulic, and as there was a fairly big sea breaking
over the rock, it looked as if thousands of packets of some detergent had
been dropped into the water, as there was a half a mile long belt of foaming
sea. We observed some very large flocks of Manx Shearwaters feeding in
the sea. As a matter of interest, this bird has not bred at the Isle of Man,
after which it is named, since about 1800. It winters south to Brazil and
Argentina. The Manx Shearwater can lay claim to the title of one of the
world’s greatest travellers; one bird was taken from its nest off the Welsh
coast and carried across the Atlantic to Boston by an air passenger and
released near Boston Airport. It was back at its nest, 3,400 miles to the
east, 12½ days later.
1400 off Old Head of Kinsale, and at 1600 we picked up a mooring in
Kinsale near the Angling Club, and adjacent to the slip. The fee was 5/for the night.
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Wednesday, 14th :
Left Kinsale after watering ship, and with a light easterly wind soon
passed the Bulman Buoy. Wind very light, started the motor and furledthe
jib, the sea now being quite calm. At midday Daunt Lightship abeam, and
four hours later motored through Ballycotton Sound and tied up alongside
our friend the "Two Brothers" in Ballycotton at 1600 hours.
Dined well in Fawcett’s Lounge and Grill, and left Ballycotton at
2030 hours in a light North Westerly. Unfortunately half an hour later we
were becalmed about 2 miles east of Ballycotton. It was a frustrating night
as far as progress was concerned. A light Easterly wind arriving 4 hours
later, we took one long tack out to sea for 2 hours, and then back in again visibility about 3 miles. At 0420 picked up Minehead Light, and after a
tedious beat tied up alongside the Pier in Dunmore East at 1340 hours. There
are still a few kittiwakes on the cliffs around the Harbour, but it is only a
question of time before they will be forced to leave, which is a pity.
Friday, 16th:
An early start from Dunmore at 0630 hours. Weather forecast gave
light variable easterly winds, which was not exactly ideal, but as time was
now pressing, Arklow was our goal by the evening, if possible. A long
leg into Ballyteige Bay, where the wind eased and the sails were dropped
and we motored for the Saltees.
At 1400 Carnsore Point was close to and a foul tide to contend with.
We had arrived late due to the prevailing calm conditions and missed our
tide. The motor finally pushed us as far as Came Pier, where we anchored
to await the flood. This is a handy anchorage, and in spite of the rolldue
to the scend coming in, it proved reasonably comfortable for 4 hours. It
was a warm sunny day, and Peter went ashore for stores. He reported that
he had to walk 2 miles to the nearest shop, but he did manage to get some
groceries, even though a packet of Cereals seemed to have been in the
shop for a remarkably long period of time’.
At 1800 hours up-anchored and continued under motor, picking up
the various Buoys on the Banks. The Rusk Channel was reached at 2225,
and as it was now dark and the visibility none too good, we felt our way
through with the help of the Echo Sounder, and anchored off Poulduff at
midnight.
Saturday Morning, 17th July:
Up-anchored at 0620. A misty morning with no wind, and the engine
was used all the way up to Arklow. Arrived in Arklow River at 0945 and
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tied alongside a fishing boat outside the Dock. Had a late breakfast and left
Arklow again at 1730, having met a few friends in one of the local bars and
spent a pleasurable hour there. Still a flat calm, and at 2000 hours passed
the Horse Shoe Buoy. It was decided at this time that we had had enough
motoring for the day; altered course for Wicklow Harbour, anchored, had
a meal, and turned in.
Left Wicklow Sunday morning early, with a fine southerly breeze, and
as soon as we cleared the Harbour, up went the spinnaker. 1½ hours later
Greystones abeam, and the wind freshened to Force 4. This gave a dead
run; the wind continued to freshen, and as we passed Bray Head "Emanuel"
was making her maximum knots. Crossing the Bay there was quite a big
following sea, and this was voted the best sail of the cruise. At the Rosbeg
dropped the spinnaker, as we were being pressed, and at 1130 picked up our
moorings in Howth Harbour.
On reflection, a most pleasant cruise, nothing strenuous, fine weather
and a congenial companion. It could be said that the engine was used rather
a lot.
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ROUND IRELAND IN VERVE
by
R. P. Campbell

During the course of the 1965 season I sailed Verve clockwise round
Ireland from Crosshaven. She was on her moorings at Dunlaoghaire for
two months and she also lay for three weeks each at Gland.re and Rosses
Point. We did it in 19 day sails, some of them quite short ones, and Ibelieve we may have created a Club record by circumnavigating without spending
a single night at sea. Recollecting how some members have battled round
against headwinds I begin to suspect that Verve is a lucky yacht, for we met
very suitable weather on the whole. We were on no occasion held up bya gale
and after leaving Valentia we never had to beat, except once or twice entering
or leaving harbour. Indeed from Sligo Bay to Dunlaoghaire we only came on
the wind for a couple of hours; boomed-out genoa and mizzen staysail was our
most usual rig, the spinnaker remained below. All this may sound very tame
to our more adventurous members but it was as pleasant sailing as I have ever
enjoyed and I believe my various crews entirely approved. For the record my
companions were as follows:
Peter Simpson & Colin McMullen.
C rosshaven to Glendore.
Ted Butler, and for one day
Henry Horsman.

Gland.re to Ballynakill
BallynakiH to Rosses Point

° . ¯

Rosses Point to Dunlaoghaire

¯ ¯ ¯

7Wallace Clark.
Alan McMullen ’and John Doyle,
also for one day Andrew Leddy.
Henry Horsman and his Aunt "O".

Dunlaoghaire to Arklow
Arklow to Crosshaven

Brian O’Keefe, also Cecil Miller
to Dunmore East.

¯ o ¯

#

As the summary shows, our overnight ports of callwere mostly places
familiar to many members. The exceptions were TuIlaghan and Rossport,
Mayo estuaries which I had explored by dinghy for the Club Sailing Directions
and which Wallace and I visited with particular pleasure. They have been
understandably neglected because they lie next door to the easily accessible
harbours of Blacksod and Broadhaven.
Tullaghan to-day is a pretty backward place, but on the southern point
of the entrance stands the prominent ruin of Do.ha castle, a reminder of its
place in history. Granuaile is believed to have lived there at one period,
having arranged the massacre of the previous owners, who in turn had killedher
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first husband. But it is fascinating to imagine the scene in September 1588
when the galleon Rata Coronada, with the flower of Castile aboard, dropped
anchor in the offing and next day dragged ashore; they landed safely , got
ashore with their arms and occupied Doona castle; then another galleon came
in, took them aboard, and must have been lucky to get a slant to sail out
between the Mullet and Achill. More recently Tullaghan was the scene
of Maxwell’s book Wild Sports of the West and I fancy Verve is the first yacht
to visit it since those sportmen sailed out on fishing parties in their hooker.
Wallace and I found our way in without much difficulty, though the distant
mark was hidden by cloud. We took some time to find the deepest pool,
which is just round the ferry point, and we grounded and heeled slightly at
L.W. as a result of swinging in towards the shore, in spite of a kedge. The
surroundings are flat and there is a fine view of Slieve More. It is certainly
worth a visit to anyone lingering in the Blacksod area.
Rossport has an even shallower bar and I would not have considered it
if Wallace had not persuaded me to have a look. We found remarkable shelter
behind Rinroe point, ½ mile outside the bar, so anchored there for supper and
at 2 hours before H.W. motored across. We soon found the gap in the apparently continuous line of breakers and entered without mishap. Were it not for
the bar and the strong tide Rossport would be a perfect yacht anchorage with
just nice room to lie to anchor in good shelter and moderate depth, a most convenient landing pier, two little shops and phone and very attractive scenery.
The only other yacht known to have used it is St. George, R. C.C. which sheltered therein 1959 from an E. gale which veered to W. before abating. They
had a lively time, but reckoned they were better off than in Broadhaven.
I would like to emphasise that Rosses Point, where I laid a mooring for
Verve, is definitely a bad place to leave a yacht unattended. The holding is
poor and the sheltered appearance deceptive, for with a W. gale against the
strong ebb a horrible sea gets up. I’m afraid Verve was a source of anxiety
to Tony and Margaret Bridges, who happened to be staying there, as well as to
Joe MacMullen, Chairman of the Sligo Harbour Board, and his local lieutenant
Austin Gillan, who did all he could by laying out my 4th anchor which I had left
ready on deck.
The only other anchorage I would:like to mention is Pollcormick is Sheephaven where we were much better sheltered in moderate W. conditions than
we would have been off Downings pier just round the point.
The west coast of Ireland is undoubtedly a magnificent cf-uising ground,
and still comparatively little frequented. It is unusual to see another yacht,
in fact this year between the Kenmare River and Belfast Lough we only sighted
three sails; a hooker in Connemara, the Inishbofin Ferry and a dinghy in Bai1isodare Bay. To anyone with a suitable yacht and th~:ee weeks for a cruise it
is well worth while considering as an alternative to going foreign.
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SUMMARY
Total time Under
under way. ~o~r
. .
hrs. min.
5.00

Conditions

Destination

Sea
miles

May 6

Kinsale

17

May 8

Glandore

32

9.45

0.15

SW 6. later 4.

May 30

Derrynane

59

12.30

6.00

Variable, sunny.

May 31

Valentia

20

4.55

June 1

Fenit

46

8.45

3.40

NE 3 - 0, sun.

June 2

Kllz:ona.n.

58

11.40

3.10

Calm, then NW 3

June 3

Ballynakill

52

10.00

0.05

SW 3, sunny.

June 4

Tullaghan

43

7.50

June 5

Rossport

35

6.50

2.05

SW 4, sunny.

June 6

Rosses Point

52

12.20

5.50

Calm, then N 3.

June 28

Burtonport

58

9.55

0.25

W 4 drizzle

June 29

Sheephaven

33

5.40

2.00

Variable, sunny.

June 30

Greencastle

44

12.15

July 1

Larne

55

10.30

O. 10

W2 -4

July 2

Portavogie

30

6.15

0.55

N2 -4

July 3

Dunlaoghaire

77

15.50

3.45

N 2 - 3 & calm

Sept. 9

Arklow

33

6.35

1.25

W 7 -3, calm.

Sept. 10

Dunmore East

65

11.30

0.15

W 3 - 4, laterNW.

Sept. 11

Crosshaven

55

10.55

1.00

NW7 -3.

Date

864

N 5 - 7 rain

SSW 5, rain.

N 3. Dull & cold

179 hrs. 31 hrs.
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SW 6. Foggy

A FORTNIGHT IN BRITTANY
by
Conor Doyle
A cruise to France; Six years ago the thought would never have crossed
our minds. Everybody automatically thought of ’the cruise’ as the annual trip
round the South West coast, from Cork to Glengarriff. It had many attractions
for us, among them a safe port every ten miles, and familiar faces in each one.
This routine was broken in the most dramatic way. One morning during
the summer of 1961 we woke up, and found that "Elsa" had disappeared from
her moorings, which were just in front of our house in Currabinny. At firstwe
sought other explanations, but were forced to the reluctant conclusion that she
had been stolen.
"Elsa" is a 25 ton Bermudian rigged cruiser with a 72 foot high mast, and
has a sail area of 1850 sq. feet. She was then 60 years old, having beenbuilt
in 1903, as one of six South Coast One Designs. In 1939 she was re-designed,
and converted to Bermudian rig which surely added to her already swanlike
appearance. Indeed, despite her age and 1903 design, she looks remarkably
young. Still it was out of respect for her age that a cross channel cruise was
never seriously contemplated.
Bearing all these factors in mind while she was missing, we sat tight for
what was one of the longest and sunniest weeks in all our lives, wondering
where our ship was heading, who and how many were aboard her, and where
she would turn up, if ever.
A week later to the day we were telephoned by the police in St. Ives,
Cornwall, to say that "Elsa" had been abandoned there. The following day,
accompanied by Jack Kelly, the hand, and his son, my father and I flew over
and took her over, and thus started our first cross channel cruise.
With the myth about "Elsa’s" incapability of making passages shattered,
in 1962 we went to the Scilly Isles. Then last year we went to Brittany, but
since we only had a fortnight it was really a hail and farewell visit.
This year, 1965, we were determined not only to get to France, but to
see as many places as possible. To make sure we wouldn’t snug down in one
port for too long, we decided to make Belle Isle our first port of call, and from
there work our way slowly up the French coast, which we had to do anyway to
get home.
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With this as our only definite aim we set sail from Cork harbour on
Saturday July 3rd.. at ii. 15 a.m. On board were:T.F. Doyle ~ skipper.
James Mulhern - navigator.
Conor Doyle
Kevin Dwyer
Jack Kelly - the hand.
James had been with us on all our cross channel trips, as our guiding
star’. Equally indispensable was Jack who kept :the crew in top physical condition at a11 times, and when complimented on his sandwiches, he always
humbly acknowledged his debt to Monica Sheridan who gives out invaluable
tips on television.
Kevin, a regular crew member for the last three years, was on his first
cruise in "E1sa". By his boundless spirit and energy, he soon gained official
recognition as tonic in chief for flagging energy or spirits. It was a sort of
vanity on my part which prompted me to offer to write this. I thought it might
gain me the healthy respect usuaUy given to the press, and confer a sort of
semi-official status as a member of the crew. Neither of the desired effects
really resulted, but instead, I was constantly reminded of my promise, which
explains my sitting here with pen in hand.
Saturday July 3rd was a beautiful day with a very light N.E. breeze and
smooth sea. At 12.30 we were abeam of Roches Point. The log was trolled,
and it was decided to leave the engine. Course was set for the Scilly Isles
where Anthony Sabin was to join us.
After numerous toasts and wishing ourselves well we tucked into our
first Monica Sheridan sandwich.
The sun was really blazing down and everybody was sunning on the deck.
Then at 4 p.m. a little breeze got up, and we turned off the engine. With no
noise but the swish of water and relaxed snores from the deck, ’the cruise’
had now really begun.
At 18.00 we listened to the forecast which was ideal with North East
4/5 and good visibility. After the bar was opened for the near - religious
6 o’clock ritual, the vexed question of watches was tackled. James volunteered to work out a system. I must say the result was highly satisfactory.
Since there were five of us the usual half up - half down couldn’t be worked, so
we had a revolving system which gave each man 4 hours on, and 6 hours off.
Every 2 hours a new man came up and took the helm for the next 2 hours, while
the other man did general rope-hauler and companion. After 2 hours of that
.
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he was free to sleep for the next 6 hours. After a rather good meal of pork
and salad, if I remember rightly, the skipper and James took the first watch
at 20.00 hours.
At 22.00 Kevin came upafter a short nap and relieved James who was
then free to review the ships erratic progress during the day.
The wind had freshened in the last hour, so it was decided to put up a
smaller headsail, at least for the night.
It was a welcome relief because
up to 21.30 we had only done 51½ miles.
At 21.35 we had been joined by a pigeon who, having circled a few
times and not liking the look of the spray splashed deck landed about halfway along the boom and cuddled in the sail. He was promptly christened
Joey.
At 22.30 the log read 66½ miles which reflected our quickening pace
within the previous hour and a half.
At 24.00 the skipper went down and I came up. Well things certainly
had changed since I went down at 20.00. A big sea had got up, the sky had
clouded over, and the wind had freshened more, as it continued to do for
the next hour or so.
Since "Elsa" has shallow freeboard, even at the best of times she tends
tO be a wet boat.
When a nasty sea like this one gets up, it comes aboard
uncomfortably often. This is all a way of saying that my trick at the helm was
extremely wet and uncomfortable. Occasionally there would be a distressed
croak from somewhere alongthe boom, as Joey told what he thought of the whole
thing. I would love to have seen his reaction, if we could have explained to
him that these were our holidays’.
At 02o00 Jack came up and relieved Kevin, who wasn’t sorry to see his
bunk. Having revived us with a mug of Bovril, Jack took over the tiller.
After an hour, to our relief, the wind began to moderate somewhat.
At 04.00 James came up, and I went down. The log read 112 whichagain
reflects the speed we had been doing during the last six hours.
After he had completed his two hours at the helm James went about the
task of getting a fix of our position. The log read 125 so we reckoned that
at the most there were another 25 miles to go. But we were all chastened to
find we had fallen 10 miles to leeward during the night. When this message
had sunk in, and everybody had examined their consciences’ one by one all
eyes fixed on me, and I had to admit that I had probably done most of the :damage. So at 07.15 we hardened our sheets right home, in an effort to make up

some of the lost ground. This meant uncomfortable sailing, which didn’t
agree with Joey anymore than with anybody else.
At 8.30 the Bishop was sighted fine on our port bow. The Scillies were
shrouded in mist as they often are, which makes them a difficult landfall.
By 9.30 we had to tack into the Scillies. When this was announced,
everybody looked anxiously up at Joey. Jack climbed up on the Doghouse
but his coaxing efforts were in vain. Finally having spotted land, Joey took
off and flew for the land as hard as he could.
At 10.45 on Sunday July 4th, we were at anchor in Hughtown harbour
having done 159 miles in 23½ hours.
On Sunday night we went ashore to have a drink at The Mermaid, where
Lez Smith the proprietor, and Lez Ford the erstwhile dustman cum town councillor, welcomed us with their usual warmth and hospitality. We were
accepted as old friends, a rare honour in Scillonian circles, and we were able
to follow island gossip like old hands, this being our third visit.
Next morning we were joined by Anthony Sabin who flew out from Penzance by helicopter. Having got all necessary provisions, and fortified by
Pate Maison and chicken, at 15.00 we weighed anchor, motored out of Hughtown and set course for Ushant. The wind was N.W. by W. force 1-2.
16.40 spinnaker set. Although this helped things somewhat, progress
was still slow. Over the next 12 hours we averaged just over 4 miles per
hour. Still with a smooth sea and blazing sunshine, there was little tocomplain about.
At 8.00 on Monday Ushant was sighted dead ahead; we altered course to
leave it well to port.
12.10 Ushant abeam. Log 103. Course 170° .
12.30 La Jumeat abeam. Course altered to 157° . We were n(~vtearing
along at 7½ knots under a favourable tide.
16.25 Raz du Seine abeam. Log 133. Course altered to 150° for Pt.
de Penmarche.
Progress was good, with a pleasant breeze and smooth sea. Since Belle
Isle was only about 85 miles away it was decided to stick to the original plan
and sail right through the night. It really was a most delightful experience,
moving along at about 5 knots in a light breeze, a smooth sea and a full moon.
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It was the sort of night at sea one dreams about or reads of in poems.
5.20 wind dropped.
5.45 course altered to 100° as wind has gone more. Southerly.
8.00 Went about on a course of 175. Log 200.

Log 192.

8.45 Dipped ensign to French Frigate "Le Pilchard" who replied.
10.00 Log 210. Tacked when broken off. Now fetching near Le Palais on
East side of Belle Isle.
11.15 Abeam of Le Palais. Handed log reading 216.
11.45 We reversed under power, into a rather small gap between two other yachts.
We moored with stern warp to the pier with an anchor off the bow - Riviera style.
We stayed in Le Palais until Friday morning, by which time every member
of the crew had a few stories to tell, although some more than others. Kevin
especially took to Le Palais harbour like a duck to water, finding the water inviting and refreshing at all hours and in all stages of clothing. We had many other
experiences, though somewhat less spectacular, were none the less enjoyable. One
such was meeting and enjoying the hospitality of the "Right Royal" an English yacht.
Friday was another beautifully sunny day; so much so that everybody decided
that a swim was a must. So breakfast having been postponed we all sat into the
dinghy and set out for the strand just around the harbour wall. Needless to say we
fouled our outboard on the proverbial French angler, whose casting ability is a
national wonder. Both sides of the harbour wall are always lined with fishermen,
whose invisible lines stretch for at least 100 yards in the most unexpected directions. Anyway we all returned and breakfast was over by I0.00. After some
slight difficulty with the anchor, we were off and waved farewell to Belle Isle.
We decided to make La Baule our next stop. There was a good breeze which
blew us along almost as if it were taking account of some of the very sick heads
aboard.
Mention of lunch brought new life into everybody. James volunteered to treat
us to an extra special salad. He disappeared down below. During the next half
hour empty tins and salad bottles periodically whizzed up from the cabin and over
the side like flying saucers. It was a special joy to James to throw such things as
empty tonic bottles from down in the cabin straight out through the dog house with
a special spin so that they arched dramatically to leeward just before they were
about to land on the counter. By sheer persistanoe he got better and better at this
until he could direct a missile from the bowels of the ship on to a pre-chosen
patch of water. The salad was absolutely delicious, and sustained us for the rest
of the day.
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When we arrived at La Baule, we were told there was not nearly enough
water for us in the harbour, so reluctantly and sadly we turned and headed for
St. Nazaire. Our worst fears were confirmed when we found a dirty, commercialized port, with a 5½ knot tide. Having gone into what was called the Avant
Port, which was the outer basin leading into the other locks, we anchored ourselves fore and aft, to avoid swinging out into the narrow Fairway during the
night. So that we could at least say that we had seen the place, we decided to
get a taxi to La Baule and have a meal there. When we got there we soon saw
that it would have been imprudent of us to have tried to go in. Although there
were some reasonably large boats there, none of them would have drawn as
much as "Elsa".
Next morning we got up at 7.00 in order to catch the tide both down the
river and up the coast. To everyone’s dismay, Anthony did not feel very well.
He decided it was best if he made his way back to England. So sadly we all said
goodbye.
At 7.45 on Saturday 10th we weighed anchor and set off down the Loire,
under engine with a scorching tide under us. We decided that our next port of
call would be the Gulf of Morbihan, the inland sea. The sky was overcast, and
there was a force 3 blowing from the South West. The sea was smooth. At
8.45 we switched off the motor and hoisted the sails. Our worst fears about the
weather were soon confirmed when it began to drizzle. The morning quickly
deteriorated until soon it completely closed in. 9.30 La Baule abeam. Despite
the rain and the early hour we saw about six yachts in the bay. It really was
quite inspiring. Round noon the weather cleared for a while, but shortly afterwards it closed in again. Still with a fresh reaching breeze and a smooth sea,
sailing was quite exhilarating.
At about 14.00 the rain obligingly stopped as we were just coming up to the
entrance of the Morbihan. Since the sea consists of about 100 square miles of
water which has to fill and empty through an entrance half a mile wide, the tide
race has to be seen to be believed. At 14.10 we were abeam of the entrance and
with a favourable tide were just sucked through at an alarming rate. It was a
fascinating sensation. Although it looked for a moment just like any large
harbour with a few normal looking gaps in the land throtagh which, what looked
like rivers ran. But in fact these were just some of the 50 islands of this inland
sea,
James studied his chart intensely and told us to aim for one of the many
islands. We scorched towards it at an alarming rate; then we swung sharply
and were between another pair of islands. After coming abeam of another gap,
we turned sharply, and headed for the mouth of the Auray river which we had
chosen as the most suitable anchorage. Tension relaxed when we had simple
river banks on either side, and James was congratulated for getting us through a
°
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maze of seemingly identical islands with such ease while travelling at an
alarming speed.
It was decided to motor about i0 miles up the river to the town of Auray,
to see if we could anchor there. It really was a most fantastic trip, with every
bend revealing new and exciting sights. What interested us most were rows of
things that seemed like short lengths of drain pipe, made of clay, which lined
parts of the shore and the mudflats. We were soon to learn that these were
the oyster beds for which Morbihan is famous.
The town of Auray was a beautiful little place. The square which was
right on the river, was all be-decked for a festival which we later learned was
reaching its climax that night. We could sense this without having to be told,
and it was with great disappointment that we concurred with the skipper in
deciding not to anchor there, since there was a possibility that we would go
aground at low water. There was another yacht anchored there, and on rounding her we found that she was none other thanWandererIII ownedby Eric Hiscock.
We eventually anchored about 2 miles down the river in a delightful spot,
flanked on both sides by trees which came right down to the water’s edge. It
was eventually 15.15 when we got the anchor down. Since, due to all the excitement, we had not yet had lunch, this was given top priority. Jack changed our
plans for a light snack when he told us he had put down "spuds" for a11. Itwas
an adjustment nobody minded making.
While we were waiting for lunch a speed boat with about 7 people aboard
came round us. They asked where we were from, and on being told one of them
broke into English. In no time at all the whole crew had been invited for drinks
to their chateau which they said was about five minutes down the river. On
hearing that we were about to have lunch they all burst out laughing, and one of
them asked with a twinkle if we were following Greenwich mean time.
After lunch we set off under outboard in search of this chateau. The five
minutes in the speed boat turned out to be 25 minutes in our little dinghy. When
we arrived at what seemed the likely place, we drove the dinghy up on the beach
where a little boy was waiting. He shook hands with us a11, and pointed to the
chateau up on the hit1. Having crossed several fields and barbed wire fences we
were greeted by a Taiti - like man on a bicycle riding furiously down the field
to meet us. Needless to say he finished the journey on foot. They turned out
to be two charming Belgian families who had rented the place for a month. They
were very kind to us, and offered to drive us anywhere we wanted. As the
parents were engaged that evening, we were left in the care of the eldest daughter,
Martine.
Although the distance to Auray by car was not far, it was enough to reduce
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us all to jellies after our supersonic drive’. Martine said her one ambition
was to be a rally driver; we believed her. Anyway we were all restored to
full health by a rather good meal.
At this stage Kevin drops out of our story for a short while. After
dinner he gingerly asked what reaction there would be to a member of the
crew dropping out to visit Paris. To his surprise everybody said why not.
So, having put him on the train, we were driven back without too much time
lost on the road.
Sunday was spent quietly at anchor. Apart from a little interlude in the
morning when Eric Hiscock and his wife came aboard for a drink, most of
the day was spent catching up on lost sleep. Since we had decided to leave
the next day, James andI decided to go to Vannes, the biggest town on the
Morbihan.~ The skipper and Jack opted for an early night.
Despite a rather terrifying forecast, Monday July 21st, was a beautiful
day - would the Lord dare send anything but sun on that date’. Having breakfasted on ham and eggs, at 8.30 we pulled up a mountain of chain and were
sucked down the river by a strong tide. By 9.30 we were abeam of the
entrance, and course was set for Lorient, which was out next port of call.
With another smooth sea and a gentle reaching breeze, it was one of
the best sails we had. The main occupation of the day was smugly picturing
our absent member sweating through the streets of Paris, regretting his waywardness. How wrong we were.
At 2.30 we motored through the entrance to Lorient. There were so
many yachts and ships in so many places, that there was some disagreement
as to the best anchorage. To satisfy everybody’s curiosity, it was decided
to motor round and have a look. As we steamed towards what looked like a
naval dockyard we were respectfully approached by a launch. A man handed
us a card and aske.d us if w~ cared to follow him. He announced that he was
a representative of the yacht club, and would give us a mooring. He later
confessed that he thought we were the Admiral’s yacht because of the brazen
way we were approaching the naval dockyard.
Next morning Jack announced to us that the sad looking ketch of about
30 tons moored next to us was the "Colleen" on which he had been hand for
about six years in Crosshaven. "Colleen" left Crosshaven in 1946, and was
supposed to have been wrecked somewhere off the French coast. Well needless to say, finding her again was a nostalgic experience for Jack, so we all
clambered aboard her and recorded the occasion for the disbelievers on film.
At about 7.15 that morning, Kevin climbed over the stern and announced
°
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his return. He had spent the night in a hotel in Lorient, having been unable
to find the boat in the dark. We spent the morning shopping for provisions,
and in an abortive attempt to pay our respects at the yacht club, which seemed completely locked up and deserted. Rather an anti-climax after the
royal treatment we had got on arrival. At 11.30 we dropped our moorings
and set out for Concarneau. It was yet another beautiful sail, with fairwind
and sunshine. After lunching on cheese and wine, the afternoon was spent
singing ballads, accompanied by Kevin on his ukulele, until everything gently
tapered off into a siesta.
At 16.30 we arrived in Concarneau having logged 29½ miles. To our
surprise and joy, we saw a yacht bedecked with the Royal Munster ensign.
This offset our mild annoyance at finding someone else in the only suitable
anchorage for a large yacht in the crowded little harbour. It was "Setanta".
We hailed them but there didn’t seem to be anybody aboard. Late~ in the
evening while walking along the main quay wall where all the fishing boats
were unloading, we spotted them standing observing operations. The skipper
walked up behind them and suddenly said, "Are ’u from Cork?" Having
steadied themselves they turned in amazement. Before going ashore for
dinner that night we were invited aboard "Setanta" where we had drinks to
celebrate the occasion. They had set out from Cork about the same time as
we had, but had worked their way south from Brest.
After dinner there was great excitement since it was Tuesday 13thJuly
the eve of Bastille day. The main event was a rather impressive fireworks
display, which, judging from the "Oohs" and "aahs" everybody enjoyed as
much as we did.
When we awoke next morning the whole place was a hive of activity.
Everywhere the holidaymakers were either preparing their yachts or queueing for one of the many tripping boats, and of course the inevitable row of
fishing rods lined the pier.
After breakfast we noticed about half a dozen motor boats around the
harbour stacked with boxes. Our curiosity was soon satisfied when a duck
was pulled out by the neck and thrown into the water. At that moment about
two dozen boys dived into the water and started chasing it. The ducks were
released all over the place and were duly hunted down.
At 15.00 we lifted our anchor and set sail for Benodet, which was to be
our last port of call. This was a short but pleasant sail. At 16.00 we were
sailing into Benodet, it was a wonderful sight with at least 150 boats sailing
around. It really was quite a nerve racking experience picking our way
through them all.
At it was still early we decided to motor up the river Odet which can
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be navigated as far as Quimper, about I0 miles up. It really is beautiful
with everything from splendid chateaux to rolling woods. At some points
the river takes very sharp turns, so it was important to keep to the rules
of the road, since it was very busy with motor boats of all shapes and sizes.
When we were about 6½ miles up we decided to turn round. The ebb tide
had really gathered speed and in some of the narrow spots we were sucked
along like a cork at an alarming rate. Needless to say we came down the
river in half the time we took to go up.
The next day Thursday 15th was our last day in France as we had
decided to sail that evening. We spent the day lazily doing a little gentle
shopping and spending our last francs. Moored near by were two French
naval training schooners, "Belle Poulet" and "Etoile". As there seemedto
be great comings and goings, we decided that visitors were welcome, so
James, Kevin and I set out in the dinghy. We were invited aboard, and got
talking to about four of the crew. When they heard we were Irish they
immediately invited us down for some "whiskey". Naturally after this we
invited them aboard "Elsa" and they accepted eagerly. Thus the skippers
ideas about a quiet afternoon were shattered.
Before setting sail at 19:.00 we had a meal of oysters, langoustines,
shrimps and wine. The oysters drew much blood from those who volunteered to open them, and the first aid kit was very busy.
Those of us whose fingers and hands weren’t too badly punctured,
hauled the anchor and hoisted the mainsail. At the same time both the
"Etoile" and the "Belle Poulet" were sailing out of the harbour on their way
to Cowes, they had told us that they were sailing to Brest that evening; sO
like a baby cygnet following its mother and father, we said goodbye to
Benodet and Brittany for another year. After much dipping of flags and well
wishing we pushed on under engine as we had a long way to go and wanted to
catch the tide round the Point de Penmarche and above all going through the
Raz du Seine. It was a beautiful evening. There was a very slight S. W.
wind blowing and the barometer read 1021. The forecast was N.E. 3-4
which suited us fine.
At 1o 00 on Friday we came to the Raz du Seine. The sea was very
confused, which caused us to pitch and dive all over the place. Considering
it was such a calm night, one hesitates to imagine what it must be like on a
dirty night.
o
At 1.30. Altered course to 320 to bring us off Ushant. Log 38.
At 6.30

Log 67. Wind freshened and has come more abaft - abeam

At 8.00 we were abeam of Ushant although we never saw it.
-
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beautiful day had come up and it looked as though the passage home was
going to be pleasant. At 8.15 two pigeons flew up to us and circled a few
times. After several attempts one of them eventually landed on the deck.
The other contented himself with flying along behind for the time being.
Then he too landed. For about an hour they both sat on the doghouse
looking at us. They were obviously tired and we thought they must be
hungry too. So we pushed some breadcrumbs and water in an ashtray
towards them. They drank the water but wouldn’t touch the bread.
As the sun rose higher the breeze got lighter, so progress was
somewhat slowed. Still, it stayed fresh enough to keep us moving along
at about 4 knots. We had expected our pigeons to fly off again after a
couple of hours rest in this, for them, unfamiliar environment. But
instead they got cheekier and cheekier. First one of them strutted along
the deck and past the cockpit. The other to prove himself one better
jumped into the cockpit and walked, with touching trust, between our legs.
From there he jumped into the doghouse looking patronisingly at everything. Next he strutted majestically on to the chart table despite the fact
that James was bent low over it getting a fix on our position.
At 20.00 the wind dropped completely so the motor was turned on.
Since we were now about 2 hours out from the Scillies we had to decide
whether to go in or not. As the weather was perfect and the hour was late,
it was decided to sail on. The Pigeons were still with us. They had
solved their housing problem by perching on the seats in the upturned
dinghy on deck.
At 22.35. Round Island abeam. Log 160. Engine still on. Sea
smooth, moon very bright.
At 6.00 on Saturday morning a slight breeze got up, so the engine was
immediately turned off to save precious petrol, since there were only 6½
gallons left, and we still had 80 miles to go. At 6.00 it was time for the
watches to be changed again, but prompted by the beautiful day corn1 ng up
and full of magnaminity the man due to come off told the one clue to relieve
him to stay put. The offer was gladly accepted. He realised the folly of
his generosity when by nine o’clock he found himself still on watch. What
was worse, the skipper decided that the spinnaker be hoisted. So with a
devilish chuckle coming from beneath the blankets down below, he had to
face the prospect of hours of spinnaker handling, in sheet - out etc. By
mid day the wind had again dropped completely. As we balmed on deck the
silence was broken by a "plop" from up forehead. The next thing we saw
was Kevin climbing back aboard telling us that the water was glorious. Not
to be out - done the skipper and James stripped and dropped over the side
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there and then. Jack began to have serious fears about the sanity of his
crew. The sun had been very hot’. ’. ’.
After lunch the breeze obligingly got up again, and from that on progress was good. By 15.00 hours the log read 233 which left about another
50 miles to Roches Point. The spinnaker was up until about 2.00 on Sunday morning when the wind freshened a:bit more. With a smooth sea we
had been making up to 8 knots in the previous few hours. It really was
quite exhilarating at times. With the spinnaker down progress was more
sober, nevertheless we still continued to move pretty smartly. By 3.15
we were abeam of the Daunt light ship, with the log reading 288 miles.
As we approached the coast and the mouth of Cork harbour, an almost
symbolic curtain of thick mist drifted towards us as if it were showing its
disapproval of our escaping to the sun for a few weeks. It was just five
o’clock as we nosed our way towards our moorings. To our dismay and
annoyance we found another yacht on them. After Jack had told us exactly
what he thought of people who did things like that, we picked up the moorings ourselves and dropped the other yacht astern. As the rain was now
coming down fairly heavily, everybody got down below and into their bunks
as quickly as possible.
We were awoken about 9 o’clock by the pigeons who came strutting in
to say goodbye before flying off. It really was quite touching.
With the rain still pouring down we all scurried off the ship like
drowned rats, muttering that we were mad to have come back, and vowing
that we would return to Brittany next year, come hell, come high water.

"
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WITH IT IN THE WESTERN ISLES,

1814

by
Wallace Clark
A hundred and fifty years ago my cousin Rober,~ Harvey of Malin Hall,~
left County Donegal in his thirty ton yacht Rambler, for a cruise to the western Isles of Scotland. Yachts in Western Ireland in those days were almost
completely unknown so one guesses that he was a man of original ideas. The
manuscript log which survives to record the Ramblers adventures confirms
this impression and makes a full blooded contrast with the numerous accounts
published of cruises in the same waters to-day.
On the dining room table at Malin ltall, over which Robert from his
portrait still casts a roguish eye on his descendants, are a number of deep
marks; these were made according to tradition by Robert’s heels when he
danced thereon to celebrate the news of Waterloo, which would have come a
few months after the Rambler’s cruise. There must have been a good many
heel marks on the cabin sole of the Rambler, too, for he and his cousins,
Robin and Ralph Young, though all well over forty, danced and sang onboard,
wined and wenched ashore with an exuberance many a twentieth century man
of half their age would envy.
The almost naive superlatives Robert used to describe the scenery and
his enjoyment of the good cheer, the pipes and reels, punch and porter, ashore in the Islands makes one realise what a lot there was to be said for not
living in these days of record players and telephones and above all not voyaging in a "Ram-you-dam-you steamer with a pair of bucking screws".
The rest of the Rambler’s company consisted of Jack, the skipper, and
two paid hands Ned and Gilbert as well as Robin, Robert’s seven year old
son. What an adventure it must have been for him; perhaps the biggest one
of his life for, although he survived the other members of the crew by more
than forty years, he became a country parson and seems to have led an
uneventful existence.
No-one now at Malin has any recollection of having seen or heard from
their fathers of a yacht based in Strabreagy Bay where the Rambler started
from - perhaps she was there for only a few seasons - and until I based
Caru and Wild Goose there in the 1950’s I doubt if any other yachts visitedit.
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Journal of a Voyage commenced 20th July, 1814
from Malin, for the Western Isles of Scotland, and elsewhere.

Left Malin with wind at South West, had a severe touch on the bar, but
did not make any water by it. Cleared Malin Head at about 12 noon, and
steered a nor’east course all day with a fine breeze for Isle of Mull. At day
fall could not see any land and lay too a little during the night. Ralph and
Robert, both a little sick, but the latter slept well. Early 21st saw land to
the Eastern. Steered for it, thinking we were up with Mull. Rounded a
headland, and ran up inside. Ralph and Robert better, eat breakfast,
having spewed a litter of pups all night. Went on shore, found ourselves in
Colonsa. Walked on towards Mr. McNeils. Except his improvements the
Isle rather barren. Sent the Ramblers round, and walked to a bay where she
lay too.
Sailed again a nor’east course, and made Mull in a thick fog and rain,
were not sure of the land, but haild a fishing boat that told us. Night
coming on they wd not give a pilot under a pound. Gave them a dram,
and tune on the pipes and dismissed them. No wind, stood out with the
sweeps. Went to bed, wind sprang up, I sprung up, and after various opinions,
hardly seeing land, brought them by the chart into the beautiful Lock Buy, and
anchored at i0 at night in Laggan Bay near a very pretty seat call, Castle
M.oy.

22nd July. At 9 this morning sailed with a light breeze that only just brought
us out of the Lough. We were then quite becalmd, and only just doubled
Ruinafin, intending to run round Mull by Easterd to Staffa, but logg’d without wind until 5 on Sunday, when we got a very light breeze that l~rought us up
with Loch which we just entered and look in. It is very pretty. We were
then obliged to tow along shore, and come too ii~ the bay of McAllister.
Ralph, Robert and I walked overland to it, while men tow’d;. We saw the old
Castle Duart, and brought two roots of beautiful Crowfoot with us. Came on
board, and got a fine breeze up the sound.
TOBERMORY AND TRESHNISH
Came in to Tobermory about 3 o’clock. We were asked in to tea by
a Mr. McLachlin who was very civil, walk’d about with us, show’d us a
beautiful lake, and gave us sonle information relative to seeing Staffa.
24th July. I don’t think we are ever doomed to see Staffa, for this morning
at 9 o’clock we left Tobermory, and two other pleasure boats along with us.
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We pegg’d on all round Mull, and put in here, Camsallagh Bay, for the night.
We then got our fire lighted up, but the mutton chops that Ned got ready
seemed too few for three hungry fellows, so I took the knife, and Robinthe
hatchet, and if we are not full enough of chops just now, the devil’s awitch,
A boat crew have just come on board. They can’tspeake~nything but what
I can shew them, very broad Erse. We have ask’d them for eggs, as ours
are finished, and they have only promised they will bring us "hags" in the
morning, but whether they may be fresh enough for our delicate stomachs,
time will try.
Tuesday morning, 7 o’clock, July 25th. Devil a bit nearer Staffa thanever,
nor any attempt to be made to-day at all. However, we shall have something
pleasant substituted in place of it. I have gone on shore, and am just returning with a famous Scotch piper playing in the little boat; we have taken our
tents on shore, and dine there.
We have just returned from Mr. Campbell’s at Tirsanish where we
spent a very pleasant evening, some reels danced to the Scotch pipes, and
very civilly treated, on coming away we got a great quantity of fresh butter,
fine milk, and a quarter of the very nicest small fat mutton. Young Robert
has got hold of a letter of Miss Kitty Campbe11’s that overed the butter
porringer, if it is as pleasant to him as her lips were when we were coming
away, it must be pretty comfortable; he kiss’d the whole family, and only
for hi_s father and Ralph would have (right or wrong) brought one of the girls
to Mallin in the Rambler.
STAFFA AND IONA
28th July. This morning we saild round all Lough Tua, waiting for the tide
to take us to Staffa, we were near one very handsome gentleman’s seat, the
house not unlike Fort Stewart, and some pretty planting in the rear of it.
We then made an attempt to pass through a short cut, in the Island of U1va,
to get advantage of the wind, but were nearly dished, and on ground, and
oblig’d to return, and get out of the Lough, and about three o’clock we really
did reach Staffa, and went on shore, and then went ali round it in the little
boat, and into Finga11’s cave, the most wonderful, the most awful, the most
tremendous, and the most extraordinary natural curiosity I ever saw, well
worth a11 the loss of time we underwent to accomplish it. I stayd for an
hour on the Island, and shot a seapye on it. Robin Harvey went a second
time, and took Robert into the cave, and old Jack who had never seen it.
From thence we got a fine breeze and saild for the Island of S. Columkil,
beside which we arrived after dark, and are at anchor just off where the Kings
were buried.
29th July. This morning was so wet that till two o’clock after noon we did
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not go on shore. We then saw the ruins of the famous old church, beside
which so many Kings were formerly buried. The man who attended us said
there were 28 Scotch Kings, 8 Norwegians, 4 Irish and 1 French Kingburied
there. About 4 o’clock in the evening we set sail to get out of the harbour,
but with an adverse wind, and steered for Mull: the weather was hazy, and
there were several small Islands ahead of us. (Footnote: these were the
Torran Rocks, where David Balfour was wrecked in "Kidnapped. ") which
seemed dangerous to attempt getting between, and had nearly fixed upon
returning to our anchorage off this place, when our gaff broke, and we were
very much in the dark, so we were obliged to put to sea, and after a very
squally and severe night, we anchored on our old ground off S. Colum Kiln,
where we have remained the whole of this day, in consequence of the squally
weather, and getting our sails and masts repaired. Jack could not get any
tobacco for his Irish money, so you may guess in what humour he is in.
Sunday, 31st July. This morning about 3 o’clock we sail’d from the Island
intending to get into the Sound of Mull, but the wind ceased altogether, and
we anchored during the adverse tide off the entrance to Colum Kiln, and
remained till 3 o’clock in the evening at anchor.
THE POTATOES OF OBAN
ist August. About 12 o’clock came up to the beautiful harbour and town
called Oban, in Argyleshire. A most beautiful day, and very fine first of
August. We immediately went on shore, where we dined and spent the
whole day. There is a very comfortable Inn, and they gave us uncommon
fine cold ham, and cold lamb, good Ale and Porter. In the evening wewalked
out about a mile to see a very pretty place, the residence of a Major O’Donal.
In scrambling through the plantations Robin lost his gloves out of his pocket,
but they were not picked out.
I remember only in the rabbit Warren at
Culdaff, he left them behind him, but that was accounted for by a muffed
cat being a bad Mouser, Miss Bond was a much more affable lady however
than these wild Scotch girls seem to be. This is very cheerful, and a
pretty regular built town all the houses two stories high, very civil and industrious people. We have purchased gunpowder, rope, porter, sealing-wax,
comfits, blacking liquid, gloves, turf, and bread, besides many other small
eatable~natters, such as mutton, potatoes and pen-knives. Ralph was on
shore last night until 9 o’clock, looking for potatoes, said he got some kind
of promise from a woman on the hill, the man seem’d against it, but this
morning he’s off again to try what the woman will produce. As he has a
winning way i shant interfere. This is a great fishing place, and there were
some
herring’ taken
lasthas
night,
we could
of them
all salted[i
This day
been but
mostbefore
terrible,
rain, get
and any
though
very they
much were
on
shore we Could scarcely leave the house. All kinds of supplies were purchased that appeared to be wanting, even Robert got a new westcoat and
-
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trousers made.
3rd August. The potatoes Ralph went for last night have been got and
very much approved of, but the girl who brought them to the boat said,
in her own language, as far as we could judge by her Erse, she would
not venture on board for double the value of them, but I doubted her very
much. However, I am to be sent for more to-morrow, and I’ll try what
can be done. She’s not very desirable, but anything for variety. If
civility and kindness could induce us to stay we have every reason to remain longer here. The Collector, Mr. Campbell, is absent at Tobermory, but his wife and daughter have been exceedingly civil, put new
potatoes, cherries, white currants, on board and a request that we should
send in for whatever is wanting. All are particularly kind to Robert, and
even the wheelright has given him some present of a top and egg-cup.
More civility from the Custom House this morning, August, 4th., before
we were out of bed, the Revenue Boat came on board us with butter,
cabbages and milk.
EASDALE
4th August. We set sail about eight o’clock in company with two other
sloops, and the Rambler beat them every one hollow and brought to in:
this harbour, Easdale, famous for a remarkable slate quarry, about five
in the evening. The evening continues very severe and incessant rain,
not withstanding which we have been very cheerful and lively, and I must
say that Robert is not small addition to the party. Though confined to a
narrow Mess-room we are not without our comforts, songs, punch, porter
and bagpipes, and many jokes from old Jack and Gilbert, and uncommon
eating of mutton chops, and new potatoes, a great quantity of which were
laid on before we set sail this morning from Oban. I think we all look
forward with pleasure however, to our old land, the Wind and Weather
permitting, we hope to see it very soon, but nothing is certain for us
Sailors, so we never frets about trifles. The two sloops that were behind
us are just arrived here after drudging at sea three hours against the tide,
and their sails reefed one half at least. So much for beating to windward
in style.

All our anchors are fast to one ring so if one vessel goes during the
night, all must go, but we can’t go far, as the slates on either side must
stop us. If anything occurs during the night it shall be recorded truly.
Friday 5th August. About 11 o’clock went on shore and saw the slate works,
which are very extensive, and forty feet below the level of the sea, which
requires several large fixed pumps worked by horses, to drain off the water
from the men at work, and keep the quarries dry. We spent a pleasant day,
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and had some reels, and a famous Scotch piper in the evening. After tea we
took our departure, and were escorted to the boat by all the party with great
kindness and attention.
WEATHERBOUND IN JURA AND ISLAY
August, 6th, Saturday. This morning we weighed anchor at 7 o’clock in the
morning from Eysdale, and had a very favourable wind for several leagues,
till we reached the small Isles of Jura, where we obliged to bring to, in consequence of heavy squall off the land, and anchored about 12 o’clock at noon.
I went on shore to see the seat of Mr. Campbell, the Laird of Jura, to whom
we had an introduction, but found it was six miles distant from this anchorage,
and not knowing how soon we were to be under sail again, I returned very
hungry, and in great tune for the fresh herrings on board. We finish with
some salmon, boiled potatoes and butter, and a glass of Noyau, the latter of
which we have pretty frequently concluded with for some days past. We are
just lying under the paps of Jura, but the evening so hazy, that we are unable
to see their tops, which seem almost in the clouds.
Tuesday morning, 9th August. About 9 o’clock we set sail for Ireland in a
favourable gale, and got along Isla almost to the most southerly point, but
the wind became quite slack, and changed to the Southeast, so that havingno
hope of reaching any part of the northern coast, we thought it better to put
into this harbour, Loughdomish, (now port Ellen) where we found four sloops,
one bound for Derry, and three laden with stone, bound for the Batteries in
Lough Swilly. We are all waiting for a northerly clast, which we hope soon
to get. Ralph went on shore after dinner, and walked a mile on the road
towards Bomore, where there is a Custom House, and great trade it is. We
met with Dan’l Bane from Rathlin here, and we were on board his sloop. We
may regret our delay, but there twenty sail before and behind us, all in as
anxious waiting as we are. Ralph shot two puffins in the sound this day;
could not get a shot at a gannet since we left home, though we saw many of
them.
12th August . This is our third day in this island and a more dreary wet,
stormy-looking one we have not had since we saw Scotland. I have just
been advising Robin to go on shore, and endeavour to get a beef cow to buy,
for there seems to be no chance of our getting home till this summer weather
goes away.., and possibly the winter may bring us a north or east wind which
is all we look for. Even the packet from Greenock to Loghinda11 could not
reach the latter place in the gale, and put in here a little after us, full of
passengers to go overland to Bowmore. Jack has taken the men on shore,
and Robin has given him a guinea note, and I understand as long as thatlasts,
we need not expect to see any of the party. Jack says he’s sure if he was
right drunk, the wind would change directly. I was dancing the Highland
-
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fling a while ago in the Cabbin, but forgetting it’s height I knocked my head
against the ceiling, and if it had not been pretty thick part of my brains
would have been lost.
19th August. In the evening we cheered our spirits at getting a young
Scotch piper, on board, and Robin has with the assistance of the men,
nearly persuaded him to come to Mallin and remain with him. He has
played reels till he has nearly deafened us in the Cabbin, and Robert has
danced himself sick. Robin this day cut up a shaft and with his ownhands
made a great haggles. If we had time arid no fears for our safety, we
should have great sport at the fair at Bowmore which is to commence on
Thursday.
CAMPBELLTOWN
15th August. We set sail with a northwest wind for Mallin; but whenwe
got to the headland of Isla, we saw it was impossible to make the coast of
Ireland, and so determined upon coming to this harbour. It is now nine
o’clock, and we shant go on shore till morning. Danl. McGuigan went to
Rathlin, and took our letter this morning, so I hope we shall be heard of
soon, if not seen. Our piper nearly killed himself laughing at the idea of
the place where Jack and Ned were perched in their necessary business.
16th August .
This morning after breakfast went on shore to see the
Ladies, and all the other pretty thing in the town. It is beautifully situated
and the harbour crowded with all kinds of vessels, particularly of small
kind, used for the herring fishing, quantities of which were being brought
in every morning.
Here the log comes to an end, perhaps pages are lost, perhaps more
probably, if it is like some of my yacht logs, the end never was written.
In the hurly-burly of the return home, specially if it is a late one as theirs
was, it is often an unsuperable effort to find time to record the last days
sailing. We may at any rate, imagine the eventual fair wind, and a fast
passage home in the lee of cliffs of the north coast of Ireland, with a call
perhaps for a tide at Rathlin Island, where Roberts in-laws were the lairds.
Then there would be the arrival at Malin and long explanations as to
the reasons for their lateness, though the excellence of the potatoes at
Oban would scarcely have been included in the list.
There is no record of any other cruises by the Rambler. Robert died
six years later and she was probably sold.
The Western Isles in the aspects they saw of them, have changed
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remarkably little in the hundred and fifty years. Steamers regularl~
carry parties of tourists from Oban to Staffa but only on a very fewdays
in the year is it possible to row a dinghy into the cave. I was lucky
enough to do so 2 years ago and our crew entirely agreed with Roberts
superlatives. Shopkeepers in Iona would still look askance at Irishmoney
as they did at Jacks’, but I doubt if many modern yachtsmen would have the
skill let alone the nerve to solve a shortage of mutton as effectively as the
Ramblers. French fishermen still poach sheep on the islands but at
least they no longer risk hanging as penalty, as must have been the case
in 1814.
There are still ’pretty seat’ a plenty and big landowners in the
islands, and the warm welcome given to visitors especially those from the
sea has not changed in the least.
To-days yachtsmen would, I hope, no longer feel tempted to shoot
puffins and gannets, so perhaps we gain a point there, but you would look
a long time in the ’Small Isles’ now to see twenty sail awaiting a fair wind
to Ireland, or be able to send a letter direct to Rathlin.
One of the things we have lost is the old inter-island and crosschannel boat traffic, and with it have gone many ties of family and friendship between Ireland and the Islands. Even fifty years go, as an old Portnahaven man told me recently, "Half Islay used to go to the Old Laminas
Fair in Ballycastle and Donegal Horses would have filled the streets at
fair in Bowmore".
But changes such as these would have worried Robert. He and his
cousins were the sort of timeless characters who would have enjoyed themselves by getting the best out of the facilities available in any age.

-
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"Mal de mer and all that"
by
Seaquack
When you are feeling pretty fit a little bit of stiff upper lippism will
make life aboard a small yacht almost tolerable, but when you are not it
becomes just about as suitable a container for domestic life as the inside
of a whale. This unhappy state of affairs isn’t exactly helped when you
catch the skipper casting furtive glances at the First Aid Box knowing that
the moment of truth is at hand when it will be opened to reveal its sorry
contents. One very much "brand X" bandage and a packet of disintegrating aspirin tablets sulking accusingly like two farthings on a collection
plate. Yet this need not be. A suitable medicine chest is easily acquired,
and any skipper worth his salt can learn to use it effectively in half an
hour. The obvious thing is, of course, to sign a doctor on the crew list,
but they are a crafty lot and must be lured with creature comforts.
Beware, however, the sorcerer’s apprentice. Medical students are
well practised in the pier head jump, and are thus often to be found on
small boats at sea, sometimes even without the skippers knowledge until
one night he comes off watch, all pipe dottle and wet wool, to find one
munching biscuits in his bunk. They are better confined to the foredeck
where, with their rough habits and over-developed muscles, they can do
quite enough damage anyway.
In all fairness most owners make their annual pilgrimage to their
favourite fleshpots without mishap. To reach them they are content to
make their way, often for hundreds of miles across the oceans of the world,
at just about the same speed made good to windward as the village constable
on his bicycle. Such is the charm of ocean wandering (or is it a free passage all found, I wonder) that often as many as half a dozen other halfwits are
prepared to go along with him. Mercifully it is seldom that anything really
sinister befalls any of them - but it can. This has been written, not as one
might suppose, to frighten the Wits out of any would be skipper, but to give
him a hand should he feel the need, to care more effectively for those who
have thoughtlessly placed their lives in his hands. Make no mistake about
it -- that is what they have done’.
Taking the cruise as a whole, certain things are more likely to go
wrong whilst at sea, and others are more likely to happen in harbour. The
first of these can be sub-d~cfded yet again into those which arise primarily
from being at sea, and those which are probably quite co-incidental although
undoubtedly accelerated by being aboard.
Firstly: Burns, cuts, fractures and infections. Secondly: Heart attacks,
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Perforated ulcers etc., and Appendicitis. Include if you like, inability
to pass water, which may easily happen to an owner who is "getting
on a bit", especially if he was a bit of a lad in his time’,
Burns: Do not attempt to clean these up with disinfectant.
Fire and friction have a certain cleansing action of their own.
Cover with one of the proprietory vaseline impregnated antibiotic
gauses, such as Sulfanet, bandage well and leave alone.
Cuts: Deep ones are better stitched up straight away before the victim
has much time to think about it. Get a foredeck man to sit on him if
you like. Be brave and put in enough good stitches to hold the edges
together, and cover up as for a burn. The job can always be done again
later, and you may avoid an unsightly scar. Better not attempt it on the
face, however, but the scalp is dead easy. You can buy curved needles
with nyIon attached in sterile packs. Try to be as asceptic as you can,
but the wound won’t be sterile anyway.
Fractures: As a general rule immobilise by splinting and don’t try to
correct any angulation. Anything from an oar to a tooth-brush will do,
followed by a good slug of Brandy. Aspirins are perhaps better but beware of mixing the two.
Infections: These are usually apparent as a hot, sore, red lump somewhere, and a temperature according to severity. Anything from the
teeth to the toenails may be involved, and of course an appendicitis is
just an infection inside where you can’t see it, but if it is inside the
sufferer will feel pretty ill and will run a temperature. Don’t forgetthat
the normal is usually below the arrow on a clinical thermometer. The
treatment is something soothing locally and antibiotics.
Seasickness: This is primarily an upset of the balancing mechanism in
the head, but from the practical point of view it is the stomach which
plays up, as everybody knows. Sufferers usually have their own pet
remedies, but as a general rule an anti-dizziness drug such as "Stematil"
which does not cause drowsiness, anti-acid lozenges to suck, and the odd
dry biscuit, are as good treatment as anything. A lot of sea sickness
remedies are excellent if you are lying in your bunk aboard a luxury liner,
but if you may be up on the foredeck in the middle of the night at a moment’s notice, they are better left ashore.
SECOND GROUP
Heart Attack: It will be the efforts to help the victim which, will most
likely finish him off. Don’t give him any brandy, don’t fuss him, and
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don’t try winching him out of the cockpit into a helicopter. The best will be
gone out of him for ,sure, as the expression goes before he gets there. Just
put,him in his bunk, keep him warm and leave him be whilst you make for
the nearest harbour.
Perforated Ulcer and other Gastro intestinal emergencies, however, are a
rather different problem. The victim must be got ashore quickly by any
means, and so should the appendicitis sufferer, but not so urgently. In
both these cases antibiotics are again your best weapon, and the stronger
the better.
Retention of Urine: is a most distressing affliction for the sufferer, and
so ridiculously simple to relieve, but only by someone who has done it
before. Your medical student may be able to help on this occasion, and the
necessary equipment only costs a few bob. The secreris to realise~/hatis
wrong before it gets too bad, and head for port.
The general characteristics of this group are pain, often severe,
accompanied by "shock" (pretty shaken up, as the word implies, with pale
clammy face, and perspiring profusely). Incidentally, horses sweat,
gentlemen perspire and ladies glow, or so we are told’. The pain will, of
course, in these cases be - across the chest, in the solar plexus, the S. W.
corner of the tummy and further down respectively. Vomiting often accompanies all of these conditions. This, of course, also happens to those who
are simply being seasick, and they can get stomach ache too, but in
practice there is a marked distinction. If something is really amiss inside
it just goes on getting worse, and the chap’s tummy will be so sore he won’t
let you touch it, and when you do it will feel somewhat tense.
A word about antibiotics: Penicillen is the one choice for most things.
Stick to the dose in the instructions, but once you start go the full course.
There is no point in stopping as soon as improvement appears, better not
to start at all. If you want a strong one the tetracyclines are probably the
best, but don’t forget they can cause photo sensitivity in some people, and
quite severe sunburning will result. This even happens through glass, so
keep well wrapped up unless it is overcast. All these things are better
injected than given by mouth, and once shown how to do it properly you
shouldn’t go far wrong.
The relief of pain on a small yacht is something of a problem, and
this also applies to controlling the chap who is so reduced to a state of
diminished responsibility by several days of slogging to windward into a
half-gale that he tries to cut the skippers throat. Morphia and the stronger
sedatives are out - you just are not legally supposed to have them, atleast
the amateur skipper isn’t. There are other drugs, not so strong of course,
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which are permitted, and a=e probably adequate for pain and fatigue.
Don’t despise the good old Brandy bottle once you have decided what
is the matter. They used to cut arms and legs off that way not solong
ago’. It may be necessary to knock a chap out completely for an hour
or two to put him out of his misery, and Sleeping pills of certain kinds
are permissible, but once you elect to carry the more sophisticated
kind of medicine chest it must be locked up for obvious reasons.
Afflictions acquired ashore
These usually consist of Gastro enteritis, hang-over and the
more sinister ones traditionally acquired by sailors let loose in foreign
ports. We need only deal in detail with the first. Most people have
their own remedies for hang-over, which are quite useless anyway, and
the sufferer from the last mentioned will know jolly well what is the
matter with him, and probably keep dead quiet about it.
Gastro Enteritis: It is a common fallacy that Continental food is liable
to make you i11. There is nothing whatsoever the matter with it. Some
people don’t like garlic or too much oil, but what is really different is
that those who sell and prepare it don’t wash their hands as often as they
should. Shell fish are the possible exception as they are often contaminated at source. Any gourmet will tell you that the tastier ones live around
the local drains, and the inhabitants soon build up a resistance to the
bacteria which they contain. However, it is surprising how few people
really are i11 after eating them, and if treatment is begun straight away
little harm is done. The feeling of nausea, cramps in the tummy, and
the back door trots are the symptoms, and the remedy - a good wallop
of chalk mixture impregnated with neomycin. If you want to be really
crafty take a handful of sulphur thalidine tablets before climbing into your
bunk, if you have been indulging yourself. One thing is important, however, when a crew member does fall to the "dreaded umbogo fever", or
whatever you prefer to call it, it will run riot in the ship unless scrupulous
personal cleanliness is observed. Wash youi: hands well before eachmeal,
stick to your own towel, and bags of disinfectant in the Loo etc. etc

This is all very well, some may say, but where do we get all this
stuff. The answer is simple. If your doctor is not a yachtsman, then
obviously you should change to one who is (the others either fish or play
golf, and are just as difficult to get hold of when you need them anyway)
tell him what you want and why, and there should be little difficulty. Be
prepared to pay him a fee, however, as you will be putting him to a certain
amount of bother, but it will be worth it. Make sure that all the drugs
-
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include the manufacturers literature, and that the dated ones, such as
Antibiotics, have a few useful years ahead of them. The instruments
can be ordered from any large Chemist. One final word, however.
These things are to help you out where expert advice is unobtainable,
and you will be occupying a somewhat privileged position in having
them in your possession, they are NOT for bringing home in the winter
to treat the rest of the family. Once you start that game you are
heading for trouble and you won’t get much sympathy if anything goes
wrong.
By now you will probably have decided to sell the boat and spend
six weeks in the Bahamas each year instead. Cheaper, admittedly,
but please don’t = we have got to have a certain number of maniacs about
or there wouldn’t be a Club Journal’.

N. B.

"Seaquack" respectfully regrets that he is unable to
enter into correspondence with readers’. ’. ’.
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SHINDILLA.

FRANCE AGAIN

R.L. Berridge
There is nothing more dismal than not to start one’s cruise~ on the
appointed day. Combine this with a skipper whose capacity for growing
green moss on moorings surpasses even the Crosshaven River’s waterline weed and one might never start. We were on board for lunch on June
16th, cicely, Wim Jacobs and myself. The forecast gave Force 9 for
Plymouth, Sole and Lundy so we listened to the dismal prophet despite a
nice W’ly breeze. The night was spent on moorings. There was a new
tale of woe next morning, a frontal system crossing the western approaches,
but we firmly shrugged this off. Anyway it was a nice morning and we could
just lay our course in the sunshine - while it lasted.
The afternoon saw the arrival of the front, wind force 5 and backing
with the sea rapidly getting up. It was soon force 6 and the reefinghandle
out. Shindilla was going splendidly and the crew in fine fettle, except for the
skipper who felt somewhat green. It turned out to be a wettish night, the
lee gunwale well under, the hiss and roar of breaking crests,verydark withthe
ship plugging along to the south. A bit of a leak from the rudder gland was
troublesome. In the small hours at the change of watch the skipper in his
bunk overheard Cicely and Wirn chatting.
"Bob will get a fix to-morrow," said Cicely.
"But I would like to know where I am now," replied Wim.
Decided I would have to take some action, so after dawn got busy with Consoi
and R. D.F. We had made a good bit of leeway during the night, the wind
was now Force 7, and there was no future in trying to beat up for the
Scillies. As for beating to windward in these conditions, the Ocean racing
boys can have it. We do this for pleasure in theory anyway. We altered
course for the Longships, which were picked up at about noon. A nasty
sea as we thrashed past and on to the Runnelstone where we blissfully bore
away to come alongside at Newlyn at 1630.
Next ~norning we cured our leak, had a wonderful lunch with Charles and
WilmaY Le Grice at Trereife Farm, topped up stores and water and got away
by 1850. All sail to genoa, plus engine and by midnight no wind at all with a
fierce little swell from the west which gave us a horrid, sudden roll all night.
By dawn next morning we had thick fog and still no wind - nothing like variety.
The fog failed to burn up and remained with us all day. With a light
N.E. breeze, slowly we worked round Ushant 10 miles out with steamers hooting
"
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mournfully all round. The radio beacons on Ushant and I. de Sein make this
manoeuvre easy and we darted shorewards at intervals when it showed signs
of lifting - only to dart out again a few minutes later as the fog swirled back.
Dusk found us S. of the Ar Men light on the Saints, setting a new course to
clear the Men Hir tower off Penmarche. Then suddenly it cleared and we
picked up the Ar Men and I. de Sein lights and decided to make for Audierne.
We failed to pick up Le Chat light though we passed close to it. Came to at
St. Evette at 0110.
It was a nice late start for our tide next morning with a pleasant breeze
and sunshine, albeit coolish. Penmarche abeam, bound south, meant thatthe
cruise was really starting.
,v

This passage making nonsense is over, thank goodness, " sighs Cicely,
relaxing in the sun. The wind is fair, the marks and buoys come up and slip
past. The Glennans, Ile au Mouten, Concarneau, where we find a shark
fishing boat in the inner port to which we could make fast.
From here Wim had to leave us, a really splendid crewmate. Cicely
and I, now on our own, cruised slowly south to our next rendezvous at
Auray. First to the Aven R. where we always meet a yacht with a lady
skipper, this time Fanfare R. C.C., Mrs. Godfrey. Then on to Ile de Groix
where the butcher asked were we Anglais.
"No, Irlandais", we replied.
"But what is the difference?" I think he was surprised at the answer
he got. A perfect sail to La Trinite followed, ghosting with the big genoa
and drinking wine. There we photographed and admired a pretty, newDutcb
Batter. She turned out to have an English owner with a French wife and a
pleasant house at La Trinite where they later entertained us. Then on to
the Morbihan where we found beating with the genoa set hard work in the strong
tides and a fresh breeze.
On June 29th we had a splendid sail up the Auray R. to Auray itself where
we anchored to await my brother and sister in law, Dick and Virginia. When
they came on board we dropped down to Le Rocher for the night and exchanged
visits with Merlin R. C. C., Dr. Andrews. Spent a couple of days visiting
old haunts in the Morbihan and then sailed to Le Croisic where we had a job
finding a deep enough hole at springs and the tide ran hard. What an attractive and lively port this is, though the anchorage can be unpleasant.
Left there on Sunday morning July 4th and soon had everything set to
the N.E. breeze, big genoa and mizzen staysail pulling hard. Crossed the
Loire and came up to Ile di Yeu at supper time where we had to shorten down
the wind freshened. Continued down the coast in the dark with good fixes as
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the various lights came in transit. In due course picked up Les Barges
light off Les Sables d’Olonne, took an age to bring it abeam and to round
the buoy off it to come in on the leading lights. It was a pitch bl~c~ night
and only with difficulty could we find one of the unlit wreck buoys in the
race outside the harbour. Brought up at 0130 ½ a cable N. of the wreck
buoy. At dawn ominous clanks, rumblings and bumps got us out of our
bunks and on deck. We were foul of the wreck with 25 ft. of water everywhere except on the port bow where it was only 5 ft. Quickly weighed,
luckily the anchor was not foul, and moored clear. Discovered later on
a French chart that there is now only one wreck buoy, S. of the wreck,
and not two, east and west of it, as shown on the Admiralty chart and in
Adlard Coles’ book.
Dick’s time :was running out but we had good sails to St. Martin,
Ile de Rie, one of our favourite ports and on to La Rochelle. The big
wreck off La Pallice has now been cut down to low water level and is
marked by buoys. We found Merva R. C. C., Col Landon, in, having
last met them on the Irish coast. Dick and Virginia left next day. It
had been fun having them and they had enjoyed good weather for once.
On Sunday, July llth Honor and Tony Waterfield joined and wewere
soon away and sailing over to Ile d’Oleron and then back to Ile d’Aixwhere
we found an uneasy anchorage for the night. Ashore there was a charming
little village hidden behind its high ramparts with low houses fronted by
tall hollyhocks. It was from there that Napoleon went on board H. M. S.
Bellerophon to go to exile in St. Helena.
Homeward bound we had light airs as we worked northward. One
day we anchored for awhile in the entrance to Port Joinville on Ile di
Yeu, a colourful little village, and then continued to the Bois de la Chaise
on Ile de Noirmoutier. Rather attractive with its pine trees and a very
ritzy restaurant but plagued by a quick roll in the anchorage. Anyone
visiting this area should note that the tower on the Roches des Peres is
missing.
We spent a night at Le Pouliguen, the port of La Baule which is a
fashionable resort with many French yachts of all sizes, but not a lot to
recommend it to the cruising man.
As usual, we beat back round Penmarche on a cold, grey day and
came to anchor off Audierne at midnight of as black a night as ever. 1
don’t think we have ever corrie into AuUierne it~ daylight’. Next day found
us laying N. through the Raz de Sein with light airs and a long swell from
the N.W.
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"How about having a look at the Ile de Sein, " I suggested, so we carried
on S. of Tevennec and soon picked up the buoy marking the N. entrance.
From there it was easy, though a French crabber insisted on showing us the
way in and pointed out the best anchorage. They came on board and wedrank
a bottle of wine together before they went to sea again.
We were delighted with the place, a charming harbour sheltered by
rocks and reefs, an unspoilt village of narrow lanes and all around a wonderful cloud and seacape. But, as everywhere, the tourists were there. Left in
the evening by the N.E. channel finding heavy overfalls N.W. of Tevennec
and anchored at Camaret at dusk. This anchorage much improved by thenew
breakwater. Ile de Sein presents no difficulties with the help of Adlard
Coles’ book and Chart 798, provided conditions are reasonable. The North
entrance is easiest since the Cornoc An Arbradan buoy is moored at its N’ly
end. The N.E. channel is straightforward once the leading marks have been
identified, but this cannot be done without a reasonably close approach.
We made a good passage back to Newlyn, able to lay our course all the
way. The breeze held throughout the night with a smooth sea and only the
long N. W. ’ly swell. There is even an entry in the deck log at 0430 ’Wonderful’. Landfall in the morning revealed our port nicely under our lee, just
where it should be.
Once more a good welcome at Newlyn from whence we had an unpleasant
sail to the Scillies. The wind freshened to force 5 and headed us with heavy
rain and visibility down to under a mile. Frequent radio bearings of Round
Is. brought us safely into Tresco in the evening°
We left Tresco with a fresh N. W’ly and a beastly, short and steep sea
and banged away all night. However in the morning the wind backed to So Wo,
freshening with mist and rain. We eased sheets till we were running hard
with the wind on the quarter and a rough sea. With the weather so thick v~e
homed on the Daunt Rock L. Vo and picked it up at about a mile away and ~.~
through the overfalls on the ebb tide in the harbour entrance to our moor~.ngs
in the evening°
And so ended another enjoyable cruise to this most delightful French
Biscay coast°

A WEEK-END’S SAILo

BUZZARD’S BAY, MASSACHUSETTS.

My cousin, Harold Willcox, met us at Logan Airport, Boston on a
lovely mid-October day and whisked us off to the old seaport of Salem, N.
of Boston, where we saw the fascinating Peabody Museum which illustrates
the trade between that port and China in the days of sail. They had some
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lovely models and early navigation instruments. From there we went to
Marblehead where we admired the many fine yachts in the anchorage and
the lovely houses which border it.
After dinner and a night in Boston, next morning found us crossing
the Cape Cod Canal and driving into Woods Hole where the U.S. Government has the world renowned Oceanographic and Marine Biological Institute.
A small ferry brought us from there through a strong tide in the narrows
to Hadley Harbour on Naushon Is.
Naushon is a feudal oasis still surviving in modern democracy. Some
five miles long and heavily wooded the island has a perfect harbour at Hadley, 20 houses, no roads and no cars. A young Captain Forbes, master of
a sailing ship, made his fortune trading to China and bought the island, l-ls
descendants, now great, great grand children enjoy it today. Only the
occupiers of the 20 houses have the free run of the island. Transport is
by horse and cart or outboard dinghy with a ferry to Woods Hole. Harold’s
house looked S. E’ly to the island of Martha’s Vinyard, with Nantucket Is.
way beyond. A big; rambling and sparsely furnished wooden house it was
the most perfect week-end and summer house for him and his children that
one can imagine.
That afternoon we had a sail in his 24 ft. L.W.L. sloop ’LAPWING’,
beating back into Hadley Harbour in the evening to tie up alongside a raft
of yachts attending the Fall Meet of the Buzzard’s Bay section of the Cruising Club of America. We visited from boat to boat, drank Bourbon on the
rocks and enjoyed a most delightful party. In the morning we had a sail in
a big ’c’ class racing catamaran. There was a good breeze. You can
imagine the two elderly Berridges scrabbling about on the stretched nylon
deck,, holding on for dear life and praying hard as the weather hull lifted the cat dodging between the moored boats at 15 knots - Exhilarating’.
Next afternoon we sailed across Buzzards Bay to Marion on the mainland, a warm afternoon with light, ghosting winds. The whole area abounds in small harbours and, lying some 60 miles S. of Boston, there are
many yachts of all sizes and little commercial traffic. We spent the night
tied up to a friends yacht there and next morning went ashore to admire the
delightful village and the superb Fall colouring of the trees. We had a
fine beat back to Naushon, having to reef when the afternoon breeze freshened to force 5. Lapwing went well, she is a fast boat with one Fastnet, one
La Rochelle and two Bermuda races to her credit. Some years ago she was
in Dun Laoghaire for a while before being shipped to America. We anchored in a small cove at the N.W. corner of the island and went ashore for a
walk. From there it was a hard run along the shore as darkness fell
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followed by a hair raising beat into the narrow and rocky entrance to
Hadley Harbour. Harold doesn’t believe in using his engine unnecessarily.
Next morning we had to leave early to motor down to Philadelphia,
some 400 miles. We stopped for a couple of hours at the Mystic Seaport in Connecticut on Long Island Sound. Here has been recreated a
seaport village of the early 1800’s. There is the shipyard, the ropewalk, all the shops, bank, shipchandlers, warehouses, taverns and
dwelling houses, each one with its contents exactly to date. It is nice
to see how familiar the shipchandlers are and how similar are a set
of shipwrights tools to those used to-day. Moored alongside the wharves
were a Grand Banks schooner with its dories, an Artic exploration
schooner, a full rigged whaler, the ship Joseph Conrad and many examples
of early American small sailing work boats. The whole place was beautifully laid out and maintained and was quite fascinating. We could hardly
tear ourselves away. It was interesting to cross the ferry at Newport,
Rhode Island and to drive along the shore of Long Island Sound and see
the many places of which one had only read.
In such a brief visit it is impossible to see much of the American
yachting scene. In general, the average cruiser is of much the same
size as we have here, though there are more of the bigger boats. Fibreglass is everywhere with aluminium masts. Yawls and sloops predominate with more and smaller yawls than we have. There are many schooners,
and a fine sight they make, in some cases even as small as 25 ft. overall.
There are more sail boats than power boats and they are handled everywhere under sail. The ubiquitous ’Boston Whaler’, outboard driven, is
the maid of all work and tender to everything. The coastline from where
we were for 500 or 600 miles to Nova Scotia is as fine a cruising ground
as one could find anywhere. And the weather is very different’. Most
days were in the seventies in October. We also had a chance to look,
unfortunately from the shore and air only, at some parts of Chesapeake
Bay. Bay is almost a misnomer as it is so huge, but it abounds in little
creeks, old towns and villages and majestic rivers.
It is not surprising that yachting there is on such a big scale nor
that the facilities offered to the yachting public are so good. It would be
most interesting to do a long crutse~ along this coast some day.
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A SHORT SCARY CRUISE

~,

by
¯ J. D. Beckett
Dara .... 4 tonner.

Skipper, J.D. Beckett

Crew .... D. W. Beckett,

J. B. Beckett.

Dara left Dun Laoghaire at 22.40 on Saturday 17th July for Port St. Mary.
We enjoyed a beautiful passage in near perfect conditions. The wind was a
steady force 3 S.E. and never faltered. Setting course off Baily I was surprised
to see Poolbeg astern. A quick check revealed a tin of biscuits cheekby jowl
with the compass. With this removed the stars wheeled into more familiar positions.
Dara chuckled happily through the night and one person on watch was
sufficient. The sun rose murkily in the morning with an ominous halo and soon
disappeared behind a pall of grey. Having no R. D. F. we used an ordinary transistor to home on Radio Caroline. David and self came intlapendently to the conclusion that we were east of our course. Accordingly altered 1/2 point to north.

I~

With 60 miles on the log we started some earnest scanning of the horizon
and soon saw so many lighthouses, steeples and mountains in impossible directions that we gave up in disgust. Not until 67 out of expected 68 miles were
recorded did I suddenly see land - a faint outline much higher in the sky than
expected. Soon we could spot a yellow building, later identified in P. S. M. but
not knowing this coast we altered course westwards until we positively identified the Calf. Tied up at mooring buoy at 13.30, 15 hours out from home.
Monday 19th. Brought Dara into inner harbour to dry out and complete scrubbing operations started 3 days previously in Dun Laoghaire by generous racing crew, George and Jan Williams.
Engine packed up as soon as we had cast off buoy and we made spectacular bare pole entry, warping into position from the harbour mouth. Diagnosed engine trouble as choked filter and removed same for cleaning. Throwing away dregs of petrol contrived also to throw the washer overboard.
Panic ensued until we remembered we could pick if off the sand at low tide.
(This item put in to appease crew who claim I only chronicle their
mistakes).
Beautifully sheltered from the S.E. wind, now fresh, we lay snugly
under the pier and sunbathed blissfully. David and Brian then set off to walk
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to Port Erin while Skipper dozed or strolled about the village. Dara duly
dried out and we finished the scrubbing and got on a coat of antifouling not all of it in the required place_~:. Back in the cabin having supper remembered the washer. In the gathering darkness and paddling in the first of
the returning tide we recovered it by torchlight.
Repaired to yacht club for refreshment and advice. Received a
gloomy warning of the folly of attempting to round Langness Point. Informant, who branded it as the worst spot on the I. O.M. coast, had evidently been caught in a tide rip there one perfect summer evening with not
a breath of wind; the experience had whitened his hair and caused his hand
to tremble at the memory, shedding drops of beer on the clubhouse carpet.
Tuesday 20th . A fine warm morning with light northerly breeze. Pulled
out of inner harbour at 6.30 and tied up to mooring buoy for breakfast. Left
at 8.30 for Langness, aiming to reach it at slack water. Acting on advice
we kept in close taking care to keep Bradda Head open of Scarlet Point to
clear rocks off Langness. Between Scarlet Point and Langness a lively race
could be seen about a half-mile seawards, and even inshore the seas were
lumpy and uncomfortable. (This in almost perfect conditions). However
when we reached the dreaded point itself one could have picnicked with the
farriily so calm it was. Perhaps we had hit off slack water.
There followed a rather boring day’s sailing, alternately beating or
motoring into light N.E. winds, though it did freshen for a while off Douglas.
Finally tied up in Ramsay at 15.00 having paid a distant respect to Caroline
and admired the very beautiful Ramsay bay. The harbour however was very
dirty and it would really be better in offshore winds to anchor in the bay.
I moved Dara about from one berth to another sounding hopefully
before it dawned on me that I had neglected her draught in my calculations
and her spreaders wouldn’t foul the pier after all.
The fine weather we had enjoyed all day broke and heavy rain fell all
night cascading off the wharf onto Dara’s deck, which leaked miserably.
Wednesday 21st. Baths were taken next morning at the Imperial Hotel whose
owner, Mr. Pemberton, refused payment.
An excellent lunch was enjoyed at the Copper Kettle. After a stroll
round the town and a bout of putting in Moor Park we left at 16 hours, glad
to leave the smelly harbour and also the many Beatle and Teddy types roaming the streets - visitors of course. The local shop people, fishermen and
others were charming and helpful as I have found them everywhere in the
island.
,,
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Next to Langness the Point of Ayre is the scariest place, and a local
fisherman had advised me very earnestly to take care to avoid Strunakill
bank. This lies just west of the point and is marked as breaking on the chart.
He advised sailing on north and rounding the bank at the expense of a few
extra miles sailing, whereas I had reckoned on keeping very close in and
passing inshore of it. This he maintained was not advisable.
So in due course we approached the point very warily, with a reef
in the main, hatches battened down, extra ropes on the dinghy and life jackets
to hand. Breakers could be seen on the Bahamas and Whitestor~e banks and
the strong ebb tide was thrusting us northwards at an alarming rate. The
tide sweeps round the point and down the west coast, and we had ~i-Mons of
being projected helplessly into a maelstrom of broken water at Strunakill.
As at Langness all was anticlimax. We shook out our reef and sailed placidly round the point and beat down the west side. There was no sign of tur
bulance whatever.
Perhaps we again were lucky and had hit off slack water successfully.
A_rather wearisome beat in murky conditions down this uninteresting
coast followed, matched by some indifferent navigating. We really were
only sure of our position when we reached Orrisdale Head. Visibility was
not much more than a mile or so. Arrived Peel at 20 hours in company with
every trawler in the Irish Sea - all bulging with herring. Tied up to a
Strangford yacht at the inner end of the breakwater and surveyed with pleasure the peaceful scene. Next to P. S. M. Peel is probably the best place to
be on the island, and the only other place one can stay afloat.
Thursday 22nd. We did not~ enjoy as restful a night as we had hoped as a
breeze got up and sent a lop into the harbour, and fishing smacks came and
went. To-day is a gem of a day. A light westerly has cleared away the
murk and visibility is excellent for the first time on this misty isle. Peel
looks radiant and peaceful, and David and Brian have gone to Douglas
(whither wild horses would not drag me) and I recline in shameful but beatific indolence absorbing the unsullied sunshine of a perfect summer day. We
had herrings for breakfast, the gift of a trawler, and I refuse to break the
magic spell by cooking or going to a hotel. Far away to the west is the dome
of Slieve Donard, and northwards the Scottish coast. A stall on the breakwater offers hot dogs, and with one of these I stay my feeble pangs. It is
Lifeboat day and the lifeboat is duly launched with bustle and ceremony before
an admiring crowd, and indulges in manoeuvres calculated to banish boredom.
At sunset they release thousands of balloons which soar up into the still air
bunched together as closely as a swarm of bees. They catch the last rays of
the sun and rising to a tremendous height above the town:appear as multi123.

coloured stars in some Disneian constellation before vanishing, still rising,
into the immensity of space.
Friday 23rd. Our Strangford friends pulled out at dawn but we lingered
until ll. 30,loathe to leave the island, and doing last minute souvenirhunting~.
We set course for Strangford to a N’ly breeze and enjoyed an uneventful
crossing in rather light conditions. Brought up the whistle buoy on the nose
at 19.00 hours, and by 20.00 were moored (by kind permission of our old
friend Mr. Farrow) in Strangford town anchorage. Thi~ was Dara’s third
visit to this charming and peaceful anchorage, and we feel quite at home
here. We spent the week-end in Strangford Lough and then David had to
return to Dublin and work, leaving Brian and Skipper to return by easy
stages.
Monday 26th. Left Strangford for Ardglass where we had lunch, and then
on to Kilkeel. Wind N.W. at first backed west leaving us close-hauled and
making an occasional inshore tack. Tied up at head of inner basin at 20.30
hours and duly settled snugly and upright, into the mud.
It’s a funny thing but I always get.a gale in Kilkeel and this year was
to be no exception. We spent two days stuck in the mud listening to the
wind howling and trying to keep the rain out of the cabin. An expedition to
the local cinema, where in company with 5 or 6 locals we endured twohorror
films did not improve our morale. Baths in the Maurne Arms Hotel and an
excellent meal were more restorative.
Thursday 27th. Still gale warnings, and the north cone still hanging out
dismally in the coast-guard station.
But it really was time to go, and after a conference with an incoming
trawler skipper we set forth with 7 roils in the main and a storn jib.
Forecast was 6/8 N.W. and we certainly caught a full 7. Seas in Dundalk
Bay were steep but not dangerous, but the wind whipped the tops off and
fairly dashed them in our faces. There was a continual cascade of water
pouring out of the mainsail and even oilies could not entirely keep out the
flying spray. My main worry was to keep the engine and cabin dry. Dara
handled beautifully, with tiller amidships and feather light. We were lucky
to be able to lay our course on a reach, but as it was we had no trouble and
reached Aleria beacon at Boyne entrance at 18.00 hours. The engine miraculously started, but the ebb was still running strongly and the wind still
N.W. 7, so the best we could do was to round up in the entrance, in the
shelter of the training wall, and drop anchor with the engine still running
full ahead.
Having assured ourselves we had enough water and that the anchor
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was holding, we went below for a well-earned cup of tea. Soon the tide
turned and we made our way up to Drogheda and comfort. Enjoyed a
pleasant supper in the Wine Cellar.
Friday 28th. A sunny summery day with light easterly breeze enabled
us to dry out before starting the last leg for Howth. Had to motor a
fair bit and should have put in to Skerries for fuel. Just got through
Lambay Sound on the last drop and providentially picked up a gentle
breeze south of the island which saw us comfortably home to Howth.
Brian went home and sister Freda Young took over. (Noticeable
improvement in the standard of cooking). We took part in Howth regatta
on Saturday in rather miserable conditions and on Sunday paid a visit,
duly armed with permit, to Lambay Island. Anchoring in Swallow cove
we rowed ashore and climbed up to the highest point of the island. From
here we enjoyed a superb view of the coast and the Wicklow mountains
sparkling in many-hued colours after the rain. Away to the north-east
clouds could be seen gathering, and it was easy to imagine beneath them
the outlines of the I. O.M. Sailing slowly home in the evening we found
the lifeboat pennant race in progress with flares and rockets lightingup
the evening sky. Eustace Dockery was enjoying good fishing in his Mermaid, and very kindly provided us with our supper, joining us later in
Dara’s cabin to sample the catch. Data returned to her moorings next
day, after watching the start of a rather hopeless east-west race in fiat
conditions.
So ended an unambitious but enjoyable cruise. All hands will
remember the night sail to P. S. M., and Brian and I will remember the
wild sail across Dundalk Bay.

"AURETTA, " 1965: CRUISE TO BRITTANY AND THE SCILLY ISLES
by

Paddy Maher

"My soul is full of longing
For the secret of the sea,
And the heart of the great ocean
Sends a thrilling pulse through me"
(Longfellow)
"Auretta", an 8 ton McGruer designed bermudian sloop carried the
same crew for her 1965 cruise as last year, namely, Harry Cudmore
(owner); sons, Harold and Ronald, and Paddy Maher.
As far as the Royal Munster Yacht Club was concerned this very
definitely was "Brittany Year" and a veritable track was worn by the number
of members’ boats proceeding to and from this rather wild and beautiful
part of the Bay of Biscay. In all five yachts made the passage.
Some had it good, some had it pretty nasty. We in "Auretta" considered ourselves reasonably lucky to strike an "in between" phase involving no great heat, it is true, but - what is more important - the hardship
encountered was slight, and that was something to be thankful for in a
Summer which definitely was not noted for its kindness to the sailing man .
Friday 30th July was "D. Day" and, directly the day’s toil in the office
finished, a quick dash was made for the Royal Munster for a quick meal maybe the last solid meal for days’. - and thence on board "Auretta" which
lay alongside Jack Keating’s pier after a scrub.
Cast off at 20.15 hours and engined down river waving fond farewells to the Commodore, Jimmy Rearden, and Raymond Fielding who came
to see us off. Raymond, an old and valued member of "Auretta’s" crew,
would dearly have loved to have been with us, but then a chap can’t go on
his honeymoon and expect to be left go cruising shortly afterwards - at
least I’ve never heard of it happening yet, anyway’.
Directly outside Cork Harbour "Auretta" was pointed in the general
direction of the Bishop L.H. and a light North Westerly, which made its
appearance around 21.00 hours, enabled the engine to be put to bed andthe
serious business of sailing to commence.
Two hour watches were set (one man on watch), none of which produced anything more exciting than an occasional gybe as the wind veered
slightly on each side of N.W. , force about 3 to 4. Full main and winged
out Genoa were carried and we were footing along at a good 5 knots now.
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A somewhat confused sea was producing a rather uncomfortable roll but who
cares - we were moving rapidly towards our destination.
All
ing
ing
and

day Saturday saw the miles reel off in quick succession before a followwind and, as the Scillies approached on the port hand in the fading evenlight, the skipper decided to carry on and make Brest - now a hundred
thirty odd miles to Leeward - our first port of call.

A peculiar incident was reported by Ronnie on coming off the 4.00
to 6.00 hour watch on Sunday morning. He alleges that, while sitting down
in the cockpit at 4.30 hours minding his own business, what should land right
up on the foredeck only a great big fish’. Before he could dash up and catch
it however the creature very wisely decided to return to the deep in double
quick time. That’s Ronnie’s story, for what its worth and as the boy doesn’t
drink - we half believed him’.
7.00 hours Sunday:
Ushant Radio beacon now beginning to come in on the
Berne Loop more or less dead on the bow, approx. 80 miles away. Averaging about 5½ knots - very good progress.
None of us had been through the much talked of Chenal du Four between
Ushant and the mainland before, and our original plan had been to arrive here
after dawn on Monday morning in order to have a daylight passage through
this extremely well marked but dangerous channel, full of shoal patches and
submerged rocks.
Progress was now so good, however, that our E. T.A. at the Channel
entrance was 22.00 hours, just before darkness. H.W. Brest was 19.06
hours which meant we would have three hours of ebb helping us through the
Channel and - if our timing was right - the start of the next flood pushing us
up through the Goulet de Brest and into Brest Harbour. This set of favourable
circtm~stances, coupled with a freshening force 4-5 favourable wind, was much
too tempting to resist and the decision was taken to press on regardless.
Picking up and homing on the transit formed by the very powerful
Kermorvan and St. Mathieu Lights - the preliminary stage in entering the
channel - proved dead easy. It was from then on that the skipper and navigator both became very worried men. "Auretta", helped by tide and wind,
was now covering the ground at close on 10 knots - much too fast for two very
tired men who had now been on deck for five hours to positively identify every
buoy, tower and lighthouse all of which were flashing in endless successionall
over the place.
It was here that Harold, coming on deck after a few well earned hours
sleep below, proved a great help. Taking a rather startled look at the speed
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we were careering along at, he made the very sensible suggestion that we
slow things down somewhat by taking off the mainsail. This was clone and
the reduction in speed, plus the help of another pair of eyes now to spotthe
buoys, eventually saw us turn the corner by St. Mathieu Lighthouse and
head in for Brest.
The 2 a.m.B.B.C, forecast for Biscay was S.W. force 6-8 and
this certainly was an accurate forecast for the Rade de Brest area that
night. We were extremely thankful to be under headsail only as we ran
towards Brest Harbour fighting the occasional "cross" following sea which
tried hard to broach "Auretta".
3.45 hours on Monday morning saw "Auretta~’ made fast along side
one of the local ferry boats in the Port de Commerce and all hands retired
to their bunks - not however before the skipper and navigator had each
dealt summary justice to as welcome a "ball" of Cognac as ever warmed
a person~s heart. It was now extremely wet, wild and generally pretty
miserable - similar in fact to a typical "soft" Irish day and certainly not
the type of weather we were hoping for in the land of the Breton.
Monday 2nd August, 10.00 hours: All hands surfaced and breakfasted.
Weather still pretty bloody - heavy rain accompanied by strong wind which
certainly did not enhance this our first view of Brest. Curiosity is a very
strong emotion, however, and, putting on oilies, towels, sea boots etc.,
all hands went ashore on reconnaissance directly breakfast was over.
Rather difficult conversation with the proprietor of the nearest
bistro - his English was bad and our French was worse’. - produced the
information that the Customs Office was only a few yards away and we proceeded thence to obtain clearance.
This was really funny. Having read of the very strict tightening up
of French Customs clearance regulations which had taken place this year,
the skipper was rather apprehensive of the reception he would get. His
boat wasn’t registered - regulations said it should be ’. He.hadn’t got a
letter of credit from either the I. C.C. or the Royal Munster Commodores this was recommended. An on the spot promise~ to the skipper from the
Vice-Commodore of the Royal Munster ( a very lowly paid member of
"Auretta’s" crew) to use all the influence of his exalted flag rank to l~il
him out of gaol if needs be, was treated with the contempt it deserved’.
So much for the new regulations’. The customs men couldn’t care
less about them and it was with extreme reluctance that they did in the end
take down a few particulars on a form which, if our guess is correct, was
consigned to the waste paper basket directly our backs were turned:
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Returning to the ship after lunch ashore Harry and Paddy were
at first mildly surprised not to see "Auretta’s" mast appearing above
the quay in the expected position. Surprise turned to definite apprehension when, on reaching the quay, our fears were confirmed; she
had simply disappeared’.
A quick search around, however, discovered her a fewhundred
yards away around the corner in another dock tied up alongside an ancient but very well found French yawl of about 50 ft. on which about six
workmen from a local boat yard were working fitting her out. Conversation (rather difficult) with the workmen and 1st Mate of the ferry
boat outside which we had tied up in the first instance, eventually enabled us to piece the whole story together.
Our very strong looking 4 inch anchor warp which had beenused to
secure "Auretta" fore and:a~ alongside the ferry had actually parted, both
bow and stern, due to the sudden tug produced on it by a slight swell in
the harbour. Thus freed, "Auretta" drfited off on her own and eventually
would have collided with another portion of the quay, possibly causing
some damage to herself had she not been spotted by the owner of the
French yawl who quickly cast off under engine and towed her in and
secured her alongside his own boat.
We later had this extremely pleasant Frenchman on board
"Auretta" to learn the whole story of her rescue, and - in the true
spirit of sailing men the world over - the only payment exacted for his
very kind and resourceful act of salvage was to drink a mutual toast which
was celebrated in Paddy Whiskey. Due to pressure of business he was
only just fitting out for the season, preparatory to spending a month cruising down the Bay in search of some sun as he put it.
Reverting to "Auretta" once more, it must be recorded, in fairness to the skipper, that he did have a new warp on order but it had not
arrived in time for the cruise. Also the old warp, while twelve years
old, looked ir~ very good condition with no sign of a flaw anywhere. Still,
one can’t be too careful’.
Tuesday morning 3rd August, was spent provisioning ship from Monsieur
Fournier’s store and at 16.30 hours we engined out of Brest bound across
the Bay for Camaret, 9 miles distant, Tide through the Goulet de Brest
was foul and a head wind was encountered, W.S.W. force 3. However,
by hugging the South shore and "motor sailing", we eventually rounded the
Pte. des Capucins and reached into Camaret, arriving at 20.30 hours.
Incidentally the huge fortifications on the shore of the Ile de Quelern in
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the Goulet aremost impressive, very similar, to those in Cork Harbour but
on a much grander scale entirely.
After a quick stroll along the sea front to stretch our legs we motored
out into mid-stream and anchored near a British yacht which had just made
the passage from Baltimore, Ireland.
Wednesday, 4th August: Target for to-day was Audierne, some 30 miles
down the coast, with the Toulinguet channel and the Raz de Sein to be negotiated en passage. Skipper roused the unlucky 50~o of the crew scheduled for
the first watch at 4.15 hours in an attempt to reach the Raz (19 miles distant)
by 9.00 hours on top of the flood, which would allow us to go through in
slack water. The wind was practically non-existent and we motored out to
and through the Toulinguet channel before encountering a force 2-3 head wind,
S. W., which enabled us cut the engine and start beating down past the Cap
de la Chevre, across the mouth of Douarnenez Bay and thence to the Raz which
we beat through - not at about 9.00 hours as we had hoped - but at 14.00
hours. Audierne was reached at 18. 0ff hours and the hook was left go just
inside the St. Evette Mole.
Several French yachts and an English trimaran were anchored close
by in this rather attractive little seaside resort : in which a large fleet of
sailing dinghies appeared to spend almost 24 hours of the day sailing to and
fro across the corner of the Bay. We were favourably impressed both here
and in other Brittany ports by the fact that every young French boy and girl
invariably wore an adequate life jacket when out sailing.
Before going ashore for the evening meal Ronnie went for a swim said the water was warm, but nobody was fool enough to fall for that one’.
Enquiry ashore from a local resident produced a recommendation for
the restaurant de la Fontagne and we had some excellent meals here during
our stay, at very reasonable prices. The waiter there wasanextremely personable young man with a great flair for showmanship and the ability to make
each and every diner feel that he and he alone was the guest of honour’. Indeed, on our last night there, he insisted on standing us ( compliments of
himself - not the restaurant) an aperitif and supplying us also with cigars’.
The town of Audierne itself is a typical French fishing port, full of
character, not the least part of which is the strong fishy smell emanating
from all the fishing craft tied up at the quay. Many of the picturesque
tunny fishers were here with their huge rods of about 30 ft. in length splayed
from each side of the masts.
Thursday night at 23.00 hours, after dinner ashore, we set sail for Benodet,
-
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34 miles away, with that extremely rock strewn portion of coast - preceded
by the Pointe de Penmarc’h - to be negotiated on the way. Engine was used
quite a lot during this night sail, partly due to lack of wind but also to
provide plenty of manoeuvreability to avoid the literally hundreds of fishing craft which were trawling in all conceivable directions off the Pointe
de Penmarc’h.
The arrival of dawn certainly showed up this part of the coast in
all its rocky splendour. Definitely- not a place for inshore work in any
sort of bad weather or visibility. A whisper of wind now, E. by S.E. enabled engine to be dispensed with and we ambled along at a leisurely pace
eventually anchoring in Benodet at ll.00 hours, above the town in 2½ fathoms
L.W. Junior hands went ashore on reconnaissance while the skipper and
Paddy caught up on some sleep.
All ashore at 15.30 hours after lunch and queued up for hot baths
(badly needed’.) at the Grand Hotel.
Benodet is a very famous French school of sailing and there are
hundreds of craft of all sizes sailing around each day under the command
(I use the term loosely’.) of veritable tyroes most of whom appeared to be
in "junior grade" with little knowledge of sailing and none whatever of the
rules of the road. Collisions abounded and were taken more or less for
granted - a case of "hardest fend off". One craft was observed to make
what must be a world record in sternboards. From the time her skipper
got into irons and out of it again she covered about half a mile sternfirst
down the river’.
The first week of our two week’s cruise was now rapidly coming to
a close and the half idea we had of wandering on down as far as Belie Ile
was abandoned as being too ambitious in the time remaining at our disposal.
Saturday morning at 7.50 hours saw the hook lifted and we prepared to start
heading north up the Bay once more. A norrhl7 wind, force 3 to 4, gave us
a pleasant reach as far as the Spinec Buoyand from thence we beat around the
Pte. de Penmarc’h anchoring once again in Audierne at 14.00 hours. We had
hoped to call to the Ile de Sein instead but the anchorage there in a northerly
wind of any strength is not comfortable and this plan was consequently abandoned.
Sunday Mass was attended in Audierne Parish Church which entailed
a long and hot walk of about two miles. We were lucky in being able to get
hold of a taxi for the return trip because we had full petrol tins to swagalong
with us.
After a leisurely lunch on board, the crew spent a lazy afternoon sun131.

bathing on the sun kissed deck while deep down in the depths of "Auretta"
the skipper (being O/C plumbing) grappled furiously with a recalcitrant
"heads". The crew’s silent and secret guilt complex over the apparent
inequity of the current situation, so far as the skipper was concerned, was
quickly dispelled when they observed the proud grin of achievement on his
face on his eventual emergence up out of the depths. Success was his’.
Most exciting happening of the afternoon was the appearance of a
"lush trush" (blond) sunbathing in an itsy bitsy bikini on a nearby houseboat. One member of our crew, who has a very sharp eye for this sort
of "shenanigans", spotted "form" well before the rest of us poor innocents,
but his persistent gazing through the binoculars in the one direction soon
put us all in the picture’. A half formed idea among the junior crew members of rowing over in the punt to make the acquaintance of this tasty
morsel was quickly abandoned with the appearance on deck of the lady’s
husband. (?).
Monday morning 9th August: 6.45 forecast for Biscay - variable force 1-3,
going S.W. Took our departure from Audierne (very regretfully - a very
nice little place) at 7.15 hours and passed North through the Raz de Seinat
9.00 hours, one hour after the start of the favourable N.W. stream. Wind
at the moment is off shore approx. East, force 1-2. Progress, on a broad
reach, with a favourable current under our keel is fairly rapid and extremely comfortable.
Target for the day had been germinating in our minds for some time
but was not finally decided upon until later this morning when our good rate
of progress and - more important - the favourable weather conditions made
it feasible. We would pay a call to that very famous sentinel of the Brittany
Coast, the Island of Ushant (known in olden times as Enez - Heussa or
Highest Island).
Reference:to vol. 11 of the Channel Pilot furnished the information
that the Baie du Stiff, on the North East side of the Island "affords shelter
to vessels with local knowledge from South and North West winds" and that
a landing could be effected at the lifeboat slip at the head of the Bay. We
needed no further encouragement’.
Porgress continued rapidly and comfortably and the Pte. St. Mathieu
was abeam at 12 hours. Now commenced our return journey through the
channel between Ushant and the mainland and much easier it proved than
our night passage a week earlier. This time it was day light; visibility was
good and our experience on the way South was useful. Practice does indeed
make perfect.
The Chenal de la Helle having been negotiated, we soon had the Men
¯ "
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Corn Light Tower abeam to port and gently eased our way into the Baie du
Stiff and at 14.15 hours tied up to what presumably must have been a buoy
for Naval vessels, but which looked as if it had not been used for many a
day. Anchoring would have been out of the question for, even though we
were in very close to the shore, there waa still 10 fathoms under our keel
and our friend the Channel Pilot did not recommend the holding ground.
14.00 hours forecast, S.E. force 4-5, occasional rain. Our anchorage
afforded reasonably good protection from the wind direction and at any rate
the massive moorings we were on wouldn’t drag’.
After lunch on board the punt was put over the side in double quick.
time. Everybody was itching to find out if the natives were friendly,
Landing at the tiny little harbour by the ferry slip, some 200 ft.
above which towered the Le Stiff Light House, the first sight to meet our
gaze was a very delapidated bus of about 1930 vintage, deserted and flat
tyred. Evidently civilisation had not passed the Island completely by, even
if it did appear to be a generation behind the times’.
The more inhabited part of the Island was on the other side or South
West shore, two miles distant, where the village of Lampaul (St. Paul’s
Church) was situated. The day being pleasantly fine and warm we decided
to walk there, The country side all round us - very barren, soi1-1ess and
practically tree-less; deserted except for the odd little house here and there reminded us very much of the Aran Islands at home,
Some sheep, an odd cow or two and potato growing appeared to be the
only farming activities carried on and it is easy to understand why the majority of the men of the Island had to go away to sea for a livelihood, either
fishing or in the Navy. The total official population of this five by twomile
area is 2,000 but a roll call, if made, would only produce about half this
number, most of them women and children.
Lampaul was a pleasant little place comprised mainly of a square,
with the local Parish Church on one side and the three or four shops which
comprised the "shopping centre" on the other three sides. Another similarity with Irish country life was the existance here of that most important
and time saving establishment in which you can buy your groceries and provisions at one side of the shop and, simply by crossing over to the other
counter, commence your drinking with the minimum loss of time and expenditure of energy’.
There is a twice a week boat ferry service to the Island fromBrest
and also a daily air plane service, in a plane about the same vintage as the
Island’s bus, i.e, 1930’. The landing field consisted of what was probably
the most level field in the place (comparatively speaking’.) from which most
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but not all the rocks had been shifted. Landings and take offs are made
without the aid of any of the usual "mod cons" such as Control tower,
concrete runways or landing lights and must be rather exhilarating to
put it mildly.
The return journey to the boat seemed twice as long, due no
doubt to our being laden with supplies of eggs, bread, butter etc., and
also to the fact that the gaining of one’s sea legs must inevitably be at
the expense of one’s "land legs".
However, we all felt that this little expedition ashore on the most
westerly outpost of France had proved most interesting and well worth
the effort.
Tuesday morning, 10th August: Our next port of call - the last before
leaving France - was to be L’Aberwrac’h, 25 miles distant. The name
L’Aberwrac’h is but another reminder of the great affinity which exists both culturally and in language between the Celtic races o£ Ireland,
Scotland, Wales and indeed the Isle of Man, and Devon and Cornwall.
The word "Aber" meaning an "estuary" and "Pen", meaning point, are
widely used in place names on charts of Wales, Cornwall and Brittany.
The word "Brittany" itself means, of course, "Little Britain" indicating that in olden times this part of the world was considered an outpost
of Britain. We do know that a large scale colonisation of Brittany was
made in the 5th century by the Damonii - inhabitants of Devon and Cornwall. In the intervening centuries the Breton - probably because of the
peninsula’s remoteness from the rest of France - has never really
adopted or been assimilated, either culturally or in character into the
French way of life. (How similar to the true Cornishman’s attitude
towards En~zland). Indeed, there is in existence in Brittany (as in Ireland). an association for the preservation of the language - the Breton
tongue, that is - and there is, in addition, an illegal organisation
(shades of Ireland’. ) pledged to the attainment of National Independence
from France’.
Back to cruising however’. Course was set for the Porsal Buoy
which would take us well clear of the Porsal rocks. From thence we
eventually reached in the Grand Channel entrance to L’Aberwrac’hand
anchored on the far side of the river, opposite the slipway at 14.00
hours.
A "farewell to France" celebration was held at the well known
Hotel de la Bale des Anges that evening and the meal certainly lived up
to the great reputation which this Hotel has for high class cruisine.
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When studying the various burgees left by visiting yachts of many nations,
in the bar afterwards we noticed one I. C.C. burgee but no indication on it
as to which boat had donated it.
Wednesday morning, 10.15 hours saw our departure for the Scillies,
practically dead on low water. Forecast S.W. to W. force 3-4.
Mainsail and genoa were carried and we sailed out the Chenal de la
Pendante. This Channel is remarkably narrow, the distance between
rocks on separate sides of the fairway being no more than 200 to 300
yards in places. Definitely the margin for error is small and an approach
in bad visibility is not to be recommended.
Hugh town was reached in 24 hours dead, and when about five miles
off shore we had the interesting experience of watching some 12-15 of the
"stragglers" in the Fastnet Race pass by on the way to the finish at
Plymouth. Anchored at 10.00 hours opposite a very fine British yawl of
about 40 tons with a wishbone mainsail. This craft was flying the French
flag which had us fooled until we discovered that she was under charter to
a Frenchman.
It was a gloriously warm day in Hugh Town - hottest of the cruise
in fact - and the afternoon was spent sunbathing and swimming off the
beach at Porth Gressa.
Arrived back on board later in the day to find our ensign staff had
been broken in two by the auxilliary vessel to the ferry ship "Scillonian"
which had been turning in our vicinity. Considering this vessel was
every bit of 700 tons, we thought ourselfes extremely lucky not to be
minus our stern as well’.
A good dinner at the pleasant Tregarthen Hotel followed by some
more liquid refreshment at the one and only "local", rounded of the evening in an extremely satisfying manner. And so to bed.
Friday, 13th - not generally considered to be a lucky day to start a voyage.
However, we were anxious to get back to Cork on Saturday if possible, and
we were under way and heading across for the New Grimsby Channel at
14.15 hours. There was as yet only one and a half hours of flood and we
took things extremely gently across the Tresco Flats. When we did eventually run aground, in nice soft sand, off Plumb Island near New Grimsby
Harbour, nobody was very surprised. A lot of experimentation, withlive
ballast hanging off the bow, off the shrouds, and so on did not produce the
desired results. Eventually, however, with the help of the rising tide and
by retracing our steps out of the little channel cul-de-sac which we were
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in, we got under way orlce more.
15.45 hours saw us clear the New Grimsby entrance, stream the log
and set course for home under full main and genoa. A fine lump of a sea was
now running, helped by a W. S.W. wind, force 4-5. 17.58 hours B.B.C.
forecast was S.W. force 7, and with this in mind the genoa was handed and
the working jib set in its stead.
Progress during the evening and ensuing night continued at a good
pace. The only excitement occurred during the skipper’s watch, about 30
miles out from the Scillies when we were "buzzed" by an aircraft which circled low overhead a couple of times, as if trying to identify the yacht. We
surmised that the craft she was searching for was a much smaller but infinitely more famous boat than "Auretta" - to wit Robert Manry’s now famous
"Tinkerbelle", 13½ feet long (or should it be short’.) which was at that stage
within fifty or sixty miles of completing her epic transatlantic voyage from
Falmouth, Mass., U.S.A. to Falmouth, England.
Completed our "century" of miles from New Grimsby at 13.00 hours,
Saturday. Wind veering between W. and W. by N. now, force 4-5, giving us
a fast close reach in comfortable sailing conditions.
Daunt Light Vessel was sighted shortly after 17.00 hours as the wind
gradually got lighter and lighter. An attempt to start the engine, which, during
the whole cruise, had proved very temperamental, now met with failure, and
our hopes of reaching the Royal Munster in time for hot showers and dinner
that evening faded. Eventually, however, we succeeded in inching our way in
between the Forts against the ebb tide and were lucky in getting a tow from
John Minchin’s "Pride of Leap" from Currabinny up to our moorings which we
picked up at 20.00 hours.
Thus ended "Auretta’s" 1965 cruise during which we covered 690 miles
in just over 15 days. All in all it had been a most interesting trip and we had
enjoyed the experience of visiting some of the Breton ports for the first time.
Asked to name the highlight of the trip, I think we would all be unanimous
in naming our landing on the Island of Ushant. Here, for a few brief hours, we
really did succeed in "getting away from it all", back to the peace and tranquility of a former era. A wonderful experience indeed in this modern jet age.
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"AURETTA’S" CRUISE

DATES

PASSAGE

Fri/Mon
July 30-Aug 2

Crosshaven to Brest

Tues. Aug 3.

Brest to Camaret

Wed. " 4.

SUMMARY

DIRECT
HOURS
SPEED
MILES UNDERWAY KNOTS

271

55.30

4.9

9

5.00

2.3

Camaret to Audierne

28

13.10

2.1

Thurs/Fri.
Aug. 5-6

Audierne to Benodet

34

12.00

Sat. "

7

Benodet to Audierne

34

6.10

Mort. "

9

Audierne to Ushant (Cape
Stiff)

41

7.05

Cape Stiff to L’Aberwrac’h

25

4.20

Tues. "

10

Wed/Thu. r.
Aug.. 11/12.

L’Aberwrac ’h to Scillies
(Hugh Town).

Fri/Sat.
Aug. 13/14

Hugh Town to Crosshaven

15 Days

Note:

108

24. O0

140 31.45
690 158.00

As a matter of interest, nearly half (44~o to be exact) of the
cruise’s total duration was spent at sea.
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MELODY IN A MINOR KEY
by
Anthony Morris
Once again, our good friend, Charles Blacque, had invited Mary and
I to join him in "Melody" his Cannes based Ketch, in which we had cruised
last year, we went, who would not.
It’s such a relief when eventually you can let go the moorings and
clear out, I often feel that a harbour is as pleasant a place to leave as it
was at which to arrive, some time previously. One does not sail out of
Cannes harbour, on either side of you your neighbours are just about one
fender’s width away, if you are lucky you will have no one right in front of
you tied up to your bow and directly over your bow anchor. We did not
have this, but we had one other Anchor foul of ours, at which one can’t
complain, last year we had to employ a diver, and even then lost the
anchor. It takes times, this painful extraction.
However we got away at i0.30 a.m. on Whit Sunday hoping to make
the Porquerolls Island, one of the HYERES group, some 50 miles away.
We had, of course engined out, and once out in the Gulf of Napoule looked
round hoping to find some wind, but no such Iuck, just plenty of speedboats, water skiers, and of course Gin Palaces enjoying this mirror like
blue Med. just as it looks in the Post Cards. This was just what was
wanted after our journey out.
Firstly Aer Lingus were having Labour troubles, so we went surface route to London. Then B E A had mechanical trouble with their AirCraft, however after the usual waiting, boarding, decanting, more waiting, more boarding, we got off, hours late, but away. Now it all seemed
so well worth while, especially when a few small puffs started to steal
across the sea, we pretended not to notice hoping that more would comethey did. Just as we were about to make sail there was one job to lookto,
and one joy to recount. On the end of a tow rope, lugged along by the ear
was the pride and joy of Charles’ life, the speedboat, too large to get on
deck, it charges about astern - most of the time. Now because the rudder
was not quite straight it was doing plenty of charging, getting it alongside
and dealing with it meant plenty of bad language and crushed dignity as well
as a few pinched fingers.
Noon off Le Cretienne Tower (Rade D’Agay), the wind had been increasing suprisingly quickly. Hereabouts each wind has a name, this was
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called "Ponan", as such it is usually S.W. not more than force 3, it has a
rather disconcerting habit of swinging more Westerly and changing into a Mistral, and as such can go well up the Beaufort Scale, this is just what it did,
need I say that our course was west. Melody is the most comfortable yacht
1 have ever been aboard, fifteen tons of space and luxury, great beam, not a
very great draft, and a first class engine, she is not a great sailing boat and
finds difficulty in going to windward in these short, steep seas. So I was not
surprised when it was found necessary to keep the engine running in order to
get anywhere. Meantime our Mistral was building up, six, I should think with
squalls up to 7, much rolling and pitching with spray flying mast high, but all
this with a blue sky and a blistering hot sun, swimming trunks weather. The
best part of a sea would come over, in a second you’d be drenched and fifteen
seconds later the salt would be drying on your skin, and you would be left
looking like a slightly off colour snow-man. Unfortunately these splendid
conditions did not last, and very soon it was plainly impossible to make more
than limping headway. No Porquerolls to-day, in this heaving world St.
Tropez, even if to windward and fifteen miles away, looked attractive, it was
going to take a long time to cover those fifteen miles.
Light relief: in Melody the heads are right up in the bow, to make the
journey is a real tesC of skill in these conditions, but necessity called out, so
go I had to, once there in possession I noted with uneasiness~ that the forehatch
had not been secured, but before I could get round to the job it was most unusual to watch the hatch stay up as we went down, through the gaping opening,
right over my head, a large volume of water entered, proceeded down my back,
inside my shirt, and with a resounding plop, into the heads. One can get wet
in so many ways. Another wildly bucking yacht was waving a red plastic bucket
with great vigour, it was not in difficulties, but wished to share the news that
they had had an unusually good catch of fish, of prime importance to the French
crew. Painfully we struggled on to St. Tropez, when we got there it could not
have looked better to Bardot, but the harbour was full, also in this wind I should
have hesitated to go in, so across the Gulf, three miles, to Steo Maxime.
Once there the sparks began to fly, mooring stern to the quay in a strong cross
wind was far from easy. To assist, one neighbour shouted instructions in
Italian, from the other hand a stream of screeching French, Mary and I, one~.n
the bow the other at the stern, joined in, in English, so it was left to Charles M. F.H. in this country, in his spare time - to open up in M. F.H. parlance, which
everyone understood. Illuminating. Everything secure by 9 p.m. on our first
day out, we have had our baptism of fire, we hope.
Ste. Maxime harbour has little to recommend it in a blow from thewest
the shelter is poor, the holding ground is bad and there is not much room, nor is
there much water. On the other hand the town is just about right in many ways,
and we grew to like it, although, Whir Monday, to qu0tethe log, 4 a.m. rain,
8 a.m. first class Thunder Storm, 10 a.m. take out Thunder and add hail, 11
N
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a.m. take out hail and step-up rain. Teak laid decks must be watered
constantly, otherwise they water the occupants of the yacht, I speak from
experience after last Whit Monday. Charles does not suffer this sort of
thing with a philosophical grin, so very soon a car was summoned from
Cannes and we were back in his Villa.
We returned to "Melody" on the following Wednesday, well fortified, and dried out, but still the weather was bad. The French were
aghast that it should have continued to rain and blow for such a long
time and tried to impress us with the information that it was the first
real rain since before Christmas. Thursday saw the end of it and by
mid morning we were able to get away, and glad of it too, now out came
the sun and the heat arrived, and as we left Ste. Maxime at 11.30 a.m.
it was a completely changed place. Once clear of the miniature harbour
the engine was turned off, and under full sail we started on one of those
ideal days, the wind was just abaft the beam, and as we followed the coast,
round Cape St. Tropez and Cape Camaret, obligingly it backed, so that it
was always in the same relative position, not a sheet was touched. Pampelonne Bay was a sight to be remembered, it’s miles of golden sands, and
with the wind off shore perfectly sheltered; so much so that a FrenchSub.
was having a lazy time of it, that was, until we bore down on it, when, all
hell broke loose, and it put to sea. It seemed such a pity to disturb them.
I told Charles that I could not compliment him on his steering, and that
the French Navy agreed with me. It took several seconds for this to filter
through, and I used this respite toget well clear, Charles in eruption is
rather like a French Sub. getting under way.
And so this day continued it’s splendid progress, a blueness that
would be hard to describe, arched over us, and from out of this cloudless
sky the sun gave forth with all his might. Meantime our good beam wind
hardly varied from a steady force 3. Cape Benet and Ile. Levant gave us :~,
good fix at 4.30, not too easy to get a slap on bearing now that we had well
and truly left the shelter and were feeling the left over swell, legacy of the
few days blow. Hereabouts the mainland and the offshore islands form a
sound, which, though deep, can produce a heavy sea, and the ground swell
was showing us just what one could expect, especially with a strong Westerly of any duration. Towards evening the wind took off, also the French
Navy, everything that a Navy ever had could be seen making for Toulon and
home at it’s best possible speed. Isle. Levant, famous as a nudist colony
lay prostrate to the South, blue and dreamy in the evening haze, further on,
our goal, Porquerolles, and between the two Port Crox Island, what a
cruising ground. "Melody’s" sails soon lost the wind, it was shaken out and
had no hope of making a home with us again, free from this restraint we
plunged and rolled, then rolled as we plunged, in fact did all those things
which are best left undone. I had no intention of suffering further, so down
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to the chart to see what might be offering. Lavandou seemed the answer,
but when I suggested it to Charles I met with surprising opposition, time
came to my rescue, and to Lavandou we went.
It was, as Charles had said, small and congested, shallow and
cluttered up with moorings, but here I tried out a berth-getting dodge,
and it worked. A hapless Frenchie was told to take up less room, someone else was similarly instructed, and a place was found for the odd Messieurs. I can recommend Duty-free Gin. Unfortunately it can bring about
more than Mother’s ruin, and did so on this occasion. Nothing would do
Mary and Charles, but we should put to sea again, immediately after an
excellent dinner too. So Lavandou was left at 11.30 p.m. destination
Sere. Somehow the others went off and I was left on watch, I was glad
of this although it meant hours of motorboating over a starlit calm, and
so it was until we started to round Cape Benat and Beanch Point, then we
were back again with the ground swe11. If anything it seemed worse than
ever, we were not to know it then, but it was the fore runner of another
big blow, which, luckily we missed. Hereabouts the coast is very well
lit, lighthouses big and small, and of every characteristic in all possible
combinations were all hard at it but oizershadowed, or rather outshone by
that on C. d’Ames on the Southern side of Porquerolles, it’s eight millon
C.P. seemed to be in high gear.
Where the island ends and the mainland - Giens Peninsula - comes
south, quite a narrow gap is formed. This is further restricted by
another Island, complete with Light House, and an odd reef or two. The
seas were now completely without reason, coming at us from all angles
and forming up into the most fantastic pyramids which collapsed on themselves. Then just as we were struggling through the narrowest’ part and
were more or less on our ear, quite a big merchantman passed us at speed,
for steerage it was necessary for her to keep the speed well up, but we
wished otherwise, the wash combined most beautifully with the sea then
running, the result was unusual. We did have a bad time of it and were
glad when we finally cleared Grand Ribaul and got out into a second rate
hell. There was of course no wind, and it would have been dangerous to
have slowed down the engine, anyway engines do not like me and this was
not the time and place to settle a matter like this. I was holding on for
dear life when Charles joined me at about 3 a.m. He was not in too good
shape, but insisted on taking over. Under the circunstances it was the
best thing he could do, also I was interested to see for myself if it is true
that one about to be seasick will recover, if given something to do. The
result was inconclusive in so much that the recovery was only temporary,
and when the worst occured - it was, just that. Mary too was feeling the
motion, but from going to sea with me for the last twenty years she has
become almost immune though at times, becomes very quiet. As it was
-
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impossible to stay in a bunk, let alone sleep in it, I took to the floor. After
two hours of sliding up and down, I had had enough and rejoined the others
just in time to welcome a dreary dawn all grey and heaving. At night we
were at least spared the sight of the speedboat’s antics, not so now, it was
really at it’s best off C. Cicie, and the sight of it’s threatening charges,
plus the unhealthy sounds coming from below, suggested that Sete was not
for us. It was not the time to be fussy, just shelter was what we needed.
Off Isle des Embiez we had a choice, it could be Bandol, Sana~y or
Port Brusq. The latter were tucked away in a bight, and on the chart did
not look too good, so Bandol it was. This is a fine harbour, chiefly concerned with yachting, and there is usually reasonable room, wewere glad
of this, especially when the gear box started to give trouble. Moored and
in bed by 8 a.m. Friday, breakfast was taken at noon. On investigation the
gear box did not seem too good, by the time I had finished with it, it was
no good. A five day week may have a lotto be said for it, but not when you
are awaiting spare parts, we need not have worried, once the parts had
arrived, the French Customs provided an eye opener. Bandol is a charming place at which to be held up, true we had a Mistral of 8 or 9 but we
were well moored and in good shelter, so secure were we, that we felt
Melody could be left for a few days, so we departed, Charles back to
Cannes on business, Mary and I to Barcelona.
Although we rejoined Melody on the 18th. we still lacked the parts,
and it was not until the 23rd that we were ready to start. Losing this
rather big chunk of time we found that there was a little more than a week
left, not enough to go further west, so it was decided that a very leisurely
return should be made, calling into anywhere that took our fancy and staying a little longer than usual. In a way we were very sorry to leave Bandol, we had come to know it very well and were well known in quite a
number of the usual places. Strange to say, although the town has quite
a big tourist business - we were early - eating, always of utmost importance on Melody, was not to be compared with some of the smaller places
to which we had been, notably Ste. Maxime, which we regarded as almost
tops in this respect. Away at 10.30 a.m. 23rd. As might be expected, a
perfect day, but little wind, rather puzzled at the close attention by the
French M. T B’s until it was seen that Mary was sunbathing aft. Well out
to sea hoping for a little wind, but no, nothing but heat, and now passing
our friends Gd. Rouveau, then east to Cape Cicie and Pt. Rascas beyond
which lies that magnificent bay of Toulon, but C. Cicie, what a transformation, and what a headland, and, as an anticlimax, what a piffeling
little light. True round C. Cept, Toulon’s approaches are lit to the Nth.
degree. Lunch can be a most enjoyable meal in such conditions, much
quaffingof wine, then... Once again Gd. Ribaul, once again Porquerolles,
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this time we did puff across the mirror like sea to this island, the port is
not very grand, nor big, nor deep, and is much used by the Navy. The
village seems to have the same brisk efficient air about it so noticable in
west Cork and Kerry, possibly the Hotels are exceptions, but it did have
a Bank that only opens when you are not there. Not overcrowded and altogether a most pleasant place, though a trifle expensive, there are some
excellent beaches and mammoth horse -flies who are always hungry.
Nothing can be more peaceful than the Med - when it wants to be,,
so on Saturday morning after a leisurely start, we engined, then sailed,
then drifted to Isle Port Crox, a journey of some 8 miles, worn out by this
exhausting hell-for-leather passage making - 8 miles in four hours ~ we could
do nothing but swim for an hour or so, and then lunch. The island is
rather picturesque, not too much shelter. I should have liked to have
gone ashore for a look around, but just then the wind came up, so we sailed
away, we had not gone more than an hour or so, when Charles called me
below. Did I get a smell? Yes, Gas Oil. The feed pipe from the service
tank to the engine had fractured, and looking at the bilge-full of it dashing
about enjoying it’s self, I thought of the Rules of Yachting in the Med. as
recited to me by a Dutchman, a few days earlier. I can’t remember more
than the first few but they go something like this. First, never leave port.
Second, if you must put to sea, never attempt to sail. Third, if you must
put to sea, and insist on hoisting your sails, never stop the engine, and so
on. Clearly we had broken the first three, we had put to sea twice in the
same day, and sailed without the engine, we were, of course, asking for it,
with chins out. Temporary repairs, but as it was getting late I suggested
going into Lavandou again, only my 16 stone saved me from being thrown
overboard.
All that evening we ghosted along from C. Benet to Lavandou, a
wonderful place even if called Bromes Roads. The coastline is magnificent,
rather surprisingly the French have planted a giant Radar station right on the
most conspicuous height. How it fared in the frightful fire that swept all
this area in August, when the whole place was completely burned out, remains to be seen. This being the weekend we found Lavandoue quite a spot,
but the heat’. A berth near a public hose " has advantages, one of which is
a most refreshing bath, on the quayside, can he taken, with plenty of elbow
room. Seeing that we enjoyed it, we were soon joined by folk from yachts,
each hosing the other in turn, most refreshing and one of the best ways of
¯ Q
getting to know your neighbour. One can’t be standoffish if your trunks are
being continually washed off by a strong hose accurately aimed at you by a
young lady, who’s turn it had been before you, and who had the same devasting problems. Sunday morning at Mass I was sure that even if I did not
look the typical Frenchman, that I could at least pass in the crowd, but the
-
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fellow beside me leant over and said in a loud whisper"..., dy hot
in here old man".
Away at 10 a.m. with a free wind and a hot sun, could anyone
ask for more. Coasting along, Cavalaire Bay, C. Lardier etc. tranquilly smiling, or snoozing away this heaven-sent-day, why go north
to a climate of rain, more rain, and still more rain, with cold and
darkness waiting in the queue. After an uneventful run we entered
Canebiers Bay, some miles short of St. Tropez, but before the day
was out the navigator must have his head again. Possibly a remark
such as "bloody shallow on this side of the bay, better keep well
off’ is insufficient warning, anyway we slowly slid to a standstill,
aground on a well seaweed-clad rock, luckily we were moving very
slowly and the rock was generously padded. Have you ever noticed
how a wonderful calm decends upon a yacht aground? For perhaps
the first fifteen seconds. When I had confirmed the awful truth, that
we were aground, all hell broke loose. We got off by kedging, but
were on again before we had gone a ship’s length. This was too much
for Charles who took off in a flurry of spray in his speed boat. Just
then, Mary, full of common sense, and quite used to my navigation,
appeared with a good stiff Gin and Tonic apiece. To show how much
Melody thought of a crew that either deserted her, or took to the
drink, in her hour of need, she just drifted off by her own unaided
efforts. When the Gin was finished we followed Charles up the Bay,
and to our delight, found a vacant mooring. Being off shore, as I put
it, that is not tied up to a quay, was such a novelty, that I even suggested a swim, and took to the water myself - one is inclined to relax
when away from home.
Canebiers Bay is but a mere ten Minutes away from St. Tropez
by speed-boat, when going there. It is considerably longer when returning, but to St. Tropez we went, dinner, then Folkdancing - watching only - a feast day of someone or other was either brewing or just
then on. It was a long haul coming back.
Monday June 28th. Up sails and away by 10 a.m. bound for St.
Raphael, wind free, but gusting to about 5. Soon it settled down alittle
and then Charles produced his secret weapon, a brand-new Genoa.
After it had been hoisted it showed us just what a well cut sail of the
right size and cut can look like. Melody was completely unprepared
for such liberties, and proceeded to take off like the proverbial scalded
cat. What a day it was for sailing, the only pity was that visibility
had closed clown to not more than a mile at times and since we were
running at a good lick into a lee bay, it was not the time to relax on the
homework. In fact it was more than desirable that we should be spot on,
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since, neither Les Sardineaux or Pt. des Issambies looked anything but
hospitable as we swept past, but we found St. Raphael Harbour right on
the stem when it at last showed up, much to my relief. It cannot be
recommended, it has little to praise, on the other hand the town is delightful. Perhaps the French Navy dislike it because they maintain a training
base wherein are some ~f the razest recruits imaginable. When they went
to sea at 4 a.m. no one could have called it the silent service. But their
return was a study, since they then seemed to be in a hurry, and were
perhaps tired, patience was exhausted, orders, counter orders, advice,
criticism and encouragement, were neither lacking, or withheld. Away
on the last leg, leaving with some regrets at ll a.m. and motorboating in
a sweltering heat.
I have a lurking distrust of French water, so seldom dJcink it raw,
so the work of cleaning ship went on uninterrupted until lunch time, Mary
who had been doing likewise in her department passed up with lunch some
bottles of wine in various stages of depletion, with instructions that they
should be emptied - That day, hot though it was, I put in an excellent siesta.
Cannes again, full, but we found a berth. It was so hot that I even
suggested a swim - for the second time in history - and off we went. Now
I like Cannes, everything about it, with the possible exception of the sea
off the public beach. I felt that it had overdone it’s duty and should have
been retired, but was assured that it was not nearly ripe yet. There being
no tide to speak of, it stays around rather a long time, together with anything and everything in the water. One final incident, that afternoon,
again on the beach, a more distant one, I am glad to say, my friend the
speedboat left unattended for a few moments, got across the seas. Fearing it would fill, I went to it, pulling the stern round to seaward, just then
a sea lifted it and when coming down it pinned me by the foot with it’s steel
rudder. Whilst waiting the arrival of the next sea, I had it seems plenty
of time to think over quite a lot about speedboats in general and this one
in particular. I thought nothing of the wound then, but next day made the
aircraft with difficulty and a stick.
Looking back, this year’s cruise was only a fraction in mileage
compared with last year, but then this year we sailed very much more.
Whilst bad luck dogged us right from the start, we had a most enjoyable
time, and gastronomically speaking it was more than just an ordinary
first class success, almost a full stone more so.

.
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PITY THE POOR OWNER
by
Passenger
Saturday 31st July, time 14.30 hours, "TJALDUR" due to sail for Cowes to
take part in the Fastnet race. R. St. George club launch shuttling between
club slipway and ship laden with clothing, stores wet and dry, nautical instruments, water cans, beer cans, etc.
The owner, Dr. R. H. O’Hanlon, stripped to shirt and pants in the
saloon hectically stowing the avalanche of articles poured down on him by the
crew, Niel Watson and Reggie Lee with occasional assistance from the passenger - principally verbal.
16.30 hours, Owner enquires plaintively if there is much more to stow
and is promptly told that two of the racing crew due to join ship at Cowes,
Reggie Walsh and Dr. Dillon Digby assisted by Mrs. Ruth Delany are up the
town purchasing the contents of a grocers, butchers and wine merchants shops.
17. O0 hours, the stocks start to arrive, club launch nearly runs a bearing, owner rapidly becoming desperate, blood pressure above safety mark,
"Tjaldur" at least four inches below her normal water line.
17.30 hours, Reggie Walsh and Dr. Dillon Digby arrive. All hands
sample wet stores.
18.00 hours, Reggie Walsh and Dr. Dillon Digby return ashore, Owner
starts the "Monster" (aux. engine) and motors out of harbour having missed
four hours of favourable tide. Set sail and aided by last of ebb, t.he Monster
and,,a, light S. Wly breeze proceed south.
20.30 hours, Off Six Mile point, tide becoming foul, owner decides ~oput
into Wicklow for short rest until tide favourable.
21.30 hours, Moor in Wicklow, Reggie Lee and Niel Watson ashore to
sample local fish and chips?
Sunday 02.00 hours, under way again, Ii.00 hours, Tuskar abeam.
14.00 hours, approx. 14 miles south of Tuskar, weather forecast gales forall
local areas, owner holds conference, unanimously decide to make Dunmore
East, alter course accordingly, pass between Big and Little Saltees, hectic
consultation of charts, crew give tongue to numerous and contrary opinions as
to correct course but pass through safely, rough sea off Hook Point. 18.00
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hours moor to trawler in Dunmore East. Exchange views with other visiting
yachts including Douglas McIlwaine in "Sheenan".
Monday 2nd August, gale warnings still in force, spend day on various
jobs with rigging engine etc. persuade amateur skin diver to inspect keel for
weed, reports small quantity on bottom of keel, give him wire brush to remove
it then reward him with two tins of stout.
Owner purchases two lobsters and four crabs from neighbouring trawler,
crew except Niel occupied for two hour lunch interval eating the crabs, pronounced excellent. Sheenan’s owner and crew aboard for drinks in the evening.
Dined off lobsters etc. attractively prepared by owner then owner,
Reggie and Niel ashore to inspect the town, return in good order about 23.00
hours. Tuesday 3rd August. Under way 07.00 hours, S.W. wind force 3, set
course for Longships, hard on the wind most of the day.
Wednesday 4th August, 05.00 hours have nearly run our distance by log,
visibility poor but obviously nearing land as sight a number of ships on more
or less parallel courses. 07.00 hours fog shuts right down, visibility only a
few hundred yards, overtaken by south bound motor ship, could not see her
but heard and smelt her exhaust. Sound Hooter.
07.30 hours, fog lifts slightly, sight breakers and then land about 2
miles on port bow, owner and passenger indentify Pendeen lighthouse, substantial drop in blood pressure.
Beat past Longships, Rurmelstone and Lizard then haul up for Falmouth,
drop anchor off Town Pier, weather improved, watch Regatta races, Customs
arrive, passenger being only member of crew wearing a "yattin bonnet" explains carefully in case of trouble that he is not the owner, who turns on the
charm and clears the ship, further drop in blood pressure all round.
General clean up, launch under inflated dinghy, hazardous row to R.
Cornwall Yacht Club, take several drinks to restore courage then "walk" to
Kings Hotel for dinner, blood pressure and courage rising.
Thursday 5th August, Niel and Reggie ashore for fuel, water and stores,
under way noon, St. Anthony Head abeam 12.45 hours, set main and big
spinnaker, weather grand, strong sun, S.W. wind force 3, smooth sea. Owner
sports blue shirt and shorts, crew sun bathing, strong smell of suntan oil, all
agree this is the sort of sailing for which we go to sea.
Friday 6th August, 07.00 hours Portland Bill abeam, owner produces
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lashings of tea to induce passenger to do some work, fairly successful.
13.00 hours Needles abeam, 15.30 hours moored in very congested trot at
Cowes, 17.00 hours, passenger dumped on ferry pier to make room for
racing crew.
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"FIVE TIMES AROUND THE LONGSHIPS"
"OISIN’S"

FIRST YEAR
by

Stephen O’Mara and

Bill Masser

In her first season "Oisin" has covered approximately 2600 miles and
has almost worn a groove past the Tuskar. She is one of three Excaliburs
delivered to Dunlaoghaire this year, van de Stadt design, glassfibre construction by S. O.S. from a Tyler shell - W.L. 26.25 ft. O.A. 36 ft. Beam
10 ft. Engine is Fara Gota 15 B. H.P. Sail Area 593 sq. ft.
"Oisin" was launched just before Easter and we delivered her to Dunlaoghaire in two stages. We went on a shark fishing family holiday to Dunmore East in July and went South for the Fastnet Race in August.
CREATION
"Oisin" and her two Irish sisters - "Tir-na-nOg" and "Sorcha" were
still in the form of barrels of resin and rolls of glassfibre matting in the
Moulders’ factory when lhree prospective owners and their advisers arrived
at Southern Ocean Supplies Ltd. on Sunday evening, the 19th April, 1964. In
this modern factory, some eight miles from the sea, there were nine identical hulls of varying colour, in different stages of completion, all lined up in
front of a stage to which each boat was connected by an umbilical cord in the
form of a gangplank. On this stage was the factory proper and here all the
internal fittings were mass-pr0duced off standard jigs, cut, glued, hinged,
etc., and fed to the line of boats for attachment to the hulls with webs of
glassfibre cloth soaked in resin. Over one of the boats, where the internalwork was well advanced, an overhead crane was suspending the lid - cabin
top, deck, cockpit, all moulded in one unit - ready to lower into place the
following morning, where it would be securely bonded all round to the hull
and bulkheads. Time passed quickly; two hours had passed and it was 7.30
p.m. when we at last dragged ourselves away and checked in at our Hotel.
Next morning, we all reported to Southern Ocean supplies Ltd. in
working clothes, and spent the day examining every detail of the boat’s construction. That evening being satisfied, we became the owners of three
non-existent : boats.
The following morning Tuesday, 21st April, 1964, the party went for
a sail in a sister ship "Camelot" which was lying at Lymington. We all took
"
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a turn at the helm and decided that although it acted much differently to a
Dublin Bay 24, it was a pleasant boat to sail, and certainly very nippy on
the turn, in fact so nippy that when the helm was put full over just ".to see’,
two members of the party on the foredeck only just managed to stay on board.
During the next nine months a number of visits were paid to S. O. S.
but the production line was ticking over so efficiently, we need not have
bothered - the resin and cloth had become boats and the fitting-out was
proceeding on a well planned schedule.
By February 1965, when there was little more to be done before launching, each boat was displaying certain dissimilarities - hull, galley, bulkheads, curtains, cushions, spinnaker, etc. - and showed those little personal
touches so necessary to dispel the mass-produced effect, which must be found
in all one-design boats, be they made of wood or glass, but somehow more
obvious in the latter.
I cannot pass without recording the following:
S. O. S. ’s efficiency, no doubt the result of building many boats of the
same design, was most impressive.
The delivery of "Oisin" fully rigged and ready to sail was arranged for
Thursday, 8th April, 1965, so that we could leave Poole on Friday morning.
My wife aad I went to Poole on Monday, 5th April, in order to make everything
ready for an early departure. "Oisin" was afloat so we had little to do except
to get to know the boat, stow away the gear supplied by S. O.S. and that which
came from Ireland and to order stores.
On the 7th April, Ratsey’s Agent, R.O.R.C. Measurer, Compass Instructor and Lloyd’s Agent all arrived on board and "Oisin" was put through
her paceso That afternoon the crew arrived.
DELIVERY
On the 8th April, after a short sail, "Oisin" was handed over at 1200,
stores were put aboard and we all had a sandwich lunch in the local i/m, after
which we left Poole for Dunlaoghaire at 1400 hours - 24 hours ahead of
schedule.
"Oisin’s" first crew were - Terry Roche, Charlie Hohn, Allan Buttanshaw,
Tim Goodbody and the owner.
The presence of one Irish four-year-old 9" frying pan attrached a E76
British Surcharge on entry to,the U.K. It took some time to persuade the
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Custom Officials that we could not go outside the three mile limit to open
the consignment and remove the frying pan as all charts and navigation
equipment necessary to permit us to proceed to that limit, were packed
along with it.
On leaving Poole the weather was fine and the cold and the wind
fickle, we motor-sailed that night arriving off Brixham next morning, 9th
April, where we collected petrol and a bottle of milk as the shops opened,
Continuing on our journey motor-sailing off and on, we passed the EdisNone Lighthouse at mid-day in poor visibility about a mile to port and set
c:ourse for Falmouth. That evening a force 7 noser blew up and visibility
was still poor. We sighted Nare Head through the fog and had to tack in
order to fetch the Bizzies and St. Anthony’s Head. Arriving Falmouth
Harbour we tied up alongside "Sheerwater" a trading ketch at 2300 houz’s,
Boats with hulls and decks in glass are said to be dry, so imagine tbc:,
skipper’s face when he opened his locker and the sea poured out - there
was a wild rush to inspect the other lockers, but only the skipper was out
of luck.
Next day, April 10th, the wind was gale force and we went alongside
the Harbour wall for a few hours while the tide was favourable in order to
re-provision. We left in the afternoon for St. Maws where we picked up
a mooring just off the jetty, went ashore and enjoyed a good meal in the
St. Maw’s Hotel, having first settled a bet between some visitors by infor
ruing them that it was an Irish Tricolour not some ’foreign’ flag which we
were flying.
Returning to the jetty, we had a demonstration of how not to handle
a painter, which had a ’special’ from Ashleys Book of Knots on the end.
The Ashley knot joined the Avon dinghy leaving no attachment to the shore~
The wind was kind, it carried the Avon to the centre of the Harbour, reversed about and delivered it alongside the step ready for us to board no mean feat.
Next Morning Sunday, llth April, a slight backing of the wind made
our moorings untenable, so off we went to the Hetford River, where we
tied up to an Admiralty buoy and found our way ashore to the ’local’
rightly called ’Shipwright’s Arm". Returning to "Oisin" at 2100 hours,
we had a sumptuous dinner - wines, brandy and cigars included - and so
to bed. It was still blowing a gale outside and during the night our Avon
complete with new outboard became airborne and made a forced landing
upside down.
Monday 12th April, time was running out and there was no relenting

-
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in the weather - the forecast man did not help either so we reluctantly decided
to moor "Oisin" off the Royal Cornish Yacht Club and return home for
Easter. The journey from the Helford to the Club mooring was a memorable one, motoring with bare poles across the roadstead where tankers and
other large shipping were sheltering, we were flattened on a number of
occasions by rain storms - the heaviest hard driven rain I have ever experienced. The following morning we made a sad farewell to "Oisin".
On Wednesday, 28th April, Charlie Hohn and the Skipper arrived late
in the evening at the R. C. Y.C. and having enjoyed a drink, thumbed a lift
aboard "Oisin" and settled down for the night. All next day we provisioned
the ship. In the evening, the two Reggies, Walsh and Lee, joined us. The
wind decided to act up which made contact between ship and shore in an
Avon dinghy a wet experience, but with a bit of ingenuity we eventually got
crew and stores aboard before 2400 hours.
The R. C. Y.C. is most pleasantly situated at the head of the Harbour
and although the season had not yet commenced we were welcomed and
offered all the available facilities. Indeed, the Club’s Hon. Secretary, and
those Members of the Club, who were around, did everything possible to
make ou~ stay a pleasant one.
Friday 30th April, we sailed at 0500 hours with a fair tide for Dunlaoghaire. All went well, we rounded the Lizard in a force 3 and Land’s
End in a fog, motor sailing in a force 2. The radar reflector certainly
works, two ships.changed course to sight us and being satisfied left. I
wonder what they saw on their screens - A Queen or just a Tinkerbell?
We had a reaching wind and caught the full flood at the Tuskar making Dunlaoghaire, "Oisin’s home port, at 2100 hours on Sunday, 2nd May.
During the next few months, "Fenestra’s" crew endeavoured to cope
with "Oisin" and after some time we seemed to tame her somewhat, however, with her 970 sq. ft. of spinnaker, she remains a handful when reaching in force 5/6 winds. During this time "Oisin" did not leave Dublin Bay
except for the Irish Cruising Club Race to the Isle of Man which started in
Howth on Friday, 4th June, at 2100 hours. This race and four R. A. Y. C.
events sailed under R. O. R.C. rating were all useful as tuning-up races,
and we were happy to win them on corrected time.
On Monday 7th June, "Oisin" and her sister ships joined together
off the Royal Irish Yacht Club slip and many members of the Waterfront
Clubs visited us. Dressed all over, with the sun shining brightly, we
soon called on the Club Bar to help, it was a memorable occasion and a
good substitute for a Launching Party.
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SHARK FISHING
On Saturday 26th June, "Oisin" became an ’ocean caravan’ - the skipper
and some of his family took up residence and with the help of the crew
brought her to Dunmore East for a two week vacation. The skipper’s wife
and younger members of the family going by road, stayed at the very excellent Strand Inn Hotel on the North side of the Bay.
During ou~: stay we had many young visitors and on a few occasions
went fishing off The Hook for sharks and "come what may". On each occasion we landed a small shark and a selection of smaller fish, mackerel being
predominant. For those who may be interested, we took the drifts marked
on an old chart to be seen in the Bar of the Strand Inn Hotel, one driffl due
West and the other South-East from about half-a-mile South of The Hook.
Dunmore East is changing, the old pier is being extended, whichgives
better protection from the East, but a new pier along the lovely rocky cliffs
and bird sanctuary on the other side has destroyed the beautiful old harbour,
as also has the removal of much of the red standstone cliff behind the old
pier, the material being used as foundations for the new extensions. While
we were there, quarrying was continuingunabatedwith at least three periods
of blasting each week, before which one was ordered to abandon ship in case
of accident.
We had a most enjoyable time and had a ’full house’ on most nights.
The weather was good and time passed quickly. Saturday 10th July saw us
on our uneventful way home. We passed between the Saltees, but could not
locate the beacon on the outer end of the small Salt ee(I am told that it has
since been rebuilt), and this made it necessary for us to use land marks
ashore to navigate our way past the Jackal Rock. We made a fair tide at
the Tusker and so to Dunlaoghaire with a fair wind on our port quarter.
SOUTH

FOR

THE

FASTNET

We now had three weeks before leaving for Cowes and the Fastnet
Race. A good week’s racing during the Dublin Bay Regatta intervened.
"Oisin" had her bottom cleaned and anti-fouled, stores for three weeks plus
a week’s emergency rations put on board, stowed and catalogued, and the
myriad small jobs familiar to all off-shore sailors were ticked off one by
one, Everything heavy fitted in below the level of the bunks and except for
freeze-dried foods which we carried as emergency rations and extras, only
bedding and clothing had to be accommodated above this level.
We were to have a crew of six for the Fastnet. Eric McKee was to
join us at Cowe$, and on the day of our departure, Saturday, 31st July,
"
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Stanley Dyke was racing "Vandra" at Howth Regatta. So a crew of four Charles Hohn, Dr. Ned King- from Achill, Bill Masser and the owner seen off by family and friends - took "Oisin" off hsr moorings at 1250.
A good sail to Arklow with a fair tide and a force 4 westerly in 4½ hours an average of 9 knots. After a few hours wait in the basin at Arklow,
Stanley Dyke arrived in fine form. At 2330 hours we slipped out of
Arklow making for Poole.
A good night’s sail, ticking off the lights to starboard, brought us
well South of the Tuskar before she stopped flashing. Several members
of the crew consigned an excellent breakfast to the deep, Stan!ey Dyke
tried too, but couldn’t manage it. We later discovered that his condition
was a hangover as a result of winning Howth Regatta, and splitting a
bottle of gin with Gerard FitzGerald. A stiff gin put him right’. Nothing
of interest all day (except large numbers of shearwaters and gannets).
However, at 1800 hours we heard a warning of a gale in our area. We
were then about 30 miles from the Longships, closed hauled with 2 rolls
and No. 2 jib. By 1900 hours we had 5 rolls and No. 3 jib.
"Not much progress in bumpy sea so on engine and
motor/sail like hell to get around the corner before
the gale materialises. Skipper steering 2100 to 0130
continuously bombarded by green waves as she batters
into it at 6 knots".
"0130 hours Fix on Seven Stones and Pendeen. Tacked
to port and sailed 155° to pass outside Longships. Some
worry. Bill and Ned on watch. Big sea - poor visibility.
Stanley (navigator) "apparently" taking little interest.
Seven Stones and Wolf Rock in sight but no Longships’.
Stanley takes an interest and indentifies one of the ’ships’
we have in sight as the Longships (it occults). One or two
gusts of 8 as we alter for the Runnelstone - mostly 7, but,
a big sea and "Oisin" going like a train, 7 knots steady.
Handling beautifully - raining stair-rodso"
We sailed in poor visibility across Mount’s Bay and put into HelfordRiver
to have a meal and get a bit of sleep. Anchored at 1000 hours Monday,
2nd August, cleared by H.M. Customs (and tots of Crested Ten, too’.).
Excellent lunch of stew - Skipper awarded green medal of honour for
stew-making. Discovered ship’s water tank salty - much wrath’. Left
Helford for Poole at 1815 and had a beautiful night’s sail carrying our
East going tide for twenty hours (Skipper wanted 24).
"0715 hours Tuesday 3rd August° Sight two schooners astern
and to weather. Both are carrying square sails atop the fore154.

mast and gaff-rigged mainsails. They are running up
very fast. Ned comments "They will never catch us"’.
A memorable day - hot sun and a good following breeze. Crew stripped and
soaking up the sun. Stanley working up sun sights. Ned was right the
schooners never caught us. Passed a German destroyer engaged in exercises with R.N. Helicopter and later a cruiser in shore of the Shambles
firing from four turrets (we couldn’t see what at). Skipper appeared at
1300 looking very spruce in shore-going rig, howling for his gin,~ more
speed, lunch and the life of someone in Poole who built a boat that let seawater into the freshwater tanks.
"1820 BANG’. Spinnaker guy parts at boom end just as
we are about to lower it going around Anvil- Head".
"2030 Missed the channel going into Poole and went on
the mud. Tried to motor her off - to sail her off - to
push her off. Then propped her and waited. What an
end to a perfect day’."
"2145 Settled in the mud. Food, drink and cogitation.
Skipper still in shore-going rig, but not lookir~g quite so
smart."
We got "Oisin" off at midnight and picked up a mooring for the night. Lights
on entrance to river not visible. Motored in on Wednesday morning and
tied up alongside:.. We had a very busy day getting various jobs done onthe
boat by the builders who proved most attentive and careful. The following
day, Thursday 5th August, we provisioned the boat, had lunch in the King’s
Arms and were away for Cowes at 1400 hours. Played about with a new
spinnaker rig.on the way.
"1700 hours Approaching "Sacred Cowes" sight of
Brittania, warships, square rigged ships, etc. confirms that we have arrived in the right place."
We had another magnificent meal cooked by the Skipper and then ashore for
drinks at the ISC and the Royal Corinthian, Met most of the crew of Moonduster" and "Shelmalier" and heard of their fortunes in the Admiral’s Cup
races so far.
Friday, 6th August, started for most of us with the sound of rushing
water - nothing more serious than the Skipper attending to a fouled speedometer spindle and nearly scuttling the ship in the process. The day was
spent on the trots in glorious sunshine getting the boat ready. Ashore in
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the evenint~ ~or the RORC Cocktail Party, a delicious Dinner in the ISC,
"Oohs" at tile fireworks and chat at the R. C. Y.C. The best idea of the
night, when discussing the problem of a crowded starting line, was to
slip away after ::midnight and accept the 5~o penalty for being over the line
at the start.
THE FASTNET RACE
Saturday 7th August~ dawned clear and calm - a forewarning, if we had
known it, of a very gentle Fastnet.
"1140 hours BIG BANG’. Motor cruiser coming
down river blows up in a cloud of black smoke.
Crew jump, and after nearly drifting on to
"Firebrand", the boat is towed a flaming wreck
to Westland Aircraft to be put out. A lesson to
all sitting on the trots who get a grand-stand
view".
A large fleet had now gathered and excitement mounted during the day.
Glorious sun- everyone was busy as bees - punts, rubber dinghies, etc.
scuttling about like water-beetles. Some beautiful bikini-clad female
forms proudly displaying themselves (mostly on the French yachts). Off
the trots at 1700 in a scene .of fantastic activity and out to the starting
line.
"Comment from Ned, just after the start of
Class 1, when we talk of putting the engine off,"Would you not have it going and get a run at it?"
Skipper, "It’s not allowed". "But, switch off as
we cross the line" from Ned. Loudly, from the
Skipper - It’s not allowed, Ned." (I. Y. R. U.
Rules don’t apply in Achill)..
We got a good start welt in shore, about six boats from the end of theline.
Some close tacking folIowed - boats in shore calling for water and starboard - tack:boats putting them about again as soon as they got out of the
shoal-water. We had a slight contretemps with "Caprice of Huon" but
no damage.
"1930 hours Close hauled down the Solent going
like a bomb. Almost holding our own with
"Whistler of Paget" - top boat in Class II.
Well up in the fleet and "Prospect of Whitby" to
lee and well down. "Cockade" Slightly to weather
-
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and astern. "La Sybille" astern of "Cockade", "Pen
Duick ll" (Tabarley) in shore and level. Class lll
astern covering the horizon."
A memorable sail down the Needles Channel with a sluicing tide and a clear
summery evening. Alongside the beautiful varnished Swedish boat "Honey"
for a long time - she looked magnificant. And so around the Shambles
Elbow and down the channel into the night. An uneventful night during
which we carried full sail and were surrounded by bobbing lights. The
wind fell light during the morning of Sunday and we took a leg out to sea
for three hours At 1600, 51 boats were in sight and it was falling very
light.
"1730 Skipper playing with engine to charge batteries Ned fishing - the rest sun-bathing. Not a breath of
air - Ocean Racing’."
"2035 A breath of wind from aft. Up spinnaker and
we’re off’."
We went very well on the second night quietly swishing along and passed
a number of boats. Ran past the Lizard at 0915 Monday and the Runnelstone at 1245. A grand hard day’s sail in a rising wind and sea.
"2100 "Oisin" is tearing along in force 6 S.E. with
Spinnaker and full main. Off the clock - over 10 knots
for a bit of the time. She is quite manageable but at
times takes a lot of holding when she surges".
"2200 Boat becomes unmanageable as the wind and sea
rise. Nearly broached several times. Reach the stage
that something will be carried away if we hold on, so
spinnaker is lowered and genoa set. Find to our delight
that she sails just as fast".
We had a fast sail all night and at 0915 Tuesday we hoisted the spinnaker
again having sent Bill to the masthead to retrieve a wayward halyard.
We met the first of the big boys heading back from the Rock at 0935 and
got around it ourselves at 1415. We had written several messages to
relatives on the way and tried to get them to "Huff of Arklow", cruLsing
in the area, but in the bumpy sea they could not pick up the gin bottle (it
was recovered near Bantry, 10 days later, and the messages were duly
dispatched by the co-operative finder).
The return to Plymouth was a beat the whole way. We had tuned in
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to the short-wave used by the Keepers on the Fastnet and had recorded the
order of rounding it as they reported. We, therefore, knew that although
we were fairly well up, we had a number of small boats in front of us and
had to save every second on the way back. It was an uneventful passage
until we made our landfall at the Scillies. Visibility was not good, we
fetched too far North and had to take a long leg South from Round Island
to the Bishop. Several boats in sight including "Cohoe 111". We rounded
the Bishop at 2040 hours Wednesday, gave ourselves a fright by sailing too
close to some of the ledges and bore away for the Lizard. This was a mistake, for we were headed at 0300 Thursday, and eventually had to tack
from the Runnelstone to the Lizard with a turning tide. The following
extracts describe the last leg home:"0930 hours Close hauled starboard tack
heading just inside Lizard. Bright sun,
basking sharks all round us, gin up".
"1005 Agony’. We’re stuck by the tide off
the West end of the Lizard.
Sailing at a steady 4 knots but getting nowhere.
It’s ¢~sting us hours. Agony’."
"1100 Rock-hopping around the end of the
Lizard in company with "Pen Ar Bed" and
"Salamander of Parkstone". Very tense’.
Very sharp rocks’.
"1415 Thrashing to windward across the Bay
towards Plymouth Sound. "Salamander" in
front gradually pulling away and "Pen Ar Bed"
being left behind".
"1800 Heard the BBC news that "Rabbit" has
won the "Fastnet" Race and that Gt. Britain
has won the Admiral’s Cup."
"2135 Past the breakwater in a burst of glory.
Blowing 6 from the E. - a good hard beat up the
Sound under full Main and No. 2".
We were escorted into the outer basin of the Mill Bay Dock by a most efficient launch and after a good meal aboard, all ashore for a drink and chat
at the Royal Western. Glad to be in, reasonably satisfied, but startingto
ask Why, When and Where.’?
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HOME AGAIN
We finished the Race late on Thursday. On Friday we spent a very happy
day in the Mill Bay Dock getting showers, provisions and a bit of sleep.
Great fun visiting other boats and looking at the whole fleet tied up in trots
7 deep. Hot sunny day - we really ::enjoyed ourselves. In the evening we
went to the Lord Mayor’s Cocktail Party in the magnificant Town Hall.
Lots of talk.
"0700 hours Saturday 14th August. On engine from Mill
Bay Dock, past Class III boats coming in, making for
Dunlaoghaire by way of various ports, as the spiritmoves,
the tides set, or the winds blow".
We gave "Sonata" a tow out of the harbour, she was having some engine
trouble. We were able to stop the engine at 1000 hours when a light
breeze filled in. It was an easy sail, close on the wind, and we got into
Newlynn at 1900 hours. Tied up alongside fishing boats and walked to
Penzance to stretch our legs and make some ’phone calls. We had a
memorable meal of "Chicken In The Rough" at the Ship Inn, Mousehole.
On Sunday we sailed 0900 for the Scillies. An unforgetable sail
across from the Runnelstone to St. Mary’s in wind 2-3 N. NW. Hot sun most of the crew stripped and sun-bathing. Passed a fine French yawl.
At 1515 we were alongside the Pier at St. Mary’s and all ashore to go for
a swim from the beach and have a look at the town. Some of the crew to
Evensong - a memorable Service with good singing and Widor’s Toccata
well played as a voluntary at the end. The evening was spent in the
Harbour Bar.
On Monday we wanted to have a look at Tresco, so after some
provisioning we set off across the Tresco flats at 1115 - about half tide.
Not a successful voyage. We grounded on the middle of the flats on a
falling tide - "out props, blow up dinghy, lay out kedge and warp from
jib halyard". We were getting good at it now’. Another boat coming
behind did exactly the same thing. The boat almost dried out, there
must have been 5 feet of fall and she looked very delicate on her spinnaker poles. Eric, Ned and Bill went ashore and had a wonderful day
visiting Tresco. Skipper, Charles and Stanley spent the day aboard
practicing navigation, fixing position (as if it wan’t fixed enough), and
eating. Communication between the two parties was kept by short-wave
radio - a most useful gadget. "Oisin" came off at 16.30 and we motored
back to St. Mary’s - an interesting day out.
We set off for Dunlaoghaire at 0730 hours the next day, Tuesday
¯"
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17th August in a calm. Out through the Northern Channel and steered 011°
for the Arklow LV. At 1400 a superb stew served up by the master stewmaker put the watch in good heart and the rest fast asleep. More hot sun
in the afternoon and a lot of sun-bathing. In the evening the clouds built
up and we thought we were in for a blow as forecast, but it came to nothing. At 0823 on Wednesday, we picked up the Tuskar ahead and to port very poor visibility.
"1030 hours. A happy and a sad moment - the
last of the gin is poured out, other stores are
also very slow - no eggs, fruit or vegetables.
The onions have gone over the side - Thank
God’."
To see us safely home, the weather did its bit. No force 7 as forecast
but a lovely 5 S. SW. with the spinnaker up we made great speed. Magnificent sail but sad to be finishing the trip. Motor on intermittently
to keep the speed up.
"1925 Entered Dunlaoghaire Harbour Log 2540 Distance in 19 days 1491 miles logged. End of a
wonderful trip".
What remained of the short season was spent around our home
port - day cruising and racing. In mid-September we rounded the new
Kish Lighthouse, put "Oisin" in her cradle and rocked her to sleep with
the aid of a 20-ton crane.

v

APPENDIX

"OISIN’S"

VITAL

36’
L.O.A.
26.25’
L.W.L.
Beam
10’
6’
Draft
11 tons
T.M.
Sail Area 593 sq. ft.
Engine
Fara Gota 15 B. H. P.

STATISTICS

Designer:
Moulder:
Builder:

Lloyds
R.O.R.C.

E.G. van de Stad
Tyler Boat Co. Ltd.
Southern Ocean S~applies
Ltd., Wallisdown,
Bournemouth.
100 A1
Rating 23.76 T. C. F.
.7874

TO REMIND US TO REMEMBER
Always carry a spare can of drinking water.
Avon dinghies can ’fly’ in a gale even with an outboard
attached.
A sandy bottom may not always correspond to chart data.
Believe Echo Sounder when it says ’No’.
Cadbury "Marvel" Milk Powder made in Ireland but as yet
only available in the South of England, is a perfect substitute for fresh milk.
Radar Reflectors do work.
Navigation Buoy Lights can go out.
Glass boats do not sweat more than wooden boats, nor are
they noisier in a seaway.
Stainless steel flexible guy wires don’t like an unfair lead.
After commission, service for a new boat is as essential
as for a car - we got it.
Several three foot Marker Buoys with light and flag are "a
must" if a man overboard in a heavy sea is to have any
chance of being recovered - we will have them next year.
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ROSALIND 1965
by
Myles Rothwell
Rosalind’s 1965 cruise was as usual quite unambitious, being once
again to the West Coast of Scotland. Our strength this year was increased
by the addition of Rufus, a hunt terrier aged 18 months, a great hunterand
fighter and therefore rather:a responsibility. He put up with the inconvenience of having a floating home with resignation and stood the long hours
remarkably well; on the only night passage we made we did "dope" him and
this proved quite successful, on every other occasion we managed at least
one run ashore morning and evening and, as we are fond of walking and often
stayed several days in any attractive spot, he got a pretty fair amount of
exercise. For the first time and out of interest we totted up the approximate mileage walked on this cruise and decided it was close on 400 miles.
The passage from Clew Bay to the Scottish coast this year was very
easy, our first day put us at Frenchport, only 45 miles, but mostly beating
and we thought that the dog had had enough. The second day with a fair but
light wind we sailed on through the night and put into Downings the following
morning. It is worth remarking that drift net fishers off Aranmore, with
no lights are quite a hazard. I made a very clumsy fist of the navigation
here too, with Tory Island light ahead and Aranmore astern I was relying
on picking up Inishirrer Lt. so as to know when to alter course, I failed to
identify the latter and had to accept a very indifferent fix using Tory Island
Lt. and the faint outline of Foreland Hill; there was a certain amount of
tension as an alteration too early would have put us onto the "Blowers",
which I don’t think would have been visible at night from seaward. Soon
after leaving Downings we met and spoke "Wild Goose" off Mulroy, we had
hoped to go straight for Gigha but the light wind, foul tide and fog decided
us to put into Culdaff Bay for the night. The following day the wind was
again very fluky and the engine had to be used quite a bit in order to get
intoArdminishBay onGigha in time for the dog’s evening walk. From
Gigha we went on to Crinan where we hung about making arrangements for
wintering, visiting friends and waiting for a succession of gales to pass.
From Crinan we loitered our way North, nearly always beating and visiting
L. Drumbuy and Tobermory, Salen (L. Sunart), L.Ailort, L.Nevis, Totaig
(L.Duich), Portree, Acarsaid More, L.Ewe and finally the Cabbage Garden
on Tanera More. We had intended to go as far as’L. Laxford but the persistent head winds decided us to turn South again, as we wanted to be back
in Crinan in time to leave Rosalind there and attend a wedding in the west
of Ireland.
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Going south again we had a splendid run back to Acarsaid More on
S. Rona and from there to Isle Ornsay, then back to L. Nevis (Tarbert)out
to Rhum and on down to Coil (Arinagour). Back again to Tobermory for
stores, then L.Alinr and up to Camus na Gall (Fort William), this anchorage is now much encumbered with fishing boat moorings and there is a
strong tide through it. Winds had been very light and fluky for some days
and we had needed the engine on several occasions but, after motoring to
Corran Narrows we did a very good sail the rest of the way to Dunstaffnage
where the Sea Scouts were holding a camp fire and the castle looked very
dramatic lit up by fireworks on the battlements. L. Spelve was new to us
but soon became one of our favourite anchorages; good shelter can be found
anywhere in the 1och but the SW corner and the N end (west of the mouth of
the Lussa Burn) are very good in all except easterly winds. We found the
leading marks unrecognizable but walked over one afternoon and built up the
lower cairn, our good samaritan act was amply rewarded by a splendid view
of the fleet of over 70 sail coming up from P1adda to Oban for West Highland
week. From L. Spelve we ran over to Puilldhobran, then back through
Pladda to Craobh and south through Dorus More to L. Swen (Fairey Isles)
and then put in a night at Ardfern (L. Craignish) and Righ Island, fromhere
the 4 miles back to Crinan in the early morning and thick fog were rather
nerve racking in confined channels with numerous rocks.
After our return from the wedding we had high hopes of a spell of fine
weather, but in fact the next three weeks proved the worst of the whole
summer and we disconsolately moved from one deserted anchorage toanother,
paying a second visit to Craobh, Puilldhobran, Dunstaffnage, L.A1ine, Tobermory, L. Spelve and back to L. Craignish and finally Crinan. We were disappointed not to see Rosalind hauled out before we left for home via Glasgow :
and Dublin by Burns Laird. During the cruise we sailed some 950 miles and
visited 43 anchorages, some of them twice.

*
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"She was a nice wee boat while you had her"
OR
"Why Lamita didn’t get to Carlingford".
by Alan Leonard.
C rew:

Alan Leonard, Elizabeth Leonard, Carl Martin

The Autumn bulletin urged members "to submit even a brief account
of their cruising in 1965" ---- this will be very brief as we didn’t go cruising. Due to the vicissitudes of this life, "Lamita" was not launched till
August, which scuppered the winter’s armchair cruising to far-off sunshine,
and the Skipper’s ruptured Achilles tendon two days before launching prevented even the then hoped-for cruise to the Western Isles. However the
brisk southerlies of the Carlingford Rally weekend gave us more beating than
many a week of leisurely cruising, and when the attempt to get there had
been abandoned, the passage by car over the Mournes to Rostrevor left One
in mind of the Douglas Sea and Swell scale. (Navigation Manual p. 376).
It was planned that "Helen" and "Lamita" would sail to Carlingford in
company, in as far as an 8-metre and a five tonner CAN sail in company, --which is not far. Rather, we would leave many hours before "Helen", to
be passed in a flurry of spray in the middle of the day, and arrive many
hours after her. "Lamita" set off under power at about 11.45 a.m. on
Friday, 27th, with Norman Kelly, one of "Helen’s" crew on board, as
Carl’s day off had been cancelled at the last minute. At 11.50 we were
back on the mooring with a blocked jet --- this could be attributed to the
perversity of inanimate objects, or else the engine was clairboyant and
realized that we wouldn’t get there anyway. Jet cleared, we motored down
the Lough, doing some of the odd jobs that should have been done last season.
When the Angus Rock was astern, as so often happens, we left the microclimate that Strangford Lough seems to enjoy, for the day was now cold and
grey, and already a moderate southerly was blowing. We set main and
working jib and started to beat, and beat. About 15.00 we were passed by
"Helen", much earlier than we had hoped, but blinded by the spray fromher
wake there was nothing we could do .... except beat. And beat.
At this stage we were making good progress, --- with a few rolls down
in the freshening breeze, but even the muddied maths, which I can manage
in a seaway indicated that we were unlikely either to save our tide, or to
make a landfall before dark. Never having been to Carlingford before, Iwas
reluctant to attempt to enter under these conditions, but equally we did not
want to part company with "Helen", so with St. John’s Point under our lee, we
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were glad to see her turn back for the same reason. Despite having been
many miles ahead, "Helen" passed us outside Ardglass, and we anchored
shortly after her. After a trip ashore to telephone, and later to collect
Carl, the evening was spent rolling gently in the undulating calm behind
the breakwater, listening to the force 6 or so wheeping outside. Perhaps
the "navy Cocoa" contributed to the rolling, but it did not explain the barometer’s rapid fall.
28th August: Rally Day.
The 06.45 forecast of S. W. 4-6 was not encouraging, but investigation
over the breakwater revealed virtually no wind, and a mountainous swell.
After breakfast in the cockpit, we got under way at about 08.00, to spend
the next three hours motoring or motor-sailing into light adverse winds, and
the swell. Progress was even slower than on the previous day, though in the
puffs "Lamita" stepped out well, making us long for the previous day’s wind,
so that we could BEAT, rather than just roll, and slat, and roll, and slat.
"Blow, till thou burst thy wind, if room enough" was the cry, but unfortunately
one crew member felt like that too. This, combined with the navigator’s
calculation that we could neither catch the tide nor arrive in time for the
competition, indicated that we should early abandon the attempt, take the
afternoon tide into Strangford Lough, and be sure of arriving in time for the
festivities by car. The decision taken, the wind freshened, and we enjoyed
some exhilarating surfing while broad-reaching home. We passed "Heien",
with water streaming off her foredeck as off a submarine surfacing, just north
of St. John’s Point. After a brief stop in Ardglass in company with "Sheenan",
we returned tO Whiterock as decided earlier, sailing very hard pressed under
four rolls and working jib from Audley’s Roads to Whiterock - the wind was
bursting forth in response to our cry.
Extensive telephoning revealed that "Helen", having raised Annalong
abeam ( ? ’. ), had come to the same conclusion as ourselves. She had hoped
to catch the tide at Strangford Bar, but having sailed the ten miles or so to
Ardglass at an average of just under nine knots (under main and spinnaker)
realized that she would fail to do so by just twenty minutes. A rapid drive to
Ardglass to collect "Helen’s" crew, a "hard trash" to windward over the
mountains, and we arrived just in time for the most enjoyable dinner. After
the weekend’s strenous sailing, and the even more strenous hop after the
dinner for theyounger crew members, a long lie-in was the order of the day
on Sunday, and a day’s Ieisurely sailing on the Bank Holiday completed
"Lamita’s .... cruise" for 1965.
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"HELEN OF HOWTH"

- HOWTH/VIGO -

1965

Our programme for Helen’s 1965 cruise was very similar to last yeaz’s
We were due to leave Howth for Vigo at 7.00 p.m. on Friday, 25th June, and
to be back in Howth four weeks later. It was hoped to spend two weeks easy
cruising on the coast in the vicinity of Vigo before changing part crew for the
return trip.
Our outward crew consisted of Bob Fannin, Bertie Smyth, Hilary Bell
and Howard Greer in the Starboard Watch; Ken Cooke, Dick Watson, and Pat
Greet in the Portwatch; the Skipper acting as Cook and Navigator did not take
a watch.
Once again our idea was to have a comfortable cruise direct to SpaiP
with no attempt at high speed. Once again we were to abandon this idea and
find ourselves trying to equal last year’s record breaking (for Helen) trip’.
As the Skipper’s watch indicated 7,00 p.m. precisely we cast off from alongside the West Pier at Howth hoisting No, 2 Jib Foresail and Mizzen to a
force six westerly breeze. We were soon travelling at about eight and a half
knots but as the wind eased Foresail was set, but by the time we were off
Wicklow Head at 22.30 hours we were down to four knots with all sail. By
02.00 hours after a spell under engine we were close hauled to a forty knot
breeze causing sail to be reduced again, and at 06.15 hours Tuskar was
abeam exactly at the same time as last year. Now we were away on our
course 205°C. for Cabo Villano with double reefed main and No. 2 jibmaking
six knots with the barometer standing at 1025 millibars and rising.
Just about midnight Saturday/Sunday, we fixed our position by bearings
on the Loom of the Bishop and Seven Stone Lights which agreed closely with
our dead reckoning position. Our speed was now about 7½ knots, but with
the wind easing and veering as per the weather forecast, our day’s run turned
out to be 165 miles.
The following morning found us hoisting the Spinnaker with a nice day
and steady speed of about seven knots. Later, we set the Spinnaker on two
booms and with no other sail set were making good progress. With no other
sail to interfere with the Spinnaker we find that the sail sets as steady as a
rock and steering is very easy, even in a big sea as we had on this occasion.
By 20. 100 hours that night the going had become somewhat hectic, so we
lowered Lhe Spinnaker for the night and changed back to three reefed main, the
Genoa being boomed out tO Starboard as the wind was dead aft. Sunday’s
mileage turned out to be 140.
,.
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We ran all night at about six knots and at 0600 hours a large tanker
the "Texaco-Maine" passed close to Starboard on a reciprocal course.
The wind was steadily veering and about force five, so that at i(I, 00
hours we gybed and thus had the wind slightly on our port quarter. Ken
Cooke got a set of Sunfixes so navigationally all was in order too. Our usual
sweepstake on the estimated time of arrival was organised and caused the
usual hilarity. As might be expected the skipper came in for some charges
of "fiddling the books" especially as it later turned out that Pat won’. Bob
Fannin’s record of the matter in the form of cartoons in the ship’s scrapbook will give pleasure for many a long day. Monday’s run to~alled 173
miles - an average of just over 7 knots, so we were making very good headway.
During the night three ships passed on a reciprocal course to starboard,
so clearly we were right on course for Villano. The "Captain’s Cocktail
Party" held before lunch was a great success. On Helen on such an occasion
the First Class and Second Class passengers (Port, and Starboard watches)
are allowed to mix freely. The results are always humorous. At noon
R. D. F. bearings on Villano and Finisterre agreed.with our dead reckoning
position, but R.D.F. on Lugo put us fifteen miles to the North. The barometer at 1020 millibars was now slowly falling and visibility had reduced to
under two miles. In normal visibility we should have expected to have
picked up land by now, so we altered course to port in order to close it and
at 16.30 hours we picked up Villano and got a bearing on Finisterre.
The wind now falling lilght called for use of the engine and as night was
coming on there was no point in motoring, so we decided to seek anchorage
at Ria de Corcubion. Our anchor was safely down in four fathoms at 2300
hours - four days - four hours, i.e. 100 hours and 683 miles from Howth
our average speed being 6.83 Knots.
We were under way at 6.50 the next day, Wednesday, 30th June. Unfortunately, there was no wind so making 6½ knots we motored down the coast
using our Auto Pilot at times to enable preparations for Harbour Routine to
be completed.
Still under engine we berthed alongside at Vigo at 15.10 hours - 734
miles from Howth. Bertie, Bob and Ken were due to leave on Sunday when
my wife, Bun, was due to join us so our fast trip had given them a few days
to enjoy leisurely cruising in the vicinity. Meals in the PAJARINO- a small
restaurant near the quay became frequent as were periods at the Bar at the
Real Club Nautico de Vigo. When we left Vigo some weeks later there still
was a reserved card on one of the tables marked "Reserved for Senor Smyth"
so Bertie had left his mark - in more than one way’.
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Thursday I know will not be forgotten by any of us, nor will the lunch.
We sailed from Vigo to Isla Agudo - a high precipitous Island at the entrance
to Vigo Bay. We lay in the sun and swam and by mid-afternoon were hungry,
need I say thirsty. There is one little Bar on the Island up amongst the pine
trees overlooking the lagoon and a long curved sandy beach on which the clear
waters glistened.
Eight of us sat on the Balcony with this delightful foreground and Vigo
Bay and the surrounding mountains stremhing away to the East of it. Beer
was followed by a lovely meal of fish, salad, Pommes Frites, Wine and
Coffee .... Itzwas five o’clock and the sun was still shining i~hen we paid
our bill amounting to 35/- for all eight of us, and took the winding path
through the pines back to the beach.
Our passage crew left on Sunday and Bun 3~ined, so with just the six ~Pat and Hilary, Dick, Howard, Bun and myself, we spent the next two weeks
very pleasantly. We anchored at San Adrian, Ensenada de Barra, Bayonna,
Ensenada de Limens, Ria Aldan, Ensenada de San Simon, Redondella, and
Isla Agudo, besides several calls at Vigo.
Wine is 1/3d a litre, sea food supplies are unending in variety and~the
weather was fine, though according to the locals not up to standard. As far
as we were concerned, however, it was ideal. There is a sparkling wlnc Vino Rosa1 at about 2/- a bottle which we all enjoyed.
Vigo makes a very fine base. The Yacht Club - . Real Club de
Nautico de V/go offers all facilities, postal address, showers, restaurant,
water supplies and one can obtain charts, etc. The Town is a fine one with
excellent shops and a whole range of Restaurants. There is a fine market
for meat, fish and vegetables, and milk supplies are good. One can either
lie alongside or anchor about a cable from the Quay in 6/8 fathoms.
Perhaps our favourite anchorage is Ensenada de B~rra where there is
good shelter from West South West through North to East North East which
covers prevailing wind directions. It has a beautiful clean white sandy
beach with delightfully clear water and as there is .no road to the beach one
can expect to be the only people there, except, perhaps, in the evening when
the fishermen come and net sardines from the shore.
I strongly recommend a cruise to Vigo and vicinity. It is a perfect,
unspoiled cruising ground, well worth the long trip down and back. I
recommend, too, doing a straight trip there, though one could readily make
a call at the Scillies without incurring any extra mileage. This would break
the journey in two fairly equal parts.
,.
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Dick Watson and Bun left to fly home on Saturday, 17th July when
Dermot Luke, Ross Courtney, Kevin Mackey and Jim Cox joined us, so
we were nine for the journey home. We sailed from Vigo at 14.45 hours
in bright sunshine with a smart northerly breeze. We tacked up the
coast with Yankee, Main and Mizzen, sailing nicely at 6 to 6½ knots. We
entered the small fishing village of Corrubedo at 2200 hours and dropped
anchor.
There is a lot to be said for making some quiet ap.chorage for the
first night after a spell of easy going and when a new crew join~ as it
allows all to settle in before any rough stuff begins.
Our anchor came on board at 11.00 hours on Sunday, 18th July and
we were off on our trip to the North. We started out under Yankee,
Forsail and Reefed Main, but as we cleared Cabo Corrubedo the wind
eased and we shook out our reefs. Then later as the wind eased we had a
further change to light Genoa and tacked to the Northard.
Having a very strong crew to work the ship I intended to take the
opportunity to compare the various navigational aids which we had on the
way home, so at 14.30 hours I took and worked a Sun Sight while still
within sight of land and on plotting it agreed well with our visual Fixes.
We streamed the Walker Log and whilst plotting dead reckoning on the
basis of our Brooks and Gatehouse Harrier, we recorded and compared
the results just for experience.
With the wind falling light we motored past Cabo Torinano and took our
departure with a fix on Cabo Torinano and Cabo Villano at 12.45 hours. For a
few hours around midnight Sunday/Monday we had light breezes from the West to
whichwe set every sail we had, including Mizzen Staysail, but by 0500 hours
on Monday, 19th July, the wind had settled down in the North West about 3/4
which was pretty well in line with the B.B.C. forecast which gave winds
westerly veering north westerly 2/4 and later 5o
We laid 025° on our compass on the port tack after allowing two
degrees for deviation and broadly heading for Dunmore East in order to
keep a little westing in hand in case we were headed. A meridian altitude was taken at 1445 and after a spell on 035° to facilitate a comfortable
lunch, we went back on to our intended course 025°. Our speedometer
indicated 7½ knots, but as the wind slowly eased our speed dropped to 6,
though we experienced some very violent squalls. Our run to midnight
totalled 150 miles.
Further reductions in sail were required during the night as some
really heavy squalls were experienced. A small ship of some 1500
o
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tons or so had been a mile or so astern and on our port quarter all afternoon; in the squalls we pulled away and as the wind eased she caught us
again. In the small hours, however, she got away from us for good for
the stainless steel clew in our heavy Yankee made by Ratsey’s and fashioned in 3/8" stainless steel parted. Those on her bridge must have had
a fine action picture of us handing the heavy sail in the fierce squall with
our floodlights on. Then in daylight we were up to Yankee, Main and
Mizzen. A sun sight at 10.30, a meridian altitude at 14.40 were worked
and plowed and Consol Bearings together with D.R. bearings on Ploneis
were made, but as our dead reckoning position and sun sigt~_t.s agreed and
the ~:adio bearings did not, we accepted the former and decided to ignore
the latter.
Midnight on Wednesday found us headed away to 015° as the w_~nd
had veered again, our day’s run being 141 miles so we were doing just
about 6 knots average. Further morning sun sights and meridian altitude
worked out well and shortly Bishop Rock Lighthouse was seen standing like
the top of a pencil over to the westward. As its base was well down below
the horizon, we could not take a vertical sextant angle but guessed that we
were 5/10 miles to the westward of our expected position, presumfibly due
to the Flood setting us in towards the channel.
An R/T call via Ilfracombe Radio to Dublin enabled us to report our
position and course was altered to 015° for the Tuskar, but as the wind
varied in strength and direction our course also varied. By midnight we
had completed another day~ the run being 155 miles°
In the early hours of Thursday, 22nd July, the wind was steadily
falling and speed was down to 4 knots. By 11.15 we had to start the
engine and were motoring along in a glossy calmo At 11o35 Tuskar was
sighted dead ahead as had been indicated by frequent R.D.F. bearings and
the usual celebration - the "Captain’s Cocktail Party" was held after a spell
when the engine was stopped so that bathing could be enjoyed.
We passed just tG Starboard of the Tuskar at 14.05 and with no
wind we motored on up the coast picking up our mooring at Howth at
0250 hours Fridays 23rd July. Our Harrier Log indicated 688 miles from
Corrubedo which agreed within ° 93~ with our distance on the chart.
The mileages were as follows:Howth/Vigo ......
736 miles°
Vigo/Howth .......
729 miles.
Cruising near Vigo
. o. 500 miles approx.
Total .. o
= 1,965 miles
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A VISIT TO BRITTANY & BELLE ISLE IN "SETANTA"
by
Max Hogan
I had for so long hoped for a cruise to Brittany that, when invited during
February last to join "Setanta" for such a cruise, I immediately jumped at the
invitation. From then to July my great worry was that anything would happen
to interfere with the trip. Nothing did, however, and, on Sunday morning
July 4th we assembled in Crosshaven, all set for our cruise.
The crew was Skipper Fred Cudmore, and three of his sons, Richard,
Fred, and Peter, and myself.
The sun was warm, the sea calm, and, though the wind was not exacdy
where we would like it, we were optimistic. While the junior members of the
crew did the final stowing, we, had the inevitable "ONE FOR THE ROAD" in
the Club, and, after the final family goodbyes, we went aboard, secretly or
perhaps not so secretly pitying those who were not going cruising to Brittany.
Sunday, July 4th.
We left our moorings under engine, main and Genoa at
14.15 and at 14.50 off Roches Point we set course for the Scillies, 132 miles
away, and trailed log. At 15.45 we set the Spinnaker, and stopped engine;
but, almost immediately at 16.00 a sudden shift of the wind caused us to hand
the Spinnaker and set the Genoa. From then on our optimism was justified,
and it was not long tillweboomed out the Genoa, and on our first night at sea,
a lovely moon-lit night, we were ’bowling along on course at 6/7 knots with
boomed out Genoa.
Shortly after Dawn on Monday 5th a pigeon joined us for Breakfast,
and he remained with us until nearly Brest, even then it took the combined
efforts of the crew with the aid of the Fog horn to persuade him to land in
France.
Monday, July 5th. At 11.45 we could see the Scilly Isles, and, at 14.15
with log reading 134 miles, conditions being so favourable, we altered course
for the Chenal de Four, distance 91 miles. We were hoping that if favourable conditions lasted we would make the South going tide through the Chenal
de Four. This was again a lovely night. There was a good deal of traffic
around, and the phospherous streaks in the water made by fish were very
noticeable. Our good luck held, and at 14.30 we had Pt. St. Mathew abeam,
nearly exactly 48 hours from Roches Point 253 miles, and only 12 miles we
As
calculated from Brest. Here we hauled the log, and headed for Brest.
we approached Brest the large number of gun sites, and fortifications,

defending the Naval Harbour, were very evident. At 1800 we tied up to the
Pier in Brest. As we did so we were warned by an Officer to go to the
Customs; but, when we did so, found they were all closed till next day.
Wednesday, 7th July. We decided to spend this day in Brest clearing
Customs, stocking up with both wet and dry stores, changing money, sightseeing etc. We first visited the Customs, and what little French we knew,
and the little English they knew, did not help much. Eventually, in exasperation, the Customs Officer took one Passport at random, and filled up all the
necessary forms, while, at the same time, promoting the only member of
the crew, whowas not a Cudmore, to Skipper and Owner. We have heard
that, in recent years, the French Authorities have tightened up their Customs
regulations; but, from our observation, it appears they forgot to inform
their Port Officers.
Thursday, 8th July ~ Having got all our stores aboard this morning, at
1430 we left under main and Genoa for Camaret to be in a better position
to make the South going tide in the Raz de Seine on Friday. We anchored
at Cameret at 1600 and launched the punt. Then we all set to work to
remove traces of our uninvited guest, the Pigeon, Here we had a visit from
a French family who were in Camaret preparing to start for Ireland next day.
They intended doing the East Coast of Ireland; but, having sampled our
Duty free Irish Whiskey, and listened to us for a while, they changed their
minds, and made the South West Coast their objective. When we returned
to Cork, 14 days later, they were in Crosshaven, and I think they did not
regret having changed their minds.
Friday, 9th July. Up anchor at 8.1S with main and Genoa set on a bright
sunny morning, we headed for the Raz de Seine. The wind lightened, and
headed us so we started engine. When the wind freshened again at 10.15 we
stopped engine; but not for long, as we had to start it once more at 11.45
Our timing for the Raz was perfect, and we went through on the tide in ideal
conditions, and set course for Audierne where we dropped Anchor at 1600.
Audierne is a pleasant little sea-side resort with a fine beach and a large
number of dinghys. One of these, crewed by a boy and girl, called on us
for a chat. They both spoke English, and were very friendly. They invited
the junior members of the crew to meet them later when they would have a
car to visit places around. It may just have been an excuse to meet the
most junior member of the crew, who was an outstanding success with the
fair sex at all the Ports of call.
Saturday, 10th July. We left Audierne at 1330 under main and Genoa, and
set course for the Pt. de Penrnarche which we had abeam at 1515. We then
altered course for Benodet where we anchored at 1930 hrs. We did not leave
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here until Tuesday 13th as Peter was feeling the effects of change of food
etc., and was completely ’knocked’ out. The weather also was then more
lfke Irish than French Summer weather, and forecasts were bad. On the
Monday we visited the ancient Cathedral City of Quimper by river ferry.
Tuesday I3th July. Left Benodet at 0950 for Belle:Isle; but, as the wind
headed us, we altered course for Concarneau where we arrived at 1300.
While the junior members of the crew did the town for the afternoon, the
Skipper and I spent a very interesting time inspecting the harbour and the
facilities for handling and distributing fish landed by the ninny big trawlers
using the Port. When processed and packed, there were hug~ lorries and
trailers provided with a bunk for a spare driver, ready to distribute the
fish throughout the country. Also of much interest in Concarneau is Le
Ville Close, an ancient walled fortress in the town overlooking the harbour.
This has now become a kind of folk museum. Here as you walked the
very narrovr streets you can see craftsmen making souvenirs for tourists,
carving, leather work etc. While walking along one of the battlements,
overlooking the harbour, we saw Tom Doyle’s yacht "ELSA" from Cork
come in and anchor. Later we had a get-to-gether on Setanta= when we
got news of his cruise. He had been to Belle Isle, and gave us some information about the harbour etc. This was the eve of Bastile Day so we were
treated to a fire-work display at nightfall.
Wednesday 14th July. We left Concarneau at 0800 under engine in poor
visibility. Again Belle Isle was our objective. As we left, there was a
salute of 21 guns (for Bastlle Day, not for us). At 0830 we trailed the log
and set course for Basse Jaune. By 0930 the day was brightening, and
visibility improving so we set main and genoa and at 11.15 we stopped
engine. At 1350 we had Pen men Pt. abeam. Conditions were now
excellent - warm sunshine, calm sea and wind force 2-3. At 1615 we
had Pointe de Poulains .(Belle ’Isle) abeam, so we hauled log, read~ng 40
miles. At 1730, outside the enclosed harbour of Le Palais (Belle Isle)
we handed all sail launched the punt, and entered the harbour under engine.
We dropped anchor, got a line ashore and moored stern to Quay, like about
twenty other boats of all sizes before us. At nightfall again, we had
another fire-work display.
Thursday, 15th July. A glorious day - Spent it sunbathing, and swimming.
Friday, 16th July. This morning we had Welsh visitors aboard who gave
us a lesson in old Irish and Church history. At 12.15 we left Le Palais,
under engine, hoping to get as far as L’Abervrach, 125 miles away on the
first leg of our journey home. At 12.30 we streamed log, set main and
Genoa, and at 1500 we could stop engine. At 1705 we had Pen Men Pt.
abeam. At 2130 Penmarch light was sighted on course, and at 2315 itwas
""
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abeam, log reading 58 miles. The Raz de Seine was 21 miles ahead,
and with the North going tide commencing at 0040 we were all set to go
through on the tide. At 0330 there were audible sighs of relief as,
through the Raz, we set course for Bas de Lis, and at breakfast time on
Saturday 17th we were plugging through the Chenal de Four, under engine
against the tide with no wind, and making very little progress. It was
0945 before we had the Four Tower abeam, and 1205 before, with Porsal
buoy abeam, we altered course for L’Abervrach, and hauled log, reading ll5 miles. At 1515 we anchored at L’Abervrach.
Sunday 18th July. Visibility was not more than ½ mile this morning,
and forecast was bad. We walked to Landida, about 1 mile, for Mass.
When we returned conditions had not improved, so visited the Bale des
Agnes Hotel where we signed the visitors book. On looking back through
the pages we found the signatures of our Skipper and his crews on
previous occasions. The bar is decorated with burgees of many yacht
clubs, and the Skipper regretted he had not a spare one to add to the
collection. The 6 p.m. forecast was better, and, so to avoid delay, we
had dinner aboard, the junior members of the crew providing the wine
for this meal. Then, having changed a11 our French money into wine
and Cammenbert cheese, we prepared for sea. At 1930 up anchor and
to sea under engine. At 2015 off Libenter Buoy we trailed log. At
0200 we stopped engine. Here, for the first time, conditions were unpleasant. In a nasty cross sea we were rolling a lot, also for the first
time, we handed the Genoa at 0400 and set our No. I jib. At 0800 hrs.
we could again set the Genoa and by 10.30 we had to start the engine.
At about 1400 we could see the Scillies, and at 1815 we hauled the log,
reading 104 miles. We anchored in the harbour at Hugh Town at 2015.
Tuesday 20th July. This was a glorious warm sunny day which we
spent swimming and sunbathing in Hugh Town. In the evening we had a
very acceptable meal in the Tregmartin Hotel, and the Skipper made
contact with home per ’phone. As this was the first news we had had
from home since 4th July, we were glad to hear and report that everything was O.K.
Wednesday 21st July. We got anchor aboard at 0900 and headed out
over the Tresco fiats to sea on the last leg .~f our journey home. To
one not having done it before, passing over the Tresco fiats is a hairraising affair. The water is so clear the rocks appear to be covered
only by a couple of feet of water. At 1000 off New Grimsby, we set
course for Roches Point, 133 miles away and trailed log. This final
leg of our cruise was a long and tedious one as the wind was heading us
all the time, and we could not maintain our course. All night the wind
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continued to head us, and by 0400 was N.W. even though every forecast
told us it would go S.W. However, early on Thursday 22nd it did go into
the West, and we could alter course for the Daunt Lightship, having
picked up the signals on the Berne Loop. At 1830 with the lightshipabemm,
we hauled the log, reading 138 miles, and at 2015 we picked up our moorings to receive a welcome from, amongst others, our French friends of
Cameret.

Thus ended a very pleasant cruise. We were 19 days away, and got as
far as Belle Isle as hoped, having visited most of the usual calling places
along the Brittany Coast. What lovely sandy beaches there are along this
part of the Coast. At first we were puzzled by the clusters of Caravans,
as we thought, on some of these beaches. Later we discovered thesewere
Tents, large, comfortable, providing possibly two sleeping compartments
and a living space. Of special interest was La Ville Close in Concarneau,
the high walls surrounding it, and also the walls and fortifications surrounding the town and harbour of Le Palais on Belle Isle, also the large number of
boats fishing along the coast, and one is continually seeing buoys marking
lobste:r . pots.
The weather was kind to us, much, I am sure, to the Skipper’ s relief, as
though he had done many cruises;none of the rest of the crew had been
out of sight of land on a yacht before. After this visit to the Brittany Coast,
it surprised me that we do not do a big export trade in Irish Whiskey. I
think at every Port we had visitors aboard, and, without exception, when
invited to drink they invariably choose Irish Whiskey. In Concarneau we
were asked by a passing trawler where we were from, and when we replied,
IRELAND, the answer was "Ah - Ireland’. Whiskey".
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The Admiral’s Cup
by
Denis Doyle
This year it was decided to enter an Irish Cruising Club team for the
Admiral’s Cup contest, the first time an Irish team had been entered for
this event. The Admiral’s Cup is now, probably, the premier yachting
event in the world and entering for it would mean that we must select new
boats which had never sailed before in the very hot international competition and put them against the pick of seven other countries. However,
it was considered that the experience to be gained,would be well worth
while and the performance could be used as a yardstick against which
future campaigns would be planned. There is only one way to get to the
top and that is to get in amongst the top boats.
Trials were held from Cork in early June. Unfortunately only three
boats could be present, MOONDUSTER, Denis Doyle, SHELMALIER OF
ANGLESEA, Ken Wilby and SONATA, Perry Goodbody. The winds were
light for the whole week-end and no experience of heavy weather performance could be obtained. The results were very inconclusive. Shelmalier
was having teething troubles and not sailing anywhere near her form.
Myth of Malham, D & B Livingstone could not be present owing to other
commitments. Her form had to be judged by her performance in
R. O. R.C. races; a very unsatisfactory arrangement. An extension of
time for our entry was obtained and eventually Moonduster, Shelmalier
and Myth of Malham were selected with Sonata as reserve.
The results of the four Admiral’s Cup races are given at the end
of this article and as Sonata also took part in these races her position is
also included.
Considering the very high standard of the competition and the
amount of practice which the skippers and crews were able to put in
before the series the final position cannot be considered to be too bad.
However it can only be looked at as a basis on which to improve our
performance and we must take note of the mistakes made and put them
right.
The shore organisation was lacking and must be brought up to the
standard of our competitors. This is important since the skippers and
crews must be relieved of many minor worries and chores and given time
for rest between races as well as the appropriate relaxations.
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Experience has been gained of the stresses and strains to be found
in top flight ocean racing with big fleets and in the split second accuracy
in timing and pilotage so essential in the short races. The mistakes that
were made will not be repeated again.
Any Irish team must suffer from one very serious handicap, It
is impossible for an Irish based and crewed yacht to find the time to take
part in the long series of R. O. R. C. races which are held on the south
coast of England before the Admiral’s Cup serte~ and which serve as such
a wonderful chance for working up the performance of a boat. To help to
offset this it might be possible to arrange more extensive trials in our own
waters, dividing these up between Cork and Dublin, the necessary passages
between these ports being made under racing conditions. It should be
essential that all contenders for places in the team should attend these
trials.
This would ensure a fairer choice fox the team and with all contenders racing regularly together would help to build up the essential team
spirit and aggressive sailing,
It is hoped that at least one other new yacht will be available for the
1967 trials and maybe some other members may move into this field. When
one considers the age of the very successful Australian yacht Caprice of
Huon it is clear that a new yacht is not essential.
There is every reason to expect that all our contenders in 1967 will
do better than ever after a hard season of racing in this coming year. We
have learnt our lessons and are now in a position to get climbing up the
ladder to the top so we will wish our team in 1967 every success.
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ADMIRAL’S
Channel Race

CUP

Elapsed Time

RESULTS

Moonduster.

43. 03. 08

37. 03. 19

Shelmalier
Myth of Malham

39. 03. 40
42. 00. 05

35. 28. 39
35. 41. 49

Place
Class I,
20
9
12

Sonata

42. 39. 43

36. 55. 10

19

17. 14. 25

35
33

17. 05. 47

16. 19. 59
16. 17. 06
RETIRED 16. 13. 08

15. 45. 36
15. 23. 34
16. 00. 03

14. 54. 25
14. 48. 46
15. 04. 51

14. 57. 46

15. 47. 16

13
8
26
21

112. 36. 38
106. 39. 52

96. 55. 25
96. 52. 22

i7
16

97. 08. 24
97. 12. 56

I8
19

Britannia Cup
Moonduster
Shelmalier
Myth of Malham
Sonata

16. 54. 07

N.Y. Yacht Club
Cup
Moondu ster
Shelmalier
Myth of Malham
Sonata

Corrected Time

25

Fastnet Race
Moonduster
Shelmalier
Myth of Malham
Sonata

J[

114. 17. 45
112. 20. 10

m

Final placings - Admiral’:: Cup
Great Britain ......... 420
Australia ............ 376
Holland .............. 316
U.S.A ............... 313
France .............. 231
Sweden .............. 182
Ireland .............. 163
Germany ............

53
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channel, Cowes and Fastnet races in "Sonata"
by
Commander Peter Kavanagh
During the Winter of 1964-65, Perry
thirteen year old boat "Sonata" re rigged to
with a view to improving her performance.
ping of a new metal mast and conversion to

Goodbody set about having his
the design of Robert Clarke,
The work including the stepmasthead rig.

It had been decided to enter an Irish Team consisting of three boats
for the Admirals Cup series, the results of which are decided on four races,
The Channel, The Brittania Cup, The New York Cup and The Fastnet. Myth
of Malham was selected at an early stage because of her impressive ocean
racing record, while the other possible representative included two new
boats, Denis Doyles "Moonduster" and Ken Wilby’s "Shelmalier of Anglesea",
with "Sonata" also on the short list. A series of shake-down races between
the latter three boats were arranged in June to iron out any teething troubles,
aid tuning and exercise crews and while no conclusions could be drawn from
relative performances they served their purpose. In due course the Irish
team was announced as "Myth of Malham", Shelmalier of Anglesea", and
"Moonduster", with "Sonata" as reserve boat. As "Sonata" would have to
prepare for the races and proceed to Cowes the Skipper decided to take part
in this.
Preparations for the series fell squarely or~ the shoulders of the
Skipper and his No. I., Jim Butler, as the crew were scattered far and wide
throughout the country, but when "Sonata" set sail from Cork Harbour on
23rd July, nothing had been neglected. She made a good passage to Cowes
in two days and five hours, although very short handed, arriving there to
establish unofficial squatters rights on one of the up-river trots before the
harbour became too crowded.
By the time I joined the "Sonata", on the 29th July, Cowes waterfront
was a hive of activity with final preparations and tuning being carried out
for the Channel Race. H.M.S. Brittania, the Royal Yacht, was anchored
in Cowes Roads where several foreign naval vessels, including the square
rigged Amerigo Vespucci, and two French naval training schooners were
to anchor during the week.
Nicky, a Latvian domi(:iledlinAustralia, and Don, a Welshman, living
locally, joined us before we left for the start of the Channel Race, making
a cosmopolitan crew of ten. Both our additions were of immense helphaving
had a good deal of ocean racing experience, Nicky a veteran of the SydneyHobart race, and Don having a lot of local knowledge.

On Friday 30th July we proceeded towards Southsea for the start
of the Channel race in light airs, towing two of our Admiral Cup team
towards the line en route, our Skipper being very anxious to help the
side had anticipated their possible need.
There were 116 starters for the race, including 21 of Admirals
Cup teams, it was over a distance of 225 miles, the Course being to
Owers Light Vessel, Royal Sovereign Light Vessel, Le Havre Light
Vessel and thence back to Spithead. Awaiting the start in fluky conditions withthe first of the ebb from Portsmouth Harbour, the fleet of 116
cruisers ranging around like dinghies and jockeying for position were a
sight to gladden the yachtsmans eye. We went for the weather end of the
line in company of such giants as Americas "Caper" sailed by Bus Musabaker, smoking a cigar like a spinnaker boom, where there was a good
deal of barging at a buoy which some treated as a distance mark while
others considered it a mark of the course.
By the time the fleet had got to the Forts the wind had almost died
except for scattered puffs which occasionally sent boats scurrying jubilantly ahead, but only for brief moments of short lived glory, most
vessels including "Sonata" eventually kedging for a while in the foul ebb
tide.
Around 1600 as the tide slackened we were under way again, the
fleet being scattered across the Solent some tacking towards the mainland and others towards the Island, the slight advantage going to the
latter who were able to set spinnakers on an early wind shift. Around
Nab Tower some boats could be seen hard on the wind while others a
half mile away had spinnakers set on the same course. While approaching
Owers Light Vessel the wind veered through more than 1800, occasionally
backing temporarily and causing some confusion, but eventually setting in
the North East force 5. Our position at Owers was fifth in class and 85 in
fleet, while Moonduster was 2nd in class and 78th in fleet, the smaller
vessels of Class 11 and 111 having been most successful on this leg, particularly those who had tacked on wind shifts.
At Owers course was set for the Royal Sovereign some 44 miles
to the Eastward with a following spring tide. As the mark could not be
layed most vessels took an inshore tack, "Sonata" electing to stay offshore while tide was flooding to tacking inshore around Beachy Head in
slack water. As we converged on the fleet, having tacked to starboard
a few miles West of the Royal Sovereign, we seemed tobe very well placed,
but the wind then backed and we found ourselves headed in a foul tide.
Around this time we were almost run down by a port tack boat in the dark
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and had to go about smartly to avoid her. We rounded the light vessel
at 0430.on the 31st having taken 2½ hours to do the last six miles. A
few of us who had been ashore too long were a little seedy during this
first taste of weather, but the supper time stew was blamed without regard
to the cooks feelings.
The 77 mile leg from Royal Sovereign to Le Havre buoy was made
in beautiful weather and sailing conditions, course around South by West
and the breeze Nor’Westerly force 2 to 4, the boats broad reaching under
spinnakers for most of the distance. We were fortunate in getting a good
fix by a meridian altitude and a D.F. bearing as we approached the French
coast and were able to set course for the buoy with confidence in spite of
our log behaving very erratically and the buoy, listed as a radio beacon,
not in fact transmitting. As the breeze softened the smaller boats improved
their position very much and there was little between the classes at the Le
Havre buoy.
On rounding the buoy at 1802 on Saturday 31st July, the rhumb line
course to Nab Tower -was 344°, distance approx. 70 miles, but the best we
could make with the wind, N.W. xN. was 010°. However within half an hour
of rounding, the wind freed until we were able to sail within a half point of
the rhumb line in a force 3 breeze, which we carried to Owers Light Vessel
when we arrived at 0600 on Sunday 1st August.
From Owers we chose a starboard tack course to Nab Tower rather
than the alternative of continuing to the mainland on the port tack, arriving
Nab at 0735. Later boats managed to make Nab Tower from the Le Havre
buoy without tacking, apparently getting a more favourable slant of wind,
while others who had continued on the starboard tack for some time after
rounding, hoped to lee bow the tide, found they actually overstood Nab Tower.
We crossed the finishing line at 0839, 26th boat to finish, being
19th in class and 103rd over all on corrected time, Shelmalier leadingthe
Irish Boats being 9th in class and 77th overall. Britain’s Quiver IV was
1st in Class I while the overall winner was the British owned Spanish built
Andorran rated at the bottom of Class III. "Sonata" was 1st on both
elapsed and corrected time in the A Division competition of her class which
is reserved for boats more than four years old who have not won a prize in
a major competition. Australia’s Caprice of Huon, the amazing 13 year
old boat designed by Robert Clark, built of rare Huon pine which takes about
1,000 years to grow and had taken her original owner 16 years to collect,
was first in class 11, with a corrected time 50 minutes better than the
Class 1 leader.
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We found Cowes really chock-a-block with boats of all descriptions
upon our return. Once again we ventured to squat on an up-river trot,
but only managed to stay there through the blarney of the skipper and soft
heart of a harassed Harbour Master whose job during the week was an
unenviable one. The town itself was by now bursting at the seams with
sailors from yachts and v~iting naval vessels and a heavy influx of
holiday makers and spectators for Cowes week. We felt most grateful
to the yacht clubs, who extended honorary Membership to the visiting
yachtsmen, thus providing a shorebase, somewhere to eat, drink and
relax in comfort, have a shower and meet fellow competitors. The Island
Club deserves special mention for their wonderful planning and organisation
which enabled them to facilitate so many visitors.
We again set sail on Thursd~:3rd August for the Brittania Cup
race, sailed in the Solent over a distance of about 35 miles. The starting
line, which was about two miles long extended Northward from the Royal
Yacht Squadron clubhouse and had an unhealthy number of sightseers and
camera fiends along it, Bloodhound with Prince Philip at the helm7 being
particularly harassed by them. The start was to Westward and to Windward
in a force 3 breeze against a strong tide, some of the 65 starters tacking
to the Island shore and others to the North shore, "Sonata" taking the latter
course more by circumstances at the start than by firm choice and it turned
out to be the more successful one.
The tides were very strong in the Solent but a simple coloured tidal
chart published in the Yachting Weekly was a great help to visitors for
quick reference. We were fortunate in having Don on board with his wide
local knowledge. It was a day for close inshore work and several boats hit
the bottom or went aground including two American, one Swedish and two
Irish Admiral Cup team boats, but all managed to get off without appreciable
damage and continue the race. Several boats failed to go over the line as
per course instructions including two of the Australian team, one, realising
his mistake and returning to correct it, but the other "Camille" did not discover it until he had finished: as there was no time limit Camille put to
sea again and re-sailed the 2nd round of the course again thus gaining 6
points for the team.
Australia’s Caprice of Huon won the Britannia Cup race withBritain’s
Norema IV and Quiver IV in second and third place o "Sonata" in 25th
place was best of the Irish boats. Fourteen boats were disqualified,
"Camille" eventually redeeming herself as already mentioned.
The New York Cup race was sailed on Thursday 5th August, from
the same starting line and over a similar course to Tuesday’s race, but the
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wind was a good deal stronger reaching force 7 in squalls. Many sails,
mostly spinnakers were seen to blow out but there were few retirements
or disqualifications. This race also was won by Caprice of Huon with
America’s Caper, the British Clarion and Quiver IV in 2nd, 3rd and 4th
places respectively. The Irish team had a much better day with
Shelmalier 5th Moonduster 13th and Myth of Malham 26th. "Sonata" was
placed 21st. During the race we had a port and starboard argument with
one of the Dutch team boats who gracefully retired. These Solent races
did an awful lot to improve crew teamwork and in building up confidence
aboard.
The days at Cowes between races were spent checking and maintaiIting gear, charging batteries, topping up stores, sunbathing, fraternising, visiting the casino and telling tall sea stories. Nicky gave us
breaks about the Sydney-Hobart race while: we told him that the Fastnet
would make it seem like a Sunday school outing, this fortunately not
proving prophetic; Don assured us one hadn’t really sailed until they had
been in a Cowes X. O. D., while superior advantage as sailing centres were
claimed by various biased crew members for Galway, Castletownsend,
Dungarvan and Howth.
While ashore we manoeuvred for position at the crowded bars with
the greats of the yachting world, nobody calling for water. Among the
famous was the American designer Stephens who was sailing in Whistler of
Paget, a boat designed by him and built at Cowes for "Shorty" Trimmingham
of Bermuda and which they just managed to get out of the builders yard in
sufficient time for the Channel race; Shorty’s normal greeting to the Irish
crews was "Give my regards to Douglas Heard". He acquitted himself
admirably during the Fastnet, having broken his main boom in the early
stages, he lashed his spinnaker boom to it and carried on. The Australians,
many of whom were accompanied by wifes, sweethearts and families, had
taken a large house by the waterfront, which they set up as their own club
but where all were welcome.
Among the many arrivals for the Fastnet race were the two Dunlaoghaire boats, S. O’Mara’s "Oisin" in class 11 and Dr. O’Hanlon’s
Tjaldur in class 111. We shared a trot with an old Dublin Bay 25 footer
whose rig had been modified and the hull sheathed in fibre glass, shortly
before the start of the Fastnet. Baron de Roschilds gigantic "Gitana IV
al’so arrived, dwarfing all other competitors..
The Fastnet race was started from the R.Y.S. at 1830 on Saturday,
7th August, wind N.W. force 3 and an Eastgoing tide, the start being to
Westward. There were 151 starters, the classes being started at 15minute
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intervals. The race started with a short beat, many boats choosing to
tack close along the shore line where the chances taken to gain yards in
a race of more than 600 miles were prompted more by excitement of the
start and evident close competition than by careful planning; it seemed
probable at times that some boats must end up on Cowes Green which was
already crowded with spectators, but as far as is known there were no
mishaps.
Having weathered Egypt Point, about half a mile from the start the
boats had a close fetch down the Solent, thence a reach thro’ the Needles,
the tide now being favourable. From the South of the Shingles bank we
had a reach to Anvil Point and Portland Bill in a fresh N’ly breeze, chasing
to pass outside Portl~md Race, the tide turning Easterly around 0230 on
Sunday.
With the coming of dawn winds became light Southerly and later
variable light airs. By 11.30 we were becalmed off Prawle Point with
several other boats, including Eric Tarberts Pen-Duick 11 winner of the
single handed transatlantic race and now converted to schooner rig; Pen
Duick was to be our frequent companion during the race.
For the following ten hours we had fluky winds and calms around
Lime Bay, where, full of misgivings and regrets regarding our tactics we
imagined those who had kept clear at the coast were still thrashing along.
They were, in fact, also becalmed but not for such a long period and when
the wind did rise it was from the South, to their advantage. Moonduster
kept very close to the shore taking advantage of every little local wind and
gradually creeping ahead. The weather throughout this period was almost
sub -tropical.
Shortly before midnight on Sunday night a moderate Southerly breeze
sprung up and we set course for the Lizard, our first reporting station,
arriving at 0630 on Monday. Having signalled our name and sail number
we asked at what time the first boat had passed, to be told she was about i0
hours ahead. We were somewhat relieved as the boat was Gitana IV with
a T.C.F. of 1.1108.
We arrived off Seven Stones Light Vessel at 1320 from Lizard; upon
checking the log book I find the only noteworthy entry was by our amateur
ornithologist to the effect that he had sighted migrating swifts, wind S. E.
force 2.
Running with spinnakers set, we set a thumb line course for Fastnet
from Seven Stones in a freshing South Easterly breeze which reached force 7
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in gusts during the evening. This was the strongest wind we were to
experience during the series of races and many spinnakers, including
"Sonatas" and Moonduster’s were blown out. "Outlaw"cOf Britain
suffered a broken mast while "Vagabond" of the Swedish team broke her
main boom in going to her assistance, both boats being forced to retire.
Steering throughout the Seven Stones - Fastnet leg required constant vigilance to prevent broaching to, and to get the most out of the boat while
not in close company.
Shortly before sighting Fastnet we met "Shelmalier" who had
already rounded. A powerful voiced crew member from Howth assured
us across half a mile of water, without a megaphone, that we were on the
right course. As we approached the Rock a fishing vessel was sighted and
a silhouette against the familar seascape was quickly recognised as that
of Tom Crosbie. There were many more of the Southern Yachting fraternity about,:, taking photos and urging us along with encouraging shouts.
Our position was now 24th in class and 84th in fleet, having improved by 3 and 16 places respectively since Seven Stones. We rounded
Fast_net at 10.20 on Tuesday 10th August, astern of Pen-Duick, Myth of
Malham and the Swedish team boat, Honey, and sailed for a few miles on
the starboard tack in a South Easterly breeze. At l l00 we tacked to a
Southerly course, the wind freshening, and we tacked again on being headed
by the veering wind at 1300. The wind continued to veer and by 1600 we
were sailing a free course towards our next mark, Bishop Rock, and
regretted it later when the wind backed and we were unable to lay it. Weather
forecasts throughout the race, and indeed throughout the series, were of
little help strategically as the timing of wind shifts were rarely predicted
correctly even when force and direction were accurate.
At 10.45 on llth August we managed to get a good fix using a sun
sight and a D.F. bearing of Round Island, and the Scillies at noon. After
rock hopping off Grim Rocks, with lookout posted in the bows, we rounded
the Bishop lighthouse at 1650 once again in the company of Pen-Duick, over
whom we managed to get a tidal advantage aad slip ahead temporarily. We
were now placed 16th in class and 76th in fleet having gained eight places in
both since Fastnet.
Up to date the Number one had been keeping a close eye on the fresh
water situation in case the race was protracted, but the order to "scrub
up" was now issued resulting in an amazing transformation of the_scruf~y
bearded crew who had even been prepared to take their whiskey neat in a
spirit of co-operation. The inroads made on our generous stock of tinned
rich fruitcake by a certain watch, aided and abetted by a nameless nonwatch keeper, during the silent hours was also discovered, but we still had
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enough victuals, less fresh water, to cross the Atlantic.
From Bishop to Lizard winds were light to moderate with visibility
restricted at times. We managed to get into a foul tide in light airs off
the Lizard and virtually stemmed the tide for a couple of hours, a fate
we might have avoided with a little more thought.
During the middle watch on Thursday, 12th August, the wind
freshened from about East by South and we made excellent headway towards
Plymouth. As we approached Rame Head, we converged into close company with "Bluejacket", "Firebrand" and "Najade" and~a private race
developed as we short tacked towards the finish. "Najade" was leadingand
looking like the certain winner, when he fouled his jib, and we managed to
slip through, crossing the line at 1050 in a force 6 breeze, finishing 18th
in class and 7~th in fleet, "Pen-buick" finishing about 15 miles ahead of
us. Our elapsed time was 4 days 16.35 hours.
The winners were: Class 1, Britains "Quiver IV; Class 11,
Britains "Norema IV; Class 111 America’s "Rabbit", the latter being the
overall winner on corrected time. "Gitana IV" who finished 19 hours ahead
of the second boat to cross the line was 6th in class and 14th in fleet on
corrected time’. Britain won the Admirals Cup series, with Australia in
second place. "Sonata" was again listed among the prize winners being
1st of ’A’ Division to cross the line, 2nd on corrected time to "Najade", and
was awarded the Jolie Brise cup.
Our Admirals Cup team "Shelmalier", "Moonduster" and Myth of
Malham" finished 15th, 16th and 17th respectively in class 1 on corrected
time.
Having crossed the finishing line "Sonata" shortened sail and attempted
to start the engine, with negative results to the secret satisfaction, I suspect,
of our sail purists who remarked that engines were never to be trusted. A
local launch towed us to the dock, where boats were to be packed in like
sardines, 5 and 6 abreast, presenting a vivid picture, with all sorts of
colourful clothing and sails draped out to dry in the hot sun.
Shore arrangements for catering, showers etc., were very good.
Yachtsmen were welcomed at the clubs and the Mayor gave a most enjoyable
cocktail party in their honour. Some of our crew now departed, Dongetting
a pierhead jump to Cowes as soon as we had secured alongside, had set off
into the teeth of the gale, declaring he didn’t trust road transport.
One was not continuously rubbing shoulders with yachtsmen at Plymouth as had been the case at Cowes, but we had a get-together with
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"Moondusters" crew in a dockside pub, with a piano, where the locals were
singing the "Holy Ground" before the night was out.
After a few relaxed days at Plymouth we sailed for Cork on Sunday
15th August. Our engine again failed us as we left the dock, but, wewere
towed to the breakwater by "Oisin" who was also leaving. We had a delightful passage with hot sun and pleasant breeze except for a calm period in
Mounts Bay, arriving Cork Harbour around midnight on 17th August, "Sonata"
having been away for 25 days. We were a happy, bronzed, if somewhat weary
crew who turned in for our last sleep aboard at the White point moorings,
forgetting our mistakes and remembering our modest successes.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
Name:

Address

Yacht

Thames
Tonnage

Anderson, A.W.

Balmacara, Deanfield,
Lo~o~er~.

Lapwing

3½

Andrews, D.

Belfast Mills, Percy St.,
Belfast 13.
Office: 22451
Home: Bangor 60631

Ocean Dove

8½

Archer, William M.

16, Harberton Park,
Belfast 9.

Petrel

Arnold, R.C.

13, Malone Hill Park,
Belfast.

Barnes, D.

53, Sycamore Road,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.

Cu-na-Mara

Beck, H.

10, Murdock Court,
Middlebury, Vermont,
U.S.A.

China Bird

13

Berridge, Lt.Col.
Ashleam, Monkstown,
R. L, (Rear Commodore)
Co. Cork.
Home: Glenbrook 841022

Shindilla

13

Berridge, Mrs. Cicely Ashleam, Monkstown,
D.
Co. Cork.

Shindilla

13

Beckett, J.D.

52, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Begley, W.

87, Tritonville Road,
Sandymount, Dublin.
Home: 684947

Bourke, John P.

27, Belgrave Sq.,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Bourke, J.R.

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave.,
Limerick.
Office: Limerick 45444
Home: Limerick 45479

Dara

Iduna

4

Boyd, J.M.

Craigantlet, Newtownards,
Co, Down.

Bradley, D.

"Mostyn" Grove Lawn,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin°
Office: 53351
Home: 882552.

Braidwood, W.S.

3, Dufferin Villas,
Bangor, Coo Down.

Braidwood, Mrs.

3 Dufferin Villas,
Bangor, Co, Down°

Bridges, Mrs. Mo C.

Seamark, Gland.re,
Coo Cork.
Home: Leap 7°

Brindley, A.C.

Pendennis, Gordon Ave.,
Foxrock, Coo Dublin.
Office: 78617
Home: 893444

Aletta

2

Broderick, K.J.

Kilcoran, I<napton Roa.d~
Dun. Laoghaire, Co°
Dublin°

Darroch

13½

Brown, J. Fo

151, Seafield Road,
Clontarf, Dublin 3 °

Hy-Brasail
(P°O°)

Brown, Wo Do

212, Shore Road,
Portaferry, Coo Down, o

Blacksod

Bunting, P.J.

Faunmore,
Holywood, Go° Down
Office: Belfast 21892
Home: Holywood 3744

Wender

Butler, ]o C.

Belgrove, Cobh,
Cork°

Happy Morning

Butler, So

Bonnie Doon, Coliemore
Rdo ~ Dalkey, Co° Dublin.

Cambell~ Ro P°

Cotswolds, Foxrock,
Co° Dublin°
Office: 72125
Home: ~9524 2

Cruishkeen

Verve

14

10

Huzure
P.O.

Chadwick, T.

Lissen Hall, Swords,
Co. Dublin.
Office: 280381
Home: 201220

Charles, R.

28a, Kensington,
Church St., London, W. 8

Clapham John F.

3 Clanbrassil Tce.,
Marino, Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 25475
Home: Holywood 2933

Daphne
(Dragon)

Clarke, H.W.S.

G orteade C ottage,
Upperlands, Co. Derry

Wild Goose

Clarke, Don.

13 Belmont Drive, Derry

Caru

Clegg, J.A.

Craigside, Langley Ave.,
Bingley, Yorks.

Sinbad of
Abersoch

Cobbe, T.L.

Newbridge House,
Donabate, Co. Dublin.

Charm

6

Coe, R.

Craigie, Monasterevan,
Co. Ktldare.

Collins, H.A.B.

Clanallen, Manse Road,
Kilkeel, Co. Down.

Collins, W.J.

Weir View, Sunday’s Well,
Cork.
Office: Cork 20636
Home: Cork 24038

Cooke, K.
(R. O. R. C. Measurer)

"Salia" Dublin Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Office: 71801
Home: 322348

Courtney, R.

Ross More, Claremont Rd.,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
Office: 44686
Home: 323090

Fionnuala

13

Coyne, T.P.

1, Glenvar Park (Overseas)
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

4

10

5
11

Cresswell, R..S.

Lynton, Dalkey Ave.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Crosbie, Commdr.

Garrydale, Tivoli,
Co. Cork.

Crosbie, E.

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork.

Crosbie, T.

Woodlands, Mentenotte,
Cork.

Cross, T.

Montenotte House,
Lr. Montenotte, Cork.
Office: 20595
Home: 22396

Cudmore, F.

If

12

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork.
Office: 24019
Home: 42662

Setanta

i0

Cudmore, H.

Cartriff, Douglas,
Co. Cork.
Office: 24019
Home: 33016

Auretta

8

Cudmore, H. Jr.,

Cartriff, Douglas,
Co. Cork.
Home: 33016

Cudmore, Ronald

Cartriff, Douglas
Co. Cork.
Home: 33016

D’Alton, H.M.A.

Kilda Cottage, Killiney,
Co. Dublin.

Dawes, Miss K. P.

The Moorings, Harbour
Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Home: 805770

Deane, Douglas

"Rosario" Sidney Park,
Cork.

Denvir, Miss J.

Mount Bernard, Cobh,
Co. Cork.

Emmy

12’
National

Devereux, A.

10, Fleet St., Dublin.

Dillon, A.

Kilteragh Lodge,
Westminster Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

Dineen, Patrick-&. St. Minchin’ s Bakery)
Nicholas Street, Limerick.

Huntress

5

Doyle, D.N.

Lauriston, Douglas Road,
Cork.

Moonduster

20

Doyle, T.F.

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook,
Co, Cork.

Elsa.

21

Duff, J. C.

37, West 75th St.,
New York 23, U.S.A.

Naomi
P.O.

5

Duff, J.M.

11, Queen’s Park,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Naomi
P.O.

5

Dunn, Aidan
(Hon. Secretary)

2, Nutley Road,
Ballsbridge, Dublin, 4.
Office: 70733
Home: 691158

Shortwave

Dyke, Stardey W,

2, Knapton Tce.,
Dun Laoghaire.

Elliot, W.M.

Hillsboro,
59 Cromwell Road,
Canterbury, Kent,
Office: Nonington 319
Home: Canterbury 65679

Sheena

Falkiner, Dr. N.

24, Uppr, Fitzwilliam St.,
Dublin.

Tir-na-Nog

Fannin, R.N.

117, St. Assam’s Ave.,
Raheny, Co. Dublin.

Faulkner, J. A,

Doon, Cultra, Holywood,
Co. Down.

Heron

11

Faulkner, J.D.

Olinda, Craigavad,
Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 744261
Home: Holywood 2783

Andvari

41

Felix, B.

La Tour D’Ivoire Bd.
De Lattre De Tassigny,
Toulon, France.

Fielding, Dr. R.J.

Mizen, Douglas Rd.,
Cork.

Fitzgerald, C.J.

24, Patrick St., Cork.

Flanagan, R.J.

119, Vernon Ave., Clontarf.

French, Miss D.

Pamir Cottage, Dunmore East,
Co. Waterford.

Fuller T.

Grianan, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork.

Glover, Mrs. L.

Rosamar, Mile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.
Home: Newtownards 2633.

Tyrena

11

Glover, Dr. W.E.

Rosamar, Mile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 30111
Home: Newtownards 2633

Tyrena

11

Gogarty, D.

"Lamlash" Mornington,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.

Catalina.

Goodbody, H.P.

The Glen, Cobh,
Co. Cork.
Office: 21701.
Home: :811322

Sonata

Gordon, Hugh

"Mount Carmel",
Victoria Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin.
Office: 45551
Home: 805662

7

21

J

Green, C.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonald, Belfast.

Green, M.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonald, Belfast.

Green, R.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonald, Belfast.
Home: 63175.

G ;een, Mrs. M.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonald, Belfast.

Greer, P. H.
(Commodore)

Helen

11

Helen

11

22, Greenfield Road, Sutton,
Dublin.
Office: 71801
Home: 323195

Helen of
Howth

29

Guinness, J.H.

Ceanchor House, Baily,
Co. Dublin.

Sharavoge

Guinness, P.

15 Queensberry Way,
London, S.W. 7

Rob Roy
McGregor

Hall, R.C.A.

Lisaniska,
Co. Cork.

Seadog

Hall, Mrs. Nancy
W.

Lisaniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork.

Hanan, T.J.

Asajigo Close,
Queen’ s Drive,
Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria.

Harman, S. T. S.

Lichfield, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork.

Carina.

Hegarty, B.

Cairn Gorm,
Baily, Co. Dublin.

Puffin

Hegarty, D.

2, Killeen Terrace,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Heidorn, Miss A.G.

Seabank, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Monkstown,

Music

Silver Moon

8
11-

I.D.R.A. 14’

4

Mermaid

17’

Hely, Air Commodore,
A.H.O.B.E.

8, Saxholme Dale,
Bassett, Nr. Southampton.

Cygnet

9

Hennessy, Dr. St.J.

Carna, Connemara,
Co. Galway.

Aisling

8

Henry, F.J.
M.B.,F.R.C.S.I.

Match Box, Mount Anville
Rd., Dundrum, Dublin, 14.
Home: 984956

Jacqueline

Henry, Dr. G. R.

6 Farmhill Drive,
Goatstown, Dundrum,
Dublin 14.

Heron, Barney

Leixlip, Co. Kildare

Artic Sun
Harlekin

10
6

Cuan Hills Farm,
Ballydorn, Killinchy,
Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 57251
Home: Fdllinchy 468

Gray Seal
of Strangford

6¼

Higginbotham, James
W.

Weatherly, Claremont,
Howth, Co. Dublin.

Mimosa

17

Hilliard, C.E.

16 Asfondby Road,
Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire

Hollwey, G.W.

Dunstaffnage, Stillorgan.
Co. Dublin.

Hollwey, Lt. Col.
J.B.

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely,
Co. Dublin.

Horsman, H.F.

Templerainy House, Arklow
Co. Wicklow.

Hunt, C .K.

c/o Arthur Guinness Ltd.,
Cork.

Irving, J.F.

The Moorings, Harhour Rd., Sea Saunterer
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Tora

Cockabony

Jacob, B.

15, Cunningham Drive,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
Office: 503222
Home: 806614

Jones, A.G.H.

35 Merrion Sq., Dublin, 2.

Kavanagh, Commander
Peter

Kerlogue, Railway Ave.,
Sutton, Dublin.

}~ay, A.

49 Offington Park, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.

Kearney, J.B.

27 Eaton Square, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

Kelly-Rogers,
Capt. J.C.

Spindrift, Shore Road,
Portmarnock, Co. Dublin.
Office: 46851
Home: 350028

Argus

5

Kennedy, H.P.

21, Wellington Park,
Belfast 9.
Office: 226941
Home: 668686

Tosca 11

505

Kimber, G.

c/o R.J. Kimber, Esq.,
107 Stamford Court,
Goldhawk Road,
London, W. 6.

Astrophel

Kirkham, T.G.

127, Rathgar Road,
Dublin.

Knott, H.B.

Marlay, Proby Square,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Pamela

Knox-Gore, Col.
W.A.C.A., D.S.O.

Pontoon Lodge,
Foxford, Co. Mayo.

Arandora

Lambert, H.

18, Crosthwaite Park, East,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Landon, Capt. E.G.

Crannog, Banagher,
Co. Offaly.
Home: Offaly 24

Sea Bird

(P. o. )

10

4½

Kilkenny, Lt. Col.
R.P.

23, Upr. Grosvenor St.,
London, W. 1.

Large, R.T.

Rosehill House,
Carysfort Ave.,
Blackrock.
Office: 61236
Home: 880574

Motihari 111

Lawless, Peter D.

Heydere, Westfields,
S.C. Road, Limerick.

Ianthe

Lee, R.

Beaumont Cottage, Waltham
Terrace, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.

Leonard, A.G.

24, Maryville Park, Belfast 9
Home: 669883.

Lamita

Leonard, G.B.

24, Maryville Park, Belfast

Lamita

Livingston, William
David

89, High St., Cowes, I.O.W.

Myth of Malham

14

Livingston, Mrs.
Bridget

89, High St., Cowes, I.O.W.

Love, Brian

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Love, C.

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Galcador

20

Luke, Derek

Windward, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Office: 53351
Home: 322507

Emmanuel

Luke, Dermot

Fairways, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Office: 71801
Home: 322634

McAuley, F.D.

44, Fitzwilliam S~are,
Du~in.

5

4&

8

Heather Bell

52

Susanna

9

Brooklyn, Greencastle,
Lifford, Co. Donegal.
Office: Derry 4081
Home: Greencastle 5

Diane

4

McCou11, M.J.

47, Earlswood Road,
Belfast.

Lorelei,

McDowell, J.R.

Cherryhill, Ballymullan Rd., Caiflin
Crawfordsburn, Co. Down.
Office: 28221
Home: Helen’s Bay 3165

McFerran, K.

Dangan, Carrickmines,
Co. Dublin.

McGonagle, L.

Fingal, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

McIlwaine, A.D.

Barra, Crawfordsburn,
Co. Down.

McFerran, Neff

The Peak, K_illiney,
Co. Dublin.

Macauley, W.P.

Ballyward House,
Manor Kilbride,
Ble ssington,
Co. Wicklow.

McCleery, H.

Island Bane, Klllinchy,
Co. Down.

McCormell, J.C.

Darwin House,
Cunningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
Office: 73141

McCormell, John H.

Darwin House,
Cunningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

McConnell, Mrs. M.

Darwin House,
Cunningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

McCormick, W.H.D.
(Vice Commodore)

6½

Huzure,
(p.O.)

Sheenan

17

McIlwaine, Mrs. Y.

Barra, Crawfordsburn,
Co. Down.

McKee, M.

2, Sandringham Drive,
Bangor.
Office: 22734
Home: 2692

McKenna, D.C.

Flat 5, Lancaster Gate,
London, W. 2

Mackeown, J.A.

57, Leeson Park,
Dublin.

Huff of
Arklow.
Antoinette

McKinley, F.

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Sarcelle

McLaverty, C.

47, Portwood Road,
Southampton, Hants.

Dauntless

McLaverty, K.

201, York Ave., East Cowes, Durward
Isle of Wight.

McMuIlen, L.

The Dell, Gordon Ave.,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

Rainbow

McNally, R.J.

42, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clontarf, Dublin, 3.

Hy-Brasail

Macken, J.J.

White House, Dalkey Ave.,

Aileen
(Dragon)

Mackey, K.

6, The Close,
Mount Merrion, Dublin

Madden, Arthur, G.

Hazeldene, Marina,
Blackrock, Co. Cork.

Maguire, B.C.

Northfield, 36, Herbert Rd.,
Hornchurch, Essex.

Maguire, M.J.

G rosvenor House,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Marie of
Howth

(P.O.)

5

14
5

8
2

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road,
Cork.
Office: 25252
Home: 33966

Mahony, J. A. C.

Cloghroe House, Blarney,
Co. Cork.

Mallagh, T.J.S.

1, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin, 14

Marshall, A.H.

6, Castlehill Park West,
Belfast 4.

Martin, F.D.

2, Eaton Brae, CorbawnLane,
Shankill, Co. Dublin.

Adastra
(P.O.)

Masser, A. H.

Edros, Baily, Co. Dublin.
Office: 79801
Home: 323162

Segura

Maxwell, F.

Bloomfield, Newcastle,
Co. Wicklow.

Mellon, Douglas

Thormonby Lodge, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Spray

Mellon, D.E.
M.D.

8, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin.

Janet

Micks, R.H.
M.D.

18, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin.

Miller, C.G.

Shortalstown, Killinick,
Wexford. (Murrintown 8)

Minchin, J.

Knockrea House,
Douglas Road, Cork. (332300)

Mitchell, E.D.

Carrowdore Castle,
Millisle, Co. Down

(Millisle 234)

8

Fafner

Maher, Patrick

2

La Petite Mamselle 5

Calloo

23

12

4

Pride of
Leap

6

Felma
(P.O.)

11

Mitchell, P.D.

Apartment 1A, Decarie Towers
5757, Decarie Blvd.,
Montreal, Canada.

Montgomery, A.M.

Brocca, 5, North Ave.,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
Office: 79232
Home: 881045

Zeewil

7

Montgomery, E.J.

78, Northumberland Road,
Dublin.
Office: 61201
Home: 67852

Caravelle

2

Mooney, A.W.

Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Home: 804366

Moore, G.B.

18, St o Catherines Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
Office: 801078
Home: 803152

Morck, Dr. P.B.

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion
Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Home: 880852

Samphire
of Osyth

Ii

Morck, Mrs. P.C.

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion
Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Morehead, R.

Currabinny, Crosshaven,
Co. Cork.

Windward

Morris, A.

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
Co. Kilkenny.
Home: Fiddown 8

Evarne

Morrison, I.

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Baily, Co. Dublin.

Mosse, W.P.

Denedin, Bennetsbridge,
Co. Kilkenny.

ii

b

\
t

Mulhern, J.T.

Hillside, Uppr. Mounttown,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
Office: 77592
Home: 801420

Murphy, W.J.

15, Cleve Hill, Blackrock Rd.,
Cork.

Murray, Capt.
Brendan

17, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.
Office: 45851 (Ex. 558)
Home: 334422

Ntxon, W.M.

6, Gilnahirk Road,
Belfast 5.
Office: 669491
Home: 650055

O’Brien, Eric

39, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin.

O’Byrne, T.E.

Thorndale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork.

O’Ceallaigh, C.

46, Killiney Road,
Killiney.

O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M.

46, Killiney Road,
Killiney.

O’Connor, Dr. M.

58, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin.
Home: 67136

Innisfallen

Odlum, P.

Priory Lodge, Grove Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Inishmara

12

O’Donovan, W.J.

Eldorado, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork.

O’Hanlon, R.H.
M.D.

8, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.

Tjaldur

12

O’Hanlon, Mrs.B.

8, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.

Thumbalina
(Mermaid)

Julia

5.6

O’Keeffe, P.

Ard-na-Greine, Bantry,
Co. Cork.

O’Keeffe, Ray, P.

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford.
Office: 72
Home: 280

O’Lochlainn, C.

109, Fleet St.,
Dublin.

O’Mara, S.

Pembroke House,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Office: 53361
Home: 880996

O’Neill, J. Russell

23 Beverly Hills,
Bangor, Co. Down.

O’Reilly, John

9, Eden Quay,
Dublin 1.

Osterberg, H.

1, Wilton Place,
Dublin, 2.

Osterberg, P.

The Old Manse,
Hillsborough, Co. Down,
Home: Hillsborough 226.

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah

9, Rock St.,
Tralee, Co. Kerry

Geraldine

Park, M.

Corrig Breac, Baily,
Howth, Co. Dublin.

I<itugam

11

Perrot, Thomas R.

"Analore", St. Nessan’s
Rd., Dooradoyle, Limerick.

Payne, J. Somers

4, Camden Terrace,
Crosshaven, Co. Cork.

Melody

Nat. 18’

Pearson, J.D.

Craig View, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Pierce, Dermot

126, Harley Street, London.

Iolar

(Mermaid)

Oisin

Y

Ib

Jlt

4

Pope, A.E.

Roancarrig, Waterfall Rd.,
Cork.
Office: 41851
Home: 41143

Purcell, D.J.

3, Marlborough Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Reid, N.C.

1, Fifth Ave., Baylands,
Bangor, Co. Down.

Riordan, C.

The Paddock, Templelawn,
Blackrock Rd., Cork.

Tern

5

Robinson, Dr. G.

15, Belgrave Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
Office: 805581
Home: 807207

Whimbrel

3

Roche, T.H.

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Neon Tetra

20

Ronan, J.G.

Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork.

Rothwell, R.M.

Rosbarnagh, Newport,
Co. Mayo.

Rosalind

7

Russell, John F.

Edendorn, Craigarusky,
Killinchy, Co. Down

Macfin

Ryan, Senator E.

4, Winton Road, Dublin 6.
Home: 65249

Ryan, J.

c/o The National Yacht Club
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Southern
Cross.

Selig, Ivan

20 Callender St.,
Belfast

Salna

Sheppard, T.

Polruan, 46, Warren Road,
Donaghadee, Co. Down.

Greylag of
Arklow

Sheppard, Gerald J.

2, Aigburth Drive,
Liverpool, 17

Susette

6

(Enterprise)

12

Smiles, A.

28, Fifth Ave., Port Washington,
New York, U.S.A.

Smith, L.G.

Islington, 47 Terenure Rd., E.,
Dublin, 6.

Smullen, J.D.

Sragh, Tullamore, Offaly.

Smyth, B.T.

Carregwen
Lintie

11
6

40, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9.

Wynalda

10

Smyth, F.B.

646, Howth Rd.,
Dublin, 5.

Rebel

Smyth, Karl

20, Hamilton Rd.,
Bangor, Co. Down.

St. Michael of
Cape Clear

16

Smyth, W.A.

11, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9.

Wynalda

10

Somerville-Large,
P.T.

Vallombrosa, Bray,
Co. Wicklow.

Gannet

10

Starkey, R.V.

11, Sandford Ave.,
Marlboro’ Rd., Donnybrook
Dublin.

Bonita

3

Stevenson, J.A.

The Old Vicarage, Cranford
Way, Highfield, Southampton

Stewart, A.

6, Trearddur Mews,
Trearddur Bay, Anglesey,
N. Wales.

Sullivan, C. St. J.

Bellevue, Lr. Mounttown Rd.,
Dun Laoghaire, CO. Dublin.

Tayler, W.J.

53, West Point, Edgbaston,
Birmingham 16.

Thompson, S.F.

Windyridge, Rochestown Rd., Wye
Douglas, Cork.

Tierney, J.

Amalfi, Eglinton Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

4

11

.m

A

Pellegrina

12

56, Ferrybank, Arklow.

Aisling of
Arklow

15

Tweedy, Dr. E.S.

Everton, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.

Twayblade

9

Villiers -Stuart:
J.H.I.

Renville Hall, Oranmore,
Co. Galway.
Home: Oranmore 12.

Villiers-Stuart,
M.F.

Longside, Greenisland,
Co. Antrim.

Winifred

Wall-Morris, R.

Melbeach, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.
Office: 76331
Ilome: 804843

Vandra

Walsh, R. ’1".

65, Merrion Road,
Dublin, 4.

Watson, Nell
(Hon. Treasurer)

Shandon, Crosthwaite Park,
Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin.

Watson, R.

Newtonmore, Grove Road,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Wilkinson, J.N.

Glenhedr, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Leila

Wilby, ~ A.

Monte Alverno,
Sorrento Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Shelmalier
of Anglesey

36

Wilson, P.

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd.,
Bearsden, Dunbartonshire,
Scotland.

Nan of Clynder

12

Wilson, T.G.
M.B., F.R.C.S.I.

3, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin.

Harmony

Tomlinson, M.

Elmleigh, Neston,
Wirral, Cheshire.

Tomlinson, Mrs.
Molly

Elmleigh, Neston,
Wirral, Cheshire.

Tyrrell, J.

Vivi

13

30 sq.m.

17’

7

Wolfe, J.M.

Robs Walls, Malahide,
Co. Dublin.

Kyrenia
ag

Wood Wolfe, C. F. W.

Bridge House, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork

Workman, J.R.

53, Malone Park, Belfast

Ceara

8

Wylde, Commdr.
A.L.

South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down.

Sula’s Wing

5
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HONORARY

Barton, Humphrey

4, Quay Hill, Lymington,
Hants.

Rose of York

12

Cree, Donal, C.L.

Pinehur st,
Aviary Road,
Pyreford, Woking.

Gulnare

9

Heard, R.D.

Stone Cottage,
Killiney Hill Road,
Killiney,
Co. Dublin.

Vanja IV.

6

Paul, A.H.

o
&,

MEMBERS

Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20, St. James’s St.,
London, S.W. 1.

Harklow

12
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